CHAPTER IV

14* Statement of Results Proved in Chapter IV
In this chapter, we begin the proof of the main theorem of this
paper. The proof is by contradiction. If the theorem is false, a
minimal counterexample is seen to be a non cyclic simple group all
of whose proper subgroups are solvable. Such a group is called a
minimal simple group. Throughout the remainder of this chapter,
© is a minimal simple group of odd order. We will eventually derive
a contradiction from the assumed existence of ©.
In this section, the results to be proved in this chapter are summarized. Several definitions are required.
Let 7T* be the subset of n(®) consisting of all primes p such that
if sp is a Sp-subgroup of ®, then either Sfif^ift)
is empty or $P
contains a subgroup 21 of order p such that C^(2l) = 21 x 95 where 33
is cyclic. Let n? be the subset of TC* consisting of those p such that
if ^5 is a Sp-subgroup of © and a is the order of a cyclic subgroup
of iV($P)/$pC($P), then one of the following possibilities occurs:
( i ) a divides p — 1.
(ii) $P is abelian and a divides p + 1.
(iii) | $P | = pz and a divides p + 1.
We now define five types of subgroups of ©. The basic property
shared by these five types is that they are all maximal subgroups of
©. Thus, for x = 1, II, III, IV, V, any group of type x is by definition
a maximal subgroup of @. The remaining properties are more detailed.
We say that 9K is of type I provided
( i ) 3K is of Frobenius type with Frobenius kernel §.
(ii) One of the following conditions is satisfied:
(a) § is a T. I. set in ©.
(b) 7r(£)S7r*.
(c) & is abelian and m(§) = 2.
(iii) If p e 7r(3K/§), then mp(2TC) ^ 2 and a SP-subgroup of 2Ji is
abelian.
The remaining four types are by definition three step groups. If
@ is a three step group, we use the following notation:
@ = ©'2^ ,

©' n 25*! = 1 ,

C&iZ&J = SB*.

*•• • •

Furthermore, !Q denotes the maximal normal niljxrtent S-subgroup of
©. By definition, § ^ S ' so WG let II be a complement for § in ©',
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In addition to being a three step group, each of the remaining four
types has the property that if 2Q0 is any non empty subset of
aO^aOS, - SB1 - 2B2, then iV@(2B0) = SJyBB,, by definition. The remaining
properties are more detailed.
We say that @ is of type II provided
( i ) U =£ 1 and U is abelian.

(ii)

N9(O)&&.

(iii) iV®(2I) g @ for every non empty subset SI of @" such that
(iv) | 2&! | is a prime.
(v) For every prime p, if 2t0, 2tx are cyclic p-subgroups of U
which are conjugate in © but are not conjugate in @, then either
C^(2I0) = 1 or C c (8y = 1.
(vi) £>C(£>) is a T. I. set in @.
We say that @ is of type III provided (ii) in the preceding definition is replaced by
(ii)' A i ( U ) S © f
and the remaining conditions hold.
We say that @ is of type IV provided (i) and (ii) in the definition
of type II are replaced by
(i)" U ' * l ,
(ii)" AT<,(U)S©f
and the remaining conditions hold.
We say that <S is of type V provided
(i) U = l.
(ii) One of the following statements is true:
(a) @' is a T. I. set in ©.
(b) @' = sp x @Of where @0 is cyclic and ty is a Sp-subgroup of
© with
14.1. Let © 6e a minimal simple group of odd order.
Two elements of a nilpotent S-subgroup § of © are conjugate in ©
i / and only if they are conjugate in iV(£>). Either (i) or (ii) is true:
(i) Every maximal subgroup of © is of type I.
(ii) (a) © contains a cyclic subgroup 23 = SBx x 2B2 wi</& £fte
property that JV(2B0)=2B /or ever]/ non empty sw&set 2B0 o/ SB—2$^-SB!.
AZso, SB, * 1, i = 1, 2.
(b) © contains maximal subgroups @ and 2 not o/ type 7
THEOREM

e
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(c) Every maximal subgroup of ® is either conjugate to @ or
X or is of type I.
(d) Either @ or Z is of type II.
(e) Both @ and % are of type II, III, IV, or V. (They are
not necessarily of the same type.)
In order to state the next theorem we need further notation. If
8 is of type I, let
8 = 2, = U C2(H) ,
where £> is the Frobenius kernel of 8.
If 8 is of type II, III, IV, or V, we write 8 = 8'SB^ 8' n SBi = 1.
Let £> be the maximal normal nilpotent S-subgroup of 8, let 11 be a
complement for § in 8' and set SB = C^SBx), 2Ba = 2B n 8', 3& = 2B If 8 is of type II, let
8 = U C2,(H) .
ne§*

If 8 is of type III, IV, or V, let
8 = 8'.
If 8 is of type II, III, IV, or V, let
8 t = 8 U U Lzest

We next define a set s/ = J^(8) of subgroups associated to 8.
Namely, 3Ji e sf if and only if 2JI is a maximal subgroup of © and
there is an element L in 8* such that C(L) g; 8 and C(L) g; 9Ji. Let
{??!, • • •, SJJJ be a subset of s*/ which is maximal with the property
that 9^ and Sfty are not conjugate if i =£ i. For 1 ^ i g w, let £>* be
the maximal normal nilpotent S-subgroup of %.
14.2. If 8 is of type 7, //, ///, IV, or V, then 8 and 8X
are tamely imbedded subsets of © with
THEOREM

JV(S) = N(k) = 8 .
JTf J^(8) is empty, 8 and 8X are T. I. sets in ©. / / j ^ ( 8 ) is non
empty, the subgroups $ lf • • •, &n are a system of supporting subgroups
for 8 and for 8^
The purpose of Chapter IV is to provide proofs for these two
theorems.
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A Partition of 7r(©)

We partition 7r(©) into four subsets, some of which may be empty:
n1 = {p\A Sp-subgroup of © is a non identity cyclic group.}
7T, = {p 11. A Sp-subgroup of © is non cyclic.
2. © does not contain an elementary subgroup of order p3.}
7T8 = {p 11. © contains an elementary subgroup of order p3.
2. If ^P is a Sp-subgroup of ©, then M(^P) contains a non
identity subgroup.}
7r4 = {p 11. © contains an elementary subgroup of order p3.
2. If ^P is a Sp-subgroup of ©, then M(^P) contains only
It is immediate that the sets partition 7r(®). The purpose of Lemma
8.4 (i) is that condition 2 defining 7ra is equivalent to the statement
that Sf^^K^)
is empty if ty is a Sp-subgroup of ©. Lemma 8.5
implies that 3 g nx U TT2.
16. Lemmas about Commutators
Following P. Hall [19], we adopt the notation 72133 = [21,S3],
2
i
s
r + 2 l 8 » + i = [r.gsB«f » ] , n = l f 2f • • •f and 7 2I33(S: = [21, 93, £ ] .
If X is a group, ^f3^(X) denotes the set of normal abelian
subgroups of X.
The following lemmas parallel Lemma 5.6 of [27] and in the
presence of (B) absorb much of the difficulty of the proof of Theorem
14.1.
16.1. Let ^ be a Sp-subgroup of © and 2t an element of
^4C^(^). If % is a subgroup of © such that
(i) <2t, S> is a p-group,
(ii) % centralizes some element of Z(ty) fl 21*,
LEMMA

then 73S2t3 =

Proof. Let Z e C(g) n Z(¥) n 21*, and let G = C(Z). By Lemma
7.2 (1) we have 21 S <W<£) = ©. As sp is a Sp-subgroup of <£f Sft =
^P 0 § is a Sp-subgroup of §. Since 21 < spf so also 21 < SR, and since
21 is abelian, we see that 72£>2P £ OP>(£). Since § < £, we have
7^21 S § and so 73g2F S OP,(C). Since <2l, g> is assumed to be a pgroup, the lemma follows.
If ^P is a non cyclic p-group, we define ^<0P) as follows: in case
is non cyclic, ^(^P) consists of all subgroups of Z(^S) of type
(p, p); in case Z(^P) is cyclic, ^(^P) consists of all normal abelian
subgroups of ^P of type (p, p).
LEMMA

16.2. Let tybea non cyclic SPsubgroup of ©, 21 e
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and let % be a subgroiip such that »
j :r
(1) <% 3> is a p-group,
(ii) 21 contains a subgroup S3 of %/(%) such that
/ / p ^ 5, then 74S2l4 = <1>, while if p = 3, tAen 76g2lQ =; <1>.
t / Hi == 51 n Z(«P) and p^5,
then 7332t? =
Proo/. If 33O £ Z(SP), the lemma follows from Lemma 16.1. If
S30 g Z(?P)f then $P0 = C^(a30) is of index p in ^P so is of index at most
p in a suitable Sp-subgroup ^p* of C(33O) = G. In particular, ^po < *P*.
Let § = (V,(G) f SRf = $* n ft, and % = *po n ft. Since % < *P*,
so also «R < *P*. Hence 7?fc*H S % n ft S «Rf and so 73W2I3 = <1>, 21
being in ^K^f(%).
If p ^ 5, we conclude from (B) that H C ft, and
3
so 7 £2F £ OP,(E). Since 7g2l £ ftf the lemma follows in this case.
(Since ^50 centralizes Hlf we have 73g2I? = <1>.)
Suppose now that p = 3. If SR* = %, then 72W2I2 = <1>, and so
by (B), 21 £ § and the lemma follows. If SJS* ^ %, then $* = SR,5Pff
since \^*:^0\=
p. In this case, letting H = 2lft/€>, f* = $*§/&, we
see that H e ^ O ^ ( ^ * ) and so H £ O r .,(C/ft), that is, 21 £ Of»iFi^,,(C) =
ffl. Hence, 7^21 £ S and since S < $ * , we see that 73g2t3£OP,,„.„>(£),
and so 73g2I3 £ ft. Continuing, we see that 74g2l4 £ 0,^(5;)% and so
78g2I8 £ Op>(£), from which the lemma follows.
16.3. Let ty be a Ss-subgroup of © and let
g be a subgroup of © such that
( 0 <S> £> is a S-group.
(ii) Ex = c y g ) * <i>.
= « lf and E, =
LEMMA

Proo/. First suppose H; £ Z(?P). Let ft = C(&x) 3 <^P, g>. Since
*P is a Sg-subgroup of ft, (B) implies that G £ <Wft). Setting SR =
O.'..(ft) 0 SP, we have O3,,3(&) = O r (ftm. If C C TO, then S £ Z(!R)
and so 7 2 ge 2 £ O,,(ft) n <3, E> = <1>, since <g, E> is a 3-group. If
C £ Z(SP), then the definition of a'(SP) implies that 725E2 £ ^ ^ ( f t ) ,
so if 72g(£2 ^ <1>, we must have 7 2 3£ 2 = H-^H
for suitable H in
0a'(ft). By definition of § it follows that H-^H = C^
We can suppose now that ^ g Z(?P). In this case, the definition
of %/W) implies that G = <3), Gx>, where S) = fli(Z(SP)). Let % =
C^GO and let $* be a S3-subgroup of § = CfGj) containing ^Po and
[et W = ^P* n O8»l8(ft). Since ^?0 is of index at most 3 in $P* and since
ip0 centralizes Gf we have 72^P*G2 = <1>, and so G £ $ ? . If SR* £ %,
it follows that 723<£2 £ OS'(ft) fl <G, g> = <1> and we are done. Hence,
we can suppose that SR* g ^Po. In this case, it follows that $* =
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since | $P* : *po| = 3. We also have Z>(W)S%, and s o E g C ^
©. If © £ *po, we have £ £ Z(@), and since Z(8) char @ char W, it
follows that 728E2 £ OA&) 0 <<£, 8> = <1> and we are done. We can
therefore suppose that £ §£ Z(@). Choose # in © - Ce((£). Since ^5*
centralizes Ex it follows that E does not centralize 3) = <Z)>. Consider
[A # ] = * V 1 . Now E i Z f f i X r , and so FeZ(^0).
On the
other hand, F lies in Z)($P*) since both E and J9 are in $po*. Since
Eed, it follows that E centralizes F. Since <$po, E> = $p*, it follows
that I*7 is in Z(?P*). But F is of order 3 and (^ = QX(Z($*)), since
Z(^5*) is cyclic. It follows that <F> = Elf and so E normalizes (£ and
with respect to the basis (D, F) of & has the matrix (5 i )• O n th e
other hand, ^P possesses an element which normalizes E and with
respect to the basis (D, F) has the matrix Q IjM. Since these two
matrices generate a group of even order, we have the desired contradiction which completes the proof of this lemma.
17. A Domination Theorem and Some Consequences
In view of other applications, Theorem 17.1 is proved in greater
generality than is required for this paper.
Let $ be a Sp-subgroup of the minimal simple group £ and let
21 be an element of ^^L^(^5). Let q be a prime different from p.
17.1. Let £}, O2 be maximal elements of M(2l; q).
(i) Suppose that O is not conjugate to £LX by any element of CS(2I).
Then for each element A in 21*, either CD(A) = 1 or C^(A) = 1.
(ii) If 21 e «5*g"L^($P), then Q and JQj are conjugate by an
element of C(2I).
THEOREM

Proof. The proof of (i) proceeds by a series of reductions. If
21 = 1, the theorem is vacuously true, so we may assume 21 =£ 1.
Choose Z in Z(^5), and let G* be any element of M(2l; q) which
is centralized by Z. By Lemmas 7.4 and 7.8, if S is any proper
subgroup of £ containing 21Q*, then £>* C OP,(2).
Now let D* denote any element of M(2t; g) and let 8 be a proper
subgroup of X containing 2IQ*. We will show that D* S OP<(8). First,
suppose Z(?P) is non cyclic. Then Q* = <CD*(Z) |ZeZ(^)*>, so by
the preceding paragraph, £>* g OP>(8). We can suppose that Z(?$) i&
cyclic. Let Z be an element of Z(^P) of order p. We only need to
show that [O*, Z] S OP'(S), by the preceding paragraph. Replacing
£>* by [O*, Z], we may suppose that £>* = [£>*, Z]. Furthermore,
we may suppose that 21 acts irreducibly on D*/Z)(Q*).
Suppose ZeOP,,p(2). Then JQ* = [O*, Z] s 0,^(8) n D * S OP,(S>
and we are done. If 21 is cyclic, then Z is necessarily in OP',P(8),
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since 21 fl Op>>p(8) =£ 1. Thus, we can suppose that 21 is non cyclic.
Let 21, = Ca(£l*) = Ca(Q*/Z>(O*))f so that 21/21! is cyclic and
Zg2IlB We now choose W of order p in 2IX such that <Z, W> <$p.
Suppose by way of contradiction that O* g£OP<(8). Then by Lemma
7.8, we can find a subgroup $ of 2IC(2I1) which contains 2I£>* and
such that £>*gO P .(ft). In particular, D* g OP,(C(TF)). Thus, we
suppose without loss of generality that 2 = C(Tr). Let ^P* be a Spsubgroup of 8 which contains *p = *p n C(TF). If ty* = $, then
ZeOp>,p(2), by Lemma 1.2.3 of [21], which is not the case. Hence,
$ is of index p in ^P*. Clearly, 21 £ $ and ZeZ$>).
Hence,
HP*, ^] £ Z($) £ 21. Let SJJf = *P* n 0P<,P(S) so that W is a Sp-subgroup
of OP,,P(8). Then RJf, <£>, Q*] £ [21, £>*] n OP,.P(8) £ Q* n OP,.P(S), so
that [5ft*, <Z>, O*] £ 0^(8). Let 93 = OP,.P(S)/OP,(S) and let ^ = C^O*).
The preceding containment implies that [53, (Zy\ g 53lB Let S32 =
Then
JVSB^I)^ a c t s trivially on the Q*2l-admissible group S B ^ .
Hence, so does [<Z>, O*] = D*, that is, S32 £ SBlB This implies that
S3 = 5$! is centralized by Q* so Q* g OP(S). We have succeeded in
showing that if Q* is in M(2I; q) and 8 is any proper subgroup of X
containing WO.*, then D* £ 0,,(S).
Now let ^ , • • •, <^ be the orbits under conjugation by C(2l) of
the maximal elements of M(2I; q). We next show that if D e <^,
Dx G ^ and i =£ i, then JD n &i = 1. Suppose false and i, j , Of C^ are
chosen so that | Q n Oi I is maximal. Let £1* = iVQ(£} n Ox) and Of =
NQJJOL fl C^). Since D and C^ are distinct maximal elements of M(2I; g),
Q n D i i s a proper subgroup of both Q* and Of. Let 2 = JV(D n Oi).
By the previous argument, <X1*, Qi*> £ OP/(S). Let 5R be a S,-subgroup
of Op>(2) containing d* and permutable with 21 and let 5Ri be a S9subgroup of Op>(2) containing £i* and permutable with 21. The groups
31 and 3^ are available by Dpq in 2IOP>(8). By the conjugacy of Sylow
systems, there is an element C in OP'(8)2t such that W = 21 and
SR° = 5RL AS 21 has a normal complement in Op/(8)2t, it follows that
C centralizes 21. Let D be a maximal element of H(2I; q) containing
Six. Then D n Qi 2 Of =) D fl Qi, and so D e ^-. Also, Q n Q a 2
D*° D(Qfl O!)0 so that D e ^ and i = j .
To complete the proof of (i), let Qf C^ be maximal elements of
M(2I; g) with Q e ^ ^ e ^ . Suppose Ae21* and C C (A)^1, C Oi (A)^l.
Let 8 = C(A), let 5R be a iS,-subgroup of Op>(2) containing C^(A) and
permutable with 21, and let 9^ be a S9-subgroup of 0P'(8) containing
CfxJLA) and permutable with 21. Then W = % for suitable C in C(2I).
Let D* be a maximal element of M(2I; g) containing 3^. Then
D* n Oa 2 COl(A) gt 1 so Q* G ^-. Also, D* n D 0 2 (CD(A))* ^ l s o
D* G tfj and i = j . This completes the proof of (i).
As for (ii), if 21G ._5*if^($P), then there is an element A in 2t*
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such that Ca(A) =£ 1 and CDl(A) =£ 1. By (i), Q and D* are conjugate
under C(2t).
COROLLARY 17.1. If p e nz (J 7cit $p is a Sp-subgroup of © and
21 G ^^L^7(^P), tfeen /or eacfe prime q =£ p and each maximal element
Q o/ H(2I; g), £ftere is a Sp-subgroup of JV(2I) which normalizes Q.

Proo/. Let G e JV(2I). Then £}* is a maximal element of M(2t; q),
since any two maximal elements of M(2I; g) have the same order, so
Q? = £L° for suitable C = C(G) in C(2I). Hence, GC'1 normalizes Q.
Setting 3f = JV(jQ) n JV(a), we see that $ covers JV(2l)/C(3I), that
is, JV(£1) dominates 21. Now we have 3fC(2l) = JV(2l) and $ contains
21. Since C(2l) = 21 x 3) where ® is a p'-group, we have JV(2l) =
= 321© = 33), and 3 contains a SP-subgroup of JV(8l) as required.
COROLLARY 17.2.
/ / p e n3 u TT4, sp is a Sp-subgroup
©, 21G S^'^VK^) and q is a prime different from p, then
normalizes some maximal element JQ of M(2t; g). Furthermore if
is an element of ® such that 21* £5 $P, then 2F = 2F for some N

of
ty
G
in

Proof. Applying Corollary 17.1, some Sp-subgroup ^5* of iV(2l)
normalizes Oif a maximal element of M(2l; q). Since ^P is a iSp-subgroup
of JV(8t), ^P = ^P*' for suitable X in iV(2I), and so sp normalizes Q =
Of, a maximal element of M(2l; </).
Suppose G e © and 21* S ^5. Then 21* normalizes £1 since ^P does,
so 21 normalizes Q*"1. Now Cl*"1 is a maximal element of M(2t; g)
since any two such have the same order. Hence, Q*"1 = £L° for some
C in C(2l), by Theorem 17.1 and so CG = N is in JV(D). Since 2F =
= 21s, the corollary follows.
17.3. / / p
)f then M(«) is

COROLLARY

G TT4,

$

is a Sp-subgroup of ©

Proof. Otherwise, M(2l; g) is non trivial for some prime q ^= p,
by Lemma 7.4, and so M(^P; q) is non trivial, contrary to the definition
of 7r4.
Hypothesis 17.1.
(i) p G 7r3,5p is a SPsubgroup of © and 21G ^g^^(^P).
(ii) q is a prime different from p, M(2I; q) is non trivial and O
-is a maximal element of M(2I; q) normalized by SP.
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Most of Hypothesis 17.1 is notation. The hypothesis
is that p e 7r3f for in this case a prime q is available such that (ii) is
satisfied. Furthermore, we let
REMARK.

SB = F M B ( « ) ; sp)f
17.1.

LEMMA
=

gp y o r

some

5R = N(ZX) , and SRX

Under Hypothesis 17.1 if Ge® and 8P E sp, tfcen
element N in N(O) fl JV(SB).

Proo/. By Corollary 17.2, SI6' = 2F for some element X in 3d.
Since 5ft is solvable, Lemma 7.2 (1) and Corollary 17.2 imply that
91 = Or<$l) • JV^(SS), so we can write X = JViNT where M e Or(M) and
x
JNTG JVR(SB). NOW 2F is in SB, so in particular is in sp. Also %**" = a
is in «p. Hence, if A is in 21, then A"* • A»* = [A, Ntf is in sp,
and in particular is a p-element. Since [A, N^\ is a p'-element, we
•see that N,e C(2I). Hence «*!* = 21^, and the lemma follows.
LEMMA

17.2.

Under Hypothesis 17.1, 9^ = Op(%).

Proof. Since Z(SB) char S3, and S3 is weakly closed in sp, ^
contains JV(*P)f so Theorem 14.4.1 of [12] applies. We consider the
double cosets ^Xty distinct from $llm Denote by $i(X) the kernel of
the homomorphism of $P onto the permutation representation of ty on
the cosets of % in %Xty. Let P = P(X) be an element of ^ such
that St(X)P is of order p in Z(?P/fl(X)).
Suppose we are able to show that P can always be taken to lie
in St. In this case, we have [U, P, P] = 1 for all U in $p. Since
# ^ 3 and © is simple we conclude from Theorem 14.4.1 in [12] that
•9*1 =

Op(%).

We now proceed to show that P can always be taken to lie in 21.
The only restriction on the element X is that XtSHu that is, we
must have St(X) =£ ?P.
Now SlgSS, so Z(SB) centralizes 21. Since 2 I G ^ ^ L ^ ( ^ ) , we
have Z(S) E 21. It follows that % contains C(2I).
It suffices to show that 21 §£ ft(X). For if 21 g ft(X)f choose A
in 21 so that (R(X) n 2I)A is of order p in Z($ISt(X) H 21). It follows
that Sl(X)A is of order p in Z(tySl(X))m
Suppose by way of contradiction that 81 C St(X). Then 21 s SR'
so 21 5 ^P*x for ^p* a suitable SP-subgroup of %. But ^P* = ^PF for
some Y in %. Setting Xx = YX, we have 3l,X^ = 31XX^ and 21E 'P'I.
Hence, 2lxr1 S ?Pf so by Lemma 17.1, 81T1 = 21^ for some TF in
Itt n JV(33). Since JV(SS) E 5«lf we have 21 = 21*^ and We 5R n 9li. Let
Ex = X2. Since We%, we have SR^sp = %Xf$.
Since X2 normalizes 21, 21 normalizes Q'S"1. By Theorem 17.1,
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= £L° for some C in C(2I). Hence X^C" 1 = Xf1 (this defines
normalizes O. Since X2 and C normalize 21, we see that Xz e 5ft D
Since C centralizes 21 and C(2I) £ %, we have S^-X^ = 3ii-X,5p.
We now write X3 = X,'X4, where X3' e 3d n W ) and X4eOP,(sJl).
Such a representation is possible since X5 e 31. Consider the equation
X, = X;- 1 ^. Since JV(33) £ 3^, we have %X& = ^Xft.
If A e 21,
1
then [A, -Xr ] is a p'-element since X, e O,,(9i). But [A, -X^Xfl =
[A, X3'][A, -XB"1]'^ an identity holding in all groups. Since X[ e JV(8S),
[A,X 3 ']e33. Since X3GiV(2l), [A, Xr 1 ] e 21 E 55, so [A f -X,- 1 ]^ € SB, a.
p-group. Hence
£LZ2X

[A, Xr1] = [A, Xf'Xi] = 1 .
Since A is an arbitrary element of 21, we have X^ e C(2l) ^ 5RlB
however, we have

so Xe$ll9

contrary to assumption.

LEMMA

17.3.

Under Hypothesis 17.1, % = Op>(%) • (^i n SR)f

Proof. We must show that 92 contains at least one element from
each coset &=Op>(3l1)W, We$lu from which the lemma follows directly.
Let § = 5P n OP,,P(sJi1), ft = JV^(£>), and C(«) = 21 x ®, © being
a ^'-group. Notice that 3) S OP'(?Ji) by Lemma 7.4 together with
C(2I) S %. (This was the point in taking Z(S3) in place of S3.)
By Sylow's theorem, ffi contains some element of E, so suppose
We ®. Since 21 is contained in § by Lemma 7.2 (1), we have
21^ £ § S SP, and 2P7 normalizes D. Hence, 21 normalizes CF"1 and
by Theorem 17.1, £ F - 1 = Q 5 for some S in C(2I). Write S = AD
where A e 21, D e ®, so that O* = D2', since 21 normalizes £X Hence,
DT7 normalizes D. But D T T G E , since D e O p W , so DTFeSlnSRi
and 5JI contains an element of E.
LEMMA 17.4. Under Hypothesis 17.1, if fg is a subgroup of ^
which contains 21, tAen iV(§) E SRX.

Proof. Let G e JV(§). Since 5p normalizes O, so does ©. Hence,
§ff normalizes Q*. But ^ = § and § contains 2t, so 21 normalizes
S¥. By Theorem 17.1, SCfl = OP for some C in C(2l). Let GC~X =
NeW. Now JV = NXN3 where 2^ e O,*(5R) and iV2 e 5R n 3li. Consider
the equation GC'Wr 1 = JVi. Let ZeZ(%>).
We have GC-'Nf'ZN.CG-1 = GZ&~\ where Zi = Z** is in
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hence, Z-'GC^N^ZN^CG-1 = [Z, N.CG-1] = Z~XGZXG~X is a p-element
of §, since ^ 6 7 ( 8 ) 2 8 5 6 , so that GZfi-'eG^G'1 = £>. But
Z-'N.ZNr1 e OP,(5TC). Hence, [Z, i^CG"1] = [Z, JVf1] = 1. Since Z is
an arbitrary element of Z(33), it follows that Nx centralizes Z(s#), so
-Wi is contained in 3llu But now the elements Nlf N2 and C normalize
Z(33). Since G = N^C, the lemma follows.
LEMMA 17.5. Under Hypothesis 17.1, if $1 is a proper subgroup
of © which contains sp, Jftew 5? S OP'iP(ffl).

Proo/. If ^ = $ n OrM,
and ^ = A^SR), it suffices to show
that 33 S %. By Lemma 7.2 (1), we have 21 E ^P^ and so by Lemma
17.4, fflx C SHlm Thus it suffices to show that 53 S OP,lP(5R1). By Lemma
17.3, it suffices to show that S3 S Op>,p(9l). However, this last containment follows from Lemma 7.2 (1) and Corollary 17.1.
LEMMA 17.6. Under Hypothesis 17.1, if ® is a proper subgroup
of ©, and % is a Sp-subgroup of £, then

Proof. Suppose false, and that $ is chosen to maximize | fl |p and
with this restriction to minimize | ® \,,m Let ^ = ^50 PI 0P',P(®). By
minimality of | ^ |p, we have ^ < ^. By maximality of | ^ |Pf % is a
jSp-subgroup of iV(^Pi). We assume without loss of generality that
Wo S ?P. In this case, Lemma 7.9 implies that 21 C %. Since 21 S %,
t y Lemma 17.4 we have $ S ^ j by Lemma 17.5, 93 S Op',PCJii), so in
particular, V{ccl%(%)\ ^?0) S %, as required.
18.

Configurations

The necessary -©-theorems emerge from a study of the following
objects:
1. A proper subgroup ® of ©.
2. A Sp-subgroup ^5 of ®.
<C)
3. A p-subgroup 2t of ©.
4. 93 = F(ccy2I); ^P), SSI = [OP,,P ,,(ft)f S3], 2B = Or>
DEFINITION 18.1. A configuration is any 6-tuple (SB, sp, 21; 33,3R, 2B)
satisfying (C). The semi-colon indicates that 33, 3Ji, 323 are determined
when SB, ^5, 21 are given.
DEFINITION

18.2.

= {HI
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(i) 21 is a p-subgroup of ©.
(ii) for every configuration (ft, $P, 3 ; 33, 2ft, SB),
(a) 2ft centralizes Z(2B).
(b) If Z(SB) is cyclic, then 2ft centralizes Z2(3B)/Z(3B).}
DEFINITION

18.3.

ranging over all Sp-subgroups of © in both unions.
LEMMA

18.1. / / p ^ 5, «Aen ^<(p) U

Proo/. Let 21 e <%r(p) U ^ K > ^ ( p ) f and let (ft, «p, 21; S3, 2ft, SB) be
a configuration. Suppose by way of contradiction that either 2ft faila
to centralize Z(2B) or Z(3B) is cyclic and 2ft fails to centralize
Z2(3B)/Z(3B). Since Op,,p(ft) centralizes both Z(3B) and Z2(3B)/Z(3B), it
follows that some element of 2ft induces a non identity p'-automorphism
of either Z(3B) or Z2(3B)/Z(2B), so in both cases, some non identity
p'-automorphism is induced on Z2(SB) by some element of 2ft. By 3.6,
some non identity p'-automorphism is induced on J2i(Z2(3B)) = SO^ by
some element of 2ft. Let 2B0 = &i(Z(2B)) S SBi and let SB.! = <1>.
Let 2ft0 = ker(Op,,P,p,(S)->Aut2B0), 2ft1=ker(OJ,,>PlJ,,(ft)->Aut(2B1/2B0)).
By definition of 2ft, 2ft is contained in 2ft{ if and only if 33 acts trivially
on Op',p,P'(^)IS!Rit i = 0 or 1. Suppose that S3 does not act trivially on
OP>,P p'(ft)/5W,. Let 93 = W be a conjugate of 21 which lies in 33 and
does not centralize Op'P>P'(S)/2ft< (S3 depends on i). In accordance with
3.11, we find a subgroup 5ft» of OP>lP,p'($) such that 5fti/2fti is a special
g-group, is 33-admissible, and such that S3 acts trivially on ®J2fti,
irreducibly and non trivially on %l^)if where ®< = Z)(5ftimod2ft<). Let
S3, = ker (33 — Aut (9^/2^)), so that S3, acts trivially on 5fti/2fti and
S3/33, is cyclic.
Let X, be a subgroup of S3Si/SCB*_i of minimal order subject to being
332lradmissible and not centralized by 5ft{. The minimal nature of X,
guarantees that S3, acts trivially on 3£,. If 33,5, is a generator for
33/33,, then (B) guarantees that the minimal polynomial of B{ on X, ia
(x - l) r where r = r, = 193:33, |.
Suppose i = 0. Since £„ is a p-group, while Op>(&) is a p'-group,
we can find a p-subgroup £>0 of ft such that £ 0 and Xo are incident,
and such that £>0 is 33-admissible. In particular, S30 centralizes § 0 .
Let ^P* be a Sp-subgroup of JV(33), so that ^5* is a Sp-subgroup of ©.
If S30 PI Z(^P*)* is non empty, we apply Lemma 16.1 and have a contradiction. Otherwise, Lemma 16.2 gives the contradiction.
We can now suppose that Z(3B) is cyclic. In particular, 3B0 is of
order p. Since Hx is of the form 2)i/3B0 where ^ is a suitable subgroup
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of S©!, we can find a p-subgroup & of S incident with 3)! and 33admissible.
Choose B in 33j. Since 33X centralizes ^/SB,, and since 2B0 is of
order p, it follows that £>2 = C^B) is of index 1 or p in &. If
^ n Z(^5*)* is non empty, application of Lemma 16.1 gives 73§2333 = <1>,
and so T4©!®4 = <1>, the desired contradiction. Otherwise, we apply
Lemma 16.2 and conclude that T^SS4 = <1>, and so T 5 ^ 5 = <1>, from
which we conclude that 183: SBi | = 6. In this case, however, setting
3 = Z(ty*) fl 33, we have 33 = <33X, 3X and so the extra push comes
from Lemma 16.2 which asserts that 7 3 4,8 3 = <1>, and so 7*©i34 = <1>,
completing the proof of the lemma.
19. An ^'theorem
It is convenient to assume Burnside's theorem that groups of
order paqb are solvable. The interested reader can reword certain of
the lemmas to yield a proof of the main theorem of this paper without using the theorem of Burnside.
If p, q e 7r3 U 7r4, we write p ~ q provided © contains elementary
subgroups G? and g of orders pz and qz respectively such that <G?, £$>c®.
Clearly, ~ is reflexive and symmetric.
Hypothesis 19.1.
(i) p e 7u3 (J 7r4, q e 7r(®) and p =£ q.
(ii) A Sp-subgroup ty of ® centralizes every element of M(^5; q).
LEMMA 19.1. Under Hypothesis 19.1, if 33 e ^ ( p ) , then 33 centralizes every element of M(33; g).

Proof. Suppose false, and that JQ is an element of M(33; q) minimal
with respect to 733D =£ <1>. From 3.11 we conclude that 33 centralizes
D(O) and acts irreducibly and non trivially on £!//)(£}), so in particular,
D = 7O8 and 33O = ker (33 — Aut JD) =£ <l>. Let e = C(33O), let ?p be
a Sp-subgroup of JV(33), and let ^ 0 = C7(33) n ?P. Since 33 e ^ ( p ) , %
is of index at most p in a Sp-subgroup % of (£, and so Spo < SR. Hence
ySRSB S 5ft,. Since ^ 0 centralizes 33, we have 72^133* = <1>, so
B £ 0,<,,(G) = ft. Let 8 = Of ,(E). Since 33 £ ft < Cf 7O8 & ftf so
yjQ33 £ S n O g 8 . Since D = 7O8, we have O £ 8.
By Lemma 8.9, 33 is contained in an element 21 of <5*g*.^($P).
Since 21 centralizes 33, we have 21 £ 5ft,. Let S) = 2IS, and observe
that S is a normal p-complement for 21 in ®. By Hypothesis 19.1
[ii), Theorem 17.1, Corollary 17.2, and Dpq in ®, 2t centralizes a Sgmbgroup of 2), so 3) satisfies Epnq and every p, g-subgroup of S>
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is nilpotent. But Q33 S ®, and JQ = 7Q33 =£ <1>, so Q33 is not
nilpotent. This contradiction completes the proof of this lemma.
Hypothesis 19.2.
( i ) p, q e 7T3 U TT4 and p ^ q.
(ii) p ~ g .
(iii) A Sp-subgroup ty of ® centralizes every element of M^P; q)
and a Sq-subgroup Q o/ © centralizes every element of H(Q; p).
THEOREM

19.1.

t/nder Hypothesis 19.2, © satisfies Epnq.

We proceed by way of contradiction, proving the theorem by a
sequence of lemmas. Lemmas 19.2 through 19.14 all assume Hypothesis
19.2. We remark that Hypothesis 19.2 is symmetric in p and q.
LEMMA

19.2. <2I, 33>

©, whenever 21 e <%s(p) and 33 e <Zf(q).

Proof. Suppose <2t, 33> = 58 c ©, where 51 e ^(p), 33 e ^(q)f and
$ is minimal. By DPtq in 58, it follows that 58 is a p, g-group.
By the previous lemma 21® centralizes 0,(5?) and 33® centralizes
Op(58). Since 33 and 31 are abelian, 58/21® and 58/33® are abelian, so 58'
centralizes Op(58) x 0,(58) = F(58). Hence 58' g Z(F(58)) by 3.3.
Let ^ be a chief series for 58, one of whose terms is 5F, and
let (E/S) be a chief factor of <if. If 58' C S), then £/3) is obviously a
central factor. If E g 5?', and E/3) is a p-group, then 33® centralizes
and since E/S) is a chief factor, 21 must also centralize (E/S)f sc
is a central factor. The situation being symmetric in p and g,
every chief factor of ^ is central, and so 58 is nilpotent, and 58 =
21 x 33.
Let 31 = iV(2l), let 9K be a Sp ,-subgroup of 31 with Sylow systeir
^5, D, ^5 being a Sp-subgroup of ©, since 21 e ^<(p). By DPf9 in 5R, 33X =
%SN g iQ for suitable JV in ?i. Let ^ be a maximal p, (j-subgroup oi
© containing 9Ji, with Sylow system ^5, JC^ where O S C^. Let Q
be a Sg-subgroup of © containing Ox. Finally, let 33 = F(ccZ®(33);
and observe that 33j C 3S. By Hypothesis 19.2, ty centralizes
By the previous lemma, 33 centralizes Opi^Jli).
We next show that 33 S FiWl,). Consider Oq piWlJ, and let 5ft =
^P n 0,^(SUy. Since ^P centralizes 0,(331,), so does ^ , so OfiF(SK,) =
^Pi x 0,(5Dii) is nilpotent. But now 33 centralizes ^Px, and so Lemmj
1.2.3 of [21] implies that 33 E O ^ ^ ) . It follows that 33 < 3JI,. Since
33 is weakly closed in a S,-subgroup of 3Jllf it follows that 3Jlx is ?
Sp.g-subgroup of ©.
Again, ^P centralizes Off(2Jii), and now C^ centralizes Op(5Di1) botl
assertions being a consequence of Hypothesis 19.2 (iii). It follow:
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readily that every chief factor of SD^ is central, and so 2)^ is nilpotent.
Since we are advancing by way of contradiction, we accept this lemma.
LEMMA 19.3. / / 2t e %f(p), then either C(2I) is a q'-group or a
Sq-subgroup Gf of C(2I) is of order q, and Gf has the property that it
does not centralize any 93 e

Proof. Let @ be a 5,-subgroup of C(2l), and suppose @ =£ <1>.
By Lemma 19.2, no element of ©* centralizes any S e ^ f a ) . Let £1
be a Srsubgroup of © containing @ and let 33 e <%r(£i). Then CQ(SS)
is of index 1 or q in O and is disjoint from ©. \(S\ = q follows.
Lemmas 19.2 and 19.3 remain valid if p and q are interchanged
throughout. In Lemmas 19.4 through 19.14 this symmetry is destroyed
by the assumption that p > q (which is not an assumption but a choice
of notation).
We now define a family of subgroups of @, &~ — ^(p).
First,
^ is the set theoretic union of the subfamilies ^~(fy), where ^P
ranges over the Sp-subgroups of ©. Next, ^"(^P) is the set theoretic
union of the subfamilies ^"(21; ^P), where 21 ranges through the
elements of S"&L4^ffl). We proceed to build up JH2I; 5JS). Form
F(2t) = F(ccZ@(5t); 5JJ). Consider the collection 3tT = JT(2l) = JT(« f g)
of all p, ^-subgroups ^ of © which have the following properties:
l. spsfl.
(K) 2. F(«) S Og ,(«).
3. Every characteristic abelian subgroup of ty n O*P(^) is cyclic.
If JT"(2i, g) is empty, we define ^ ( 2 1 ; ?P) to consist of all
subgroups of 21 of type (p, p). If ^T"(2t, q) is non empty, we define
-^(21; ^P) to consist of all subgroups of 21 of type (p, p) together with
all subgroups of ^5 n Oq,P(&) of type (p, p) which contain Q^Z^ n Oq ,(ffl)))f
and S ranges over J^"(2I, g).
Notice that ^"(p) depends on q, too, but we write ^~{p) to
emphasize that its elements are p-subgroups of ©. The nature of
is somewhat limited by
LEMMA 19.4.
/ / a lf 2t2 e S^if^VlW), ^ is a SP-subgroup of
©, ST(%) and STi^) are non empty, and if Stt e JT(^i)f i = 1, 2,

p n ofi,(5y = ^p n o
Proo/. Let ^ = $ n O , „($<), i = 1, 2. Then 5ft < !pf i = 1, 2.
From 3.5 and the definition of ^*(p) f we have clfflt) = 2, i = 1, 2.
Hence T'SftSE = <1> and 73^P2^PJ = <1>. From (B), we conclude that
$ a S Sft and 5ft S 5ftf as required.
Using Lemma 8.9 and Lemma 19.4, we arrive at an alternative
definition of J^^P), 5p being a Sp-subgroup of ®. If J!T(3[) is empty
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for all S G ^ S ^ ^ O P ) , j^(*P) is the set of all subgroups 33 of «p of
type (p, p) such that S3* is abelian. If ^T"(2l) is non empty for some
VLeS*&L4^W) and fte Jjr(«), then JHSP) consists of all subgroups
of type (p, p) in Oq F(ft) n % which contain Qx(Z(Oq.,(St) fl $)), together
with all subgroups S3 of Off,,(ft) fl ^P of type (p, p) such that 33^ i»
abelian. Here we are also using (B) to conclude that Oq,P(St) n ^
contains every element of
LEMMA 19.5. Let ft e J2T(2l), wfcere 21 e ^gL^(^P) and $ is a
Sp-subgroup of ©. Let 5po = ?P fl O, P(ft). / / 2ft is any proper subgroup
of ® containing $P, thenty0OP>(%Jl)< 2ft.

Proo/. Since 7 3 WS=1, it follows from (B) that 5pog*p n Or,(W) =
%, say. By Sylow's theorem, 2ft = 0P^(2ft)JV^(^P1), so it suffices to
show that sp0 < Aj^SR) = 5ft. Choose N in 5ft. Then [W, %, ^Po, %] = 1.
Since 5R G 5ft G $ * £ JKf it follows from (B) applied to ft* that
% S W, so that Sft = W , as required.
LEMMA 19.6. Lei ft e Jir(S), 21 e ^^L^(5P) f ^p 6ewflr a SP-subgroup
of ©, arid te£ 8 6e a subgroup of index p in $po = O*,P(ft) 0 ?P.
55=

Proof. Since S^W^yf^(^P) is non empty, (B) implies that 2 is non
abelian. Now J2i(Z($P)) is of order p and is contained in 2. By 3.5
S/i21(Z(^P)) is abelian.
Let 8* = Sj be a conjugate of 2 contained in $P, G e ©. First,
suppose that (0i(Z(*P)))* = 3 is contained in ^po. Then C?O(3) = Gi is
of index 1 or ^ in 5po. Set E2 = C(3). By Lemma 19.5, with £ 2 in
the role of 2ft, ^>G in the role of *P, W in the role of 5po, we see that
THEXS! = <1>, and it follows that y^SJ = <1>, so by (B), 2X G *po*
(Recall that p ^ 5.)
Thus, if fix g $p0, but Sx G sp, then 3 g 5ft. But S1 normalizes 5ftr
so % fl Si < 2j. Since 2X is of index p in sp?f any non cyclic normal
subgroup of 2X contains $. Hence, 5po n 2X is cyclic and disjoint from
3. If now J2i(5po) is extra special of order p2r+1, we see that 0i(&i)
contains an extra special subgroup 2! of order p*- 1 which is disjoint
from ?p0.
Consider now the configuration ($, sp, 8; S3, 2ft, SB), and observe
that 2B = ^po. ^ is disjoint from 5po, so is faithfully represented on
S=Og)P 9(ft)/Og,p(ft), a g-group. Furthermore, g is faithfully represented
on l?i(9B)/i3i(Z(9B))9 which makes sense, since Og,P(S) acts trivially on
QiQEfylQjiZQES)). Let 8X be the subgroup of g which acts trivially on
J?i(Z(2B))v which also makes sense, since Og,P($£) acts trivially on
QX(Z($&)). Then §/& is cyclic and 2 acts trivially on g/gx since p > q.
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Since £ is a p-group, Z acts faithfully on g lf so acts faithfully on
&//)(&). If | & : />(&) I = <T, then | Z | divides fo--l)(g-*-l).. . f o - l ) ,
and so 1£ | < gB, by Lemma 5.2.
On the other hand, & acts faithfully on Q^jQ^ZiW)),
and trivially
on fl^ZOEB)), so gi is isomorphic to a subgroup of the symplectic group
Sp(2r, p). Hence, | & | divides | Sp(2r, p) |p, = (p2" - 1) • • • (p2 - 1) [6],
so by Lemma 5.2 (ii), | gi I < P21"1- Combining this with the previous
paragraph, we have | £ | = p2'"1 < Qn ^ | & | < P2r~\ a contradiction,
completing the proof of the lemma.
We can now translate this information about 8 to the general
p, (/-subgroup of @. To do this, we let £f(p) be the set theoretic
union of sets JS^OP), ^P ranging over the Sp-subgroups of ©. -S^(^P)
is the set of all subgroups 8 which can occur in the previous lemma.
Formally, j£^(^P) is the set of all subgroups of index p in ty n Oq P(®)>
where ffie JT(2I), and
LEMMA

19.7.

/ / 2 6 ^ ( p ) and § is a p, q-subgroup of ©,

Proo/. Let (§, 5R, 8; 55, 2ft, 2B) be a configuration. The lemma is
clearly equivalent to the statement that 55 £ O9 „(£>). Let $P2 be a
Sp-subgroup of © containing S& and let ^ = 2G be a conjugate of 8
contained in ^ . Since Sj G JS^(P), we have 8X G £?(ty3) for some Spsubgroup sp3 of ©. Now ^ 3 = ^5f for some X in ©, and so Sf S ^P3.
By Lemma 19.6, we have 73$3(8f)3 = <1>, and so 73^P28; = <1>; in
particular, 73^Pi8? = <1>, so (B) and p ^ 5 imply this lemma.
LEMMA 19.8. / / a e 5 * g ^ ( p ) f *feen S3 S O? ,(ft) /or everi/ configuration (ft, ?Pf 21; S3, 3JI, SB) /or ^feicfe S is a p, q-group.

Proof. Suppose false, and that ft is chosen to maximize $P, and,
with this restriction to minimize | ft |ff. It follows readily that OP(ft)
is a SP-subgroup of O,,p(ft) and that $ is a Sp-subgroup of every
p, g-subgroup of © which contains ft.
By Lemma 18.1 and the isomorphism OP(ft) = OfllP(ft)/Off(ft) = SBr
we conclude that 3Ji centralizes Z(Op(ft)). By minimality of | ft |,, we
also have ft = ^2Jt.
If ^P* is a Sp-subgroup of © containing ?p, we see that Z(^P*)
centralizes OP(ft), and so Z(^P*) g Z(O,(ft))f by maximality of sp. It
now follows that ft centralizes Z(^5*), and maximality of $p yields

¥ = **.
Since S3 does not act trivially on Oq p ,(ft)/Og,P(ft), and since p > q,
it follows that 3Jt contains an elementary subgroup of order q3. But
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2ft centralizes Z(OP(®)) = 3 and if 3 is non cyclic, then 3 contains
an element of ^(^P), in violation of Lemma 19.3. Hence, 3 is cyclic.
In this case, we conclude from Lemma 18.1 that a Sff-subgroup of 9K
centralizes Z2(OP(5S)) = 3 2 . But 3 , contains an element of ^(^P), so
once again Lemma 19.3 is violated. This contradiction completes the
proof of this lemma.
19.9. / / 8 G £f(p) U S^W^r;(p)f then 8 £ OP(S) for every
p, q-subgroup S of © which contains 8.
LEMMA

Proof. By Lemmas 19.7 and 19.8, it suffices to show that 8
centralizes Oq(ft). If 8 G Sf&^V&v), Theorem 17.1, Corollary 17.2 and
Hypothesis 19.2 imply that 8 centralizes 0,(5?). If 8 e £f(p), then
8 e J£f OP) for some Sp-subgroup sp of ©. In this case, if 21 e
S^^IW),
the definition of J*f(ty) implies that 21 fl 8 = 2l0 is non cyclic. Hence,
Oq(S£) is generated by its subgroups C(A) n 0«($) as A ranges over
31J. By the preceding argument, 21 is contained in Op(®0) for every
p, g-subgroup So of C(A) which contains 21. Lemma 7.5 implies that
% centralizes Off(S). In particular, fii(Z(^P)) centralizes 0,(5?).
Consider Cffl^ZOP))) 2 <$ f Of(ft)>. Since 8 E O,(fl0 for every
p, g-subgroup j ^ of <^5, Off(®)> which contains 8 by (B) and Hypothesis
19.2, a second application of Lemma 7.5 shows that 8 centralizes O,(5B),
as required.
LEMMA

19.10.

If $$e^(p),

then <8 centralizes every element of

Proof. Suppose false, and D is chosen minimal subject to
M(33; g) and 7DS3 =£ <1>, so that we have D = TOSS and 330 =
ker (S3 — Aut O) * <1>. Let (E = C(S50). Since S3 e ^"(p), we have
33 e JH^P) for a suitable Sp-subgroup ^P of ©. By definition of J^OP),
either C(S3) contains an element 2tx of SS&l4^ffl>) or else C(33) contains
a subgroup SR of index pin^D Of,,(fl)f ft e ^T(«) and 21G ^»L^(5P).
Let § be a Sp,?-subgroup of E containing 2IX in the first case, and %
in the second case. Lemma 19.9 implies that %, S O,(©) in the first
case and ^ £ OP(£>) in the second case. In both cases, we have
33 £ Op(&). Now let & be a Sp,,-subgroup of E containing SBQ. By
Lemma 7.5, we have 33 £ O,($i) and so TO33 £ 0,($i) n D = <1>,
contrary to assumption.
LEMMA

19.11.

// »

Gj r ( p ) f

21 G ^<(g), then © = <2t, S3>.

Proof. Suppose <2l, S3> == ft c ®, and 21 and 33 are chosen to
minimize fi. By the minimal nature of SB, ft is a p, g-group. By the
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previous lemmas, 21® centralizes OP(S£), and 33® centralizes Oq(ft). It
follows readily that St is nilpotent, so ® = 21 x 33. But now C(2I)
contains S3 in violation of Lemma 19.3, with p and q interchanged.
This interchange is permissible since Lemma 19.3 was proved before
we discarded the symmetry in p and q.
19.12. If 5) is a p, q-subgroup of ® and if © possesses
an elementary subgroup of order p3, then a Sp-subgroup of 3) is
normal in 35.
LEMMA

Proof. Case 1. 2) contains a Sp-subgroup $ of ©. Let Q be a
Srsubgroup of ®, let d = D fl OP,(®), let 5 be a S,-subgroup of ©
containing d let 33 e ^ ( & ) , and d = CDl(33). Then d is of index
1 or q in d Next, let $ = Op(®), and assume by way of contradiction that
ffic^P. By the preceding lemmas, 5? contains V(ccl&(^L); 5JS) for every
21G *$^L^J(SP). By the preceding lemma, no element of OJ centralizes
any element of ^~(p).
If ^ contains a non cyclic characteristic subgroup E, then every
subgroup of £ of type (p, p) belongs to ^(?P) f and so Ce(Q) is cyclic
for Q e JDj. This implies that i9*g*^(Q,) is empty, and if Q> possesses
a subgroup of type (q, q), then p = 1 (mod q). However, if $ does
not contain any non cyclic characteristic abelian subgroup, then every
subgroup of & of type (p, p) which contains Q^Zi®)) lies in ^""(5P)f
and we again conclude that S^i^Udi)
is empty, and if da is non
cyclic, then p = 1 (mod q).
Now Qi = Op,g(®)/5! admits a non trivial p-automorphism since
5B c 5p, so 5 ^ ^ ( 0 0 is non empty, by Lemma 8.4 (ii) and p > q.
Hence, Da is non cyclic, being of index at most q in £iu and this
yields p = 1 (mod q). We apply Lemma 8.8 and conclude that p =
1 + Q + <Z2> and Ox is elementary of order g3. This implies that any
two subgroups of Qj of the same order are conjugate in 3). Since
at least one subgroup of d of order q centralizes 93, every subgroup
of d of order q centralizes some element of <Zf(q). Since at least
one subgroup of d of order q centralizes some element of
every subgroup of d of order q centralizes some element of
This conflicts with Lemma 19.11.
Case 2. ® does not contain a Sp-subgroup of ©. Among all 3>
which satisfy the hypotheses but not the conclusion of this lemma,
choose ® so that | ® n £i(2I) | is a maximum, where 21 ranges over all
elements of ^ W ^ ^ ( p ) , and with this restriction, maximize |®| p .
Let ®! be a Sp-subgroup of ®, and let $ be a SP-subgroup of ®
containing ®la
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First, assume ®x centralizes Og(®). In this case, Op(®) is a Spsubgroup of O9jP(®). By maximality of | ® |p, ®x is a Sp-subgroup of
iV(OP(®)). This implies that ®2 contains every element of .S*£f^($P).
To see this, let 21 e *S*2f^(5P), and let 2IX = 21 n ®L Since O,(©) is
a Sp-subgroup of 0,,P(®), it follows that 21 n ®i S O,(©). If 2tx were
a proper subgroup of 21, then ®x would be a proper subgroup of
JV8rs)i(0p(©)). Since this is not possible, we have 21 = 2IlB But now,
F(ccZ@(2I); ©0 < ®, and by maximality of | © |p, ©t = 5p follows, and
we are in the preceding case.
We can now assume that ©j does not centralize 0,(35). Suppose
©i contains some element 33 of ^~(p). By Lemma 19.10, S3 centralizes
O?(®). Since ®x does not centralize O,(®), | O,(®) | > q, and so Lemma
19.11 is violated in C(Q), Q being a suitable element of O?(®). Thus,
we can suppose that ®x does not contain any element of ^(p).
In
particular, ® n fii(2I) is of order 1 or p for all 21 e ^ g ^ ^ ( p ) . Let
S3 e ^(^?), and ®2 = C^SB). Since SS&^(<S>d is non empty by
hypothesis, ©a is non cyclic. Let © be a subgroup of ®2 of type
(P, P)- Since 33 g ®lf <©, S3> is elementary of order at least pz. If
© does not centralize O<,(®), then there is an element E in & such
that Gr does not centralize C(E) n O,(®). But in this case, a SPifsubgroup of CC-E) is larger than ® in our ordering since 33 g C(E),
C(E) possesses an elementary subgroup of order p3, and a Sp-subgroup
of a SP,g-subgroup g of C(E) is not normal in g. This conflict forces
every subgroup of ®2 of type (p, p) to centralize Off(®). Thus, X?i(®i) =
®* centralizes Off(®), since ®* is generated by its subgroups of type
(p, p). However, we now have JV(®*) 3 <®lf S3, Ofl(®)> and a Sp ,subgroup Sx of JV(®*) is larger than ® in our ordering, possesses an
elementary subgroup of order p3, and has the additional property that
its Sp-subgroups are not normal in glB This conflict completes the
proof of this lemma.
Lemma 19.12 gives us a fairly good idea of the structure of the
p, g-subgroups of ©. The remaining analysis is still somewhat detailed,
but the moves are more obvious.
For the remainder of this section, $P denotes a Sp-subgroup of ©,
Q a S<,-subgroup of N(ty), and Q a S,-subgroup of © which contains Q.
LEMMA

19.13. «$*gL/fJ(£}) is non empty.

Proof. We apply Hypothesis 19.2 (ii) and let ® be a maximal
p, (/-subgroup of © which contains elementary subgroups of order p3
and q\ By Lemma 19.12, ®p < ®, ®p being a SP-subgroup of ®.
Since ® is a maximal p, g-subgroup of ©, ®p is a Sp-subgroup of ©,
so ®p = sp0 and the lemma follows.
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We now choose 33 in ^ ( 5 ) and set JDj = Ca(S3).
19.14.
( i ) ^ ^ ^ ( D i ) is empty.
(ii) D contains Q^ZiCi)).
(iii) p = 1 (mod q).
(iv) D* contains an element Y which centralizes an element of
and has the additional property that C^Y) contains an
elementary subgroup of order qz.
(v) If Xed* and X centralizes an element of ^~(ty), then X
does not centralize any element of ^ ( £ i ) , and C(X) does not contain
an elementary subgroup of order qA.
LEMMA

Proof. Let 6? be an elementary subgroup of D of order g3, and
choose @ in Di if possible. If ^5 possesses a non cyclic characteristic
abelian subgroup £, then some element of 6? has a non cyclic fixed
point set on (£. Since every subgroup of £ of type (p, p) lies in
^~0P), (iv) is established in this case.
If every characteristic abelian subgroup of ^P is cyclic, then some
non cyclic subgroup &x of @ centralizes Z(^P). Since any non cyclic
subgroup of ^P which contains £?i(Z(^P)) is normal in ^P, by 3.5, some
element of G^ centralizes an element of ^""OP), so (iv) is proved.
If @ £ Dx, then Lemma 19.11 is violated in C(E), Ee®*, E centralizing an element of ^"(^P). Hence, (i) is proved.
On the other hand, *£*^L^(O) is non empty, so Ox possesses a
subgroup gj of type (q, q). If p ^ 1 (mod q), then some element of
^! is seen to centralize an element of ^(ty).
Since this is forbidden
by Lemma 19.11, (iii) follows.
We now turn attention to (v). In view of Lemma 19.11, we only
need to show that if X in £}* centralizes an element of ^~(^P), then
C(X) does not contain an elementary subgroup of order q\
Let 21 be an element of ^(^P) centralized by X, let § be a Sp,qsubgroup of C(X) and let 5? be a maximal p, g-subgroup of © containing
£>. By Dp>q in C(X), ^ = Sle g § g S, for some G in C(X). Suppose
by way of contradiction that C(X) contains an elementary subgroup
of order q*. By Dp,q in C(X), § contains an elementary subgroup of
order g4; thus, 58 contains such a subgroup.
We first show that a Sp-subgroup of fi! is not normal in 58. Suppose
false. In this case, since 58 is a maximal p, g-subgroup of ©, a Spsubgroup of 58 is conjugate to ^P, and so 58 is conjugate to SPQ.
However, (i) implies that Q does not contain an elementary subgroup
-of order q\ since | D : $X \ = q, so 58 does not contain one either.
We now apply Lemma 19.12 and conclude that 58 does not possess
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an elementary subgroup of order p3. It follows directly from Lemma
8.13 that 5? has p-length one. Let S p be a Sp-subgroup of 5? containing
8tlf and let ^ = Viccl^,); £ p ). By Lemma 19.10, % centralizes O,(®).
Since $ has ^-length one, SSj < 58. But then JV(9Si) = 9£ contains Spsubgroups of larger order than \Stp\f and 5ft also contains $, contrary
to the assumption that $ is a maximal p, g-subgroup of ©. This
contradiction proves (v).
We now turn to (ii). Choose Y to satisfy (iv) and let S be an
elementary subgroup of C C (F) of order q*. If Q^ZiD)) = Qx were
not contained in Gc, then <£, Q^ would contain an elementary subgroup
of order q\ and (v) would be violated. This completes the proof of
this lemma.
We remark that Lemma 19.2 and Lemma 19.14 (ii) imply that
Z(D) is cyclic.
Theorem 19.1 can now be proved fairly easily. We again denote
by G? an elementary subgroup of O of order q3, and we let Y be an
element of @* which centralizes an element of ^($P). Let @x = Cg(33).
Since Qx = O^ZiCi)) centralizes 33, Qx does not centralize any element
of ^<(^P), by Lemma 19.2, and so does not centralize 5p. Thus, we
can find an element E in ©J with the property that Qx does not
centralize C%(E). Consider £ = C(E). We see that £ contains both
Y and S3. Since Y does not centralize S3, <F, 93> is a non abelian
group of order q*, with center Q1% Let S be a Sp g-subgroup of £
which contains < F, 33>; since S contains S3, 2 does not contain an
elementary subgroup of order p*. Since Q1 is contained in the derived
group of <Yf S3>, £?! is contained in 2'. We apply Lemma 8.13 and
conclude that Qx centralizes every chief p-factor of 2. It follows
that 7n2/2r = <1> for suitably large n, and so Qx S 0,(2). But now
if § is any Sp,9-subgroup of £ which contains Ql9 we have Qx S O,(£>),
by Lemma 7.5, and so [Olf C^(E)] is both a p-group and g-group, so
is <1>, contrary to construction. This completes the proof of Theorem
19.1.
COROLLARY

19.1. If p, q en^U 7cA9 p & q9 and p ~ q, then either

pen3 or
Proof. If © satisfies E£q, then both p and q are in n5. Otherwise, Hypothesis 19.2 is violated and the corollary follows.
20. An ^-theorem for izz
Hypothesis 20.1

p, q e 7T3, p =£ q, and p ~ q.

20. AN JE-THEOREM FOR TT8
THEOREM

20.1.
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Under Hypothesis 20.1, © satisfies Ep>q.

The proof of this theorem is by contradiction. The following
lemmas assume that Hypothesis 20.1 is satisfied but © does not satisfy

LEMMA 20.1. If sp is a Sp-subgroup of © and D,is a Sq-subgroup
of ©, then either ^5 normalizes but does not centralize some q-subgroup
of ©, or D normalizes but does not centralize some p-subgroup of ©.

Proof. This lemma is an immediate consequence of Hypothesis
20.1, Theorem 19.1, and the assumption that © does not satisfy EPtQ.
We assume now that notation is chosen so that ^?, a Sp-subgroup
of ©, does not centralize d , a maximal element of M(^P; q). Let £i*
be a SQ-subgroup of JV(Qi) permutable with $p, and let D be a S,subgroup of © containing Q*.
LEMMA

20.2.

Proof. Suppose false. Let 21 be an element of S^W^Vl{£)). By
Lemma 7.9, we have 21 Q O,(^?D*). We apply Lemma 17.4 and conclude
that N($X) S N(8), where 3 = Z(33), % = V(ccl%{%)) Q), and so ©
satisfies Epg, contrary to assumption.
Let 5ft = OPW&*).
LEMMA 20.3. O* is a Sq-subgroup of every proper subgroup ®
of © which contains

Proof. Let Z be a Sp>9-subgroup of $ with Sylow system Da,
where Q * g O 2 and ^ £ ^ 2 , and let F(X) = X1xZ2, where X1 = OP(
We first show that Si ii ^fr. Suppose by way of contradiction
that ^ n ^ c 2;. Since £>* and 5ft both normalize 3^ n 5ft and both
normalize Zlf setting Sf = iVg-^Si n ^PO, we see that I f O*5ft is a
group, and that JO*5ft normalizes 2f. Let S*/£i fl ^Pi be a chief factor
of £fQ*5ft with S* £ If. Since «ft < ?ftO*f it follows that 5ft centralizes I*/£i 0 5ft, that is 7l*5ft £ Si fl 5ft. In particular S* normalizes
5ft. Now 5pD* is a maximal p, g-subgroup of © by Lemma 7.3, so
£i* is a S,-subgroup of JV(5ft). A second application of Lemma 7.3
yields that 5ft is a Sp-subgroup of Og'(iV(^ft)). But 5ftl* is normalized
by D*, so a third application of Lemma 7.3 yields 5ftS* £ Off/(JV(5ft))r
so I* S 5ft, contrary to our choice of I*. Thus, I x ^ 5ft.
We next show that J 2 i D*. To do this, it suffices to show that
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% centralizes £2, for if this is the case, then 2 a £
and so Z2€i* is a (/-subgroup of iV(^Pi). Since D* is a S^-subgroup of
n* follows.
To show that % centralizes £2, we first show that % centralizes
By definition, O* is a S,-subgroup of JV(Oi), and since
is a g-subgroup of JVXQi), we have CX2(£\) £ &*. Hence,
^
] S 3;, n [O*, %] S I . fl % = <1>. Suppose that ffc does
not centralize £ 2 and that £ 3 is a ^Ox-invariant subgroup of £2,
minimal subject to the condition 7£3^Pi ^ <1>. By minimality of £3,
we have £ 3 = 7£3^51.
Since £ 3 is a g-group, 7Z3£\ c £3, and so
'f%£X&l = <1>. Since TSVPI = <1>, we also have 7a£1W£3 = <1>. The
three subgroups lemma now yields 72^i£3£>i = <1>, so D x centralizes
7^Pi£3 = £3. By what we have already shown this implies that SR
centralizes £ 3 . This conflict forces 7^!^ = <1>.
We next show that O* S 2,. To do this, consider C^C^i) = £ < 2 .
Since 2^ ^ %f we see that S ^ i E . On the other hand, Z(^Pi) centralizes both Ex and 2 2 , so Z(%) S 2i, by 3.3. Hence, £ £ C2(Z(^pi)) £
CWft)) S ^ ( Z ^ ) ) . Since £\ = O9(^Q*), Lemma 7.5 implies that
Oi £ O,(E) char E < 2, and so $X £ S2.
Consider finally C ^ ) . Since Ox £ £2, we have ^ ( 2 , ) £ Cz(ZXd £
CCd) £ N(SX). Since 5R = OP(^Q*), Lemma 7.5 implies that
$1 £ OP(CX(Z2)) char CX(Z2) < 2, and so % £ Zt.
Since we have
already shown that 3^ £ %, we have 2^ = tyi <1 % a n ( i s o ^* is a
S^-subgroup of 2, as required.
To prove Theorem 20.1 recall that D is a S<-subgroup of © containing Q*. Choose 21 in S*gW(£i),
and let 21* = 21 n O*. We first
show that 21* c 21. Suppose by way of contradiction that 21* = 21.
Then 21 normalizes ^. Lemma 7.3 and the previous lemma imply
that 5R is a maximal element of M(2t; p). By Corollary 17.1, JV0Pi)
contains a Sg-subgroup of ©, and © satisfies Ep,q. Since we are
advancing by contradiction, we have 21* c 21.
We next show that 21* n Ox = <1>. To do this, we observe that
a * n d < o * f so if 2 1 * n $ x * < i > , then 2 t * n Q i n z ( n * ) ^ < i > . i n
this case, however, C(2l* n Oi fl Z(£i*)) contains ^ and also contains
£1*21, contrary to the previous lemma. Thus, 21* fl Qi = <1>. Since
?t* and &! are both normal in £}*, we have 72I*Qi = <1>.
Let 2IX = Nn(O>*), so that 21* c 2tx £ 21. Observe that 721^* £
JQ* n 21 c 2tx and so Q* normalizes 2^. Let 93 be any subgroup of 2^
which contains 21* properly. Since [33, £^21*] £ 21*, we see that 93
normalizes £^21* = $X x 21*. Since JQ* normalizes 93, D* also normalizes CGl(93) = ®, say. If 3) 9^ <1>, then © n Z(Q*) =£ <1>. But then
the previous lemma is violated in C(3) fl Z(O*)). Hence, ® = <1>.
Since C(ax) n Oi«* S 21*, we have C(93) n Qi«* = 21*.
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Since 33 normalizes Ox x 21*, S3 also normalizes (£k x 21*)' = QJ.
Since S3 has no fixed points on Of by the above argument, D x is
abelian. But now £^21* and 33 are normal abelian subgroups of <&!, 33>,
so <Oi, 33> is of class two, so is regular. It follows that if B e 33,
QeQj, then [B\Q] = [B,Qq] = [B,Q]q. But 33 is an arbitrary subgroup
of 2Ii which contains 21* properly, so we can choose 33 such that
a1^) S 21*. For such a 33, the element B centralizes ^ ( d ) . It now
follows that Ox is elementary.
We take a different approach for an instant. $p does not centralize
the elementary abelian group Dj, and JV(Oi) has no normal subgroup
of index p, by Lemma 17.3. It follows that C^ is not of order q.
Returning to the groups 21* and 33, since 33 has no fixed points
on d , if £e33, 5«2l*, then the mapping ^ r O ^ S * defined by
4B(Q) = [B, Q]$ Q in JQi, is an isomorphism of £X onto a subgroup of
"21*. Hence, 21* is not cyclic.
From the definition of 21*, we see that 21* contains Z(O). We
wish to show that 21* contains an element of ^ ( D ) . This is immediate
if Z(O) is non cyclic, so suppose Z(G) is cyclic. If 21* does not
contain any element of ^ ( O ) , then the element B above can be taken
to lie in some element of ^(£>). However, [Q, B] e Q^ZiD)), so 4>B
could not map Qi onto a subgroup of order exceeding q. We conclude
that 21* contains Z(G) and also some element of ^ ( O ) .
We will now show that for each element Z of Z(Q)*, we can find
a p-subgroup fe(Z) in M(2I; p) which is not centralized by Z. Namely,
21* is faithfully represented on %, since 21* fl Qi = <1> and 21* is a
normal abelian subgroup of D*. We first consider the case in which
Z(Q) is non cyclic. Let 6 be a subgroup of Z(O) of type (q, q) which
has non trivial intersection with <Z>, that is let @ contain Si = ^ i « ^ » Since & acts non trivially on ^pif & acts non trivially on C^(E) for
suitable E in @*. Let & = C(E), and let 9t be a Sp-subgroup of E
permutable with O. It is easy to see that & does not centralize
OP(Q5K) € M(2I; p).
If Z(D) is cyclic, we use the fact that 21* contains an element
U of %s(£i). We can find an element U in U* such that & = fii(Z(O))
does not centralize C^(U). Let (£ = C(C/). By (B), it follows that
U S O,,,g(e), and so [3 lf C^(U)] S O^(E). Thus, E contains an element
of M(2l; p) which & does not centralize.
It now follows from Theorem 17.1 and the preceding argument
that if $ is a maximal element of M(Q; p), then Z(O) is faithfully
represented on $ . If $ is a Sp-subgroup of iV($) permutable with
£1, then Lemma 20.2 is violated with p and q interchanged. This
completes the proof of Theorem 20.1.
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21.

A C * 'theorem f o r 7T3 a n d a C-theorem for 7Ta

It is convenient to introduce another proposition which is "between"
Cx and

Dx.

C*: X satisfies Cx, and if £ is a 7r-subgroup of 3£ with the
property that | Z \p = \ X |p for at least one prime p in iz, then % iscontained in a S^-subgroup of S.
THEOREM

21.1

If p, <z e TT3 and p ~ q, then © satisfies Cp*<

Proof. We can suppose p =£ q. We first show that © satisfies
Cp,g. By Theorem 20.1, © satisfies i?p,g. Let § be a 5,,,,-subgroupof © with Sylow system ^P, D, where ^5 is a Sp-subgroup of ©. We
assume notation is chosen so that |$P| > |JQ|. Then Op(§>) ^ <1> by
Lemma 5.2. Lemma 7.3 implies that Op(£>) is a maximal element of
H(Q; #)• If §i is another Sp>g-subgroup of © containing O, then Op(£>i)
is also a maximal element of M(O; p). From Section 17 we conclude
that Opi&i) = G-'Opi^G for suitable G in @. Hence, G^G"1 and &
both normalize OP(£>) so are conjugate in N(Op(fQ)).
Turning to C*,qt we drop the hypothesis |$P| > | Q | , and let 2
be a maximal p, g-subgroup of © containing 5p. Let £ be a Sp,,-subgroup
of © containing ^3.
First, assume that 0,(2) =£ 1. In this case, O,(£) is a maximal
element of M(^S; g). If O,(&) ^ 1, then O,(£>) is also a maximal element
of M(^p; g). Thus, Theorem 17.1 yields that § is conjugate to Z.
(Here, as elsewhere, we are using the fact that every maximal element
of M(^?; q) is also a maximal element of M(2I; q) for all 21 in S"&L4^W).y
Thus, suppose O,(&) = 1. In this case, if SI e S^^W),
then 35 < §r
§8 = F(ccy2I); «P)f by Lemma 17.5, so | © |f = | JV(5?): C(5S) | f . But
N{Oq(%)) dominates 53, so | N{Oq(Z)) \q>\® \q, which is absurd.
We can now suppose that Og(£) = 1. We apply Lemma 17.5 and
conclude that 53 < 2, where S3 = F(ccy2l); $), and S l e ^ ^ ^ ( ^ ) .
Let O0 be a Sg-subgroup of 2 . Since 2 is a maximal p, g-subgroup
of ©, D o is a S,-subgroup of iV(S3).
Let $ be a SPf,-subgroup of © containing ty and let Q be a Sqsubgroup of £>. Let D^ = O9(§). If C^ = <1>, then $ S iV(53), by
Lemma 17.5, and we are done. Otherwise, § = £XN§(%$), again by
Lemma 17.5, and we assume without loss of generality that iV§(93) g 2 .
Assume that iV§(33) n Qi ^ <1>. Then in particular, J n d ^ <1>,
contrary to 0,(2:) = <1>. Hence, JV^S) n d = <1>.
We will now show directly that iV^(S3) = St. Since iV§(S3) £ Zr
it suffices to show that | iV^(S3) |f ^ | S | f . Now JV(O0 = 0AN($\)) •
(iV(Di) n iV(S3)), by Lemma 17.1, and since iV^(S3) n Q i = <1>, it follows
easily that | N%(%) |f = | JV(£>i) n
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Let %=N(Z(^S)). By Lemma 17.3 we have ^ O
L e t 2ft = N(ZXd n %. Since 2ft contains sp, Op,(2ft) = OA%) fl 2ft. By
Lemma 17.5, we now have 2ft = (O,,(9fei) n 2ft) • (JV(9S) n 2ft), which yields
Sfti = OF,(9W • (N(S\) n JV(33)). Now 5ftx contains Z and 2 n Op,(%) =
<1>, since 0,(2) = <1>. Thus, do is mapped isomorphically into

WA%)

= (N(Od n N(%))I(OA%) n JV^) n N(®)), and it follows

that | JV(QO n iV(3S) I. ^ I Qo I = I £ I,, as required.
Since iV^(SS) = Z, it follows that £ £i £>, proving the theorem.
21.2. Let a be a subset of nz. Assume that ©
J£pq for all p, q in a. Then © satisfies C«.
THEOREM

satisfies

Proof. By the preceding theorem, we can assume that a contains
a t least three elements. By induction on \a\, we assume that &
satisfies CT for every proper subset r of a.
Let a = {plf • • •, pn}, n ^ 3, and let at = a — pi9 a{j = a — p{ — ph
1 ^-i, j ^-n, i ^ j . Let @4 be a S^-subgroup of ©, 1 ^ i ^ n. Then
the So-^-subgroups of @< are conjugate to the S^,-subgroups of @y.
For t ^ i , let rao = |0 P i (@i)|. Note that by C^, m { i depends
only on i and j and not on the particular S^-subgroup of ® we choose.
Fix i, j,k,i^
j =£ & =£ i, let ^ be a Sp<-subgroup of ©, let @J
be a S^-subgroup of © containing ^P» and @* be a S^-subgroup of
© containing %, chosen so that @J n @* is a S ^ ^-subgroup of ©
which is possible by C^ fcf C^ and C^.
Let 5&y = 0 Fi (@y). ^P« = 0 P| (@J). Suppose that % y n $<* = <1>.
With this assumption, we will show that mo- ^ myfc. We can assume
that i = 1, j = 2, fe = 3, that ^pi2 n s^i3 = <1>, and try to show that
m12 ^ m23.
Let $Pi, SR4, 3t5f •••,5R n be a Sylow system for @2*n@3*, and let
% f SR3, • • •, 9tn and %, 5R2, SR4, • • •, SRn be Sylow systems for @2* and @3*
respectively. Here 3tt is a S Pi -subgroup of ©, i = 2, • • •, n.
Since ^pi3 is the S Pl -subgroup of F(@s*)f the condition 5pu n %s = <1>
says that ^pi2 is faithfully represented as automorphisms of F(<§?). Now
F(@3*) = F(@3*) n % x F(@3*) n 3ta x JF1(@,*) n 3t4 x • • • x F(@3*) n 5RW ,
where ^pl3 = F(@3*) n SR. Since ^P12 and ^pi3 are disjoint normal subgroups
of $!, ^P12 centralizes SR,. If 4 ^ s ^ n f then <>pi2, F(@3*) n 5R.> = ft.
is clearly contained in @* n @3* and so ^512 and /T(@f) fl 3^ are disjoint
normal subgroups of $ f> and so commute elementwise. But ^?12 is
faithfully represented as automorphisms of F(@3*), so is faithfully
represented as automorphisms of F(@3*) fl 9^. It follows from Lemma
5.2 that m12 ^ m23.
Returning to the general situation, if 0 P| (@/) fl 0Pi(@*) = <1>,
whenever i =£ j =£ k =t i, and ©,- fl @* is a S ^ ^-subgroup of ©, then
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rriij g rrijk. Permuting i, j , k cyclically, we would have m^- ^ mjk ^
™>ki ^ W»J. The integers mijf mjk, mki being pairwise relatively prime,
we would find m^ = 1 for all i =£ j . This is not possible since a
S^-subgroup of © is solvable.
Returning to the groups @* and @3*, we suppose without loss of
generality that $12 n ^Pi3 = ®m =£ <1>. Since ®123 s <p12 < @2*, ®123.
commutes elementwise with Op/(@*). Similarly, ®123 commutes elementwise with OPi(@3*). Hence <splf OPi(@*), OPi(@3*)> = 8 is a proper subgroup of © normalizing ®123. By Lemma 7.5, both OPi(@*) and OPi(@3*>
are S-subgroups of OPi(S); in particular, 8 has a normal pj-complement.
Since 8 has a normal pj-complement, we can find an element C in Cfi(^3>
such that OPi(@*) is permutable with C-1OPi(@3*)C. For such an
element C, let 2ft = <OPl(@2*), C'H)^®i)Cy.
We will now show directly that for each q in a, iV(3K) contains
a Sff-subgroup of ©. This is trivially true if 9JI = <1>, so suppose
that 3K ^ <1>. Let SH,, • • -f 2Jln be a Sylow system for 3J1 which isnormalized by SR, where aJi^ is an Sp<-subgroup of 3Ji, i = 2, • • •, n.
We remark that by C*liPi, each SUi* is a maximal element of M(^pi; p^.
Let 13K» | = Pi* and let | © \H = p{\ By Lemma 17.5 and C*vPi we
see that p/*-< = | JV(9S): C(») |p<, where 5? = F(cd@(2I); ?P)f ^P = S&,
and a e ^ ^ L ^ ( S p ) .
Let 8^ = JV(Z(9S)). Let £ be a coset of Op,(%) in %. Then £
contains an element JV of JV(5S) by Lemma 17.5. Hence, SKf"1 =
i = 2, • • -,TI where C2, • • -,Cn all lie in C(2I). Let S = <^,3Jia,• C2, • • •, Cn>. Since ®123 n Z ( ^ ) ^ 1, and since S centralizes ®123
we have ^ c ©. Let 8 = Op,(tf) (p = px) so that 8 $ = ft by Lemmaa
7.3 and 7.4. Hence, 8 contains both 2Ji and SW*"1, and since 33
normalizes 2ft, SI normalizes both 2ft and aft*"""1. By C*Pf, i = 2, • • •, nr
2ft is a S-subgroup of 8. By the conjugacy of Sylow systems in 218,
there is an element C in 831 such that W = SI, 2ft" = 2ft""1. Since
SSI has a normal ^-complement, C e C(SI) E Op'(Sfti), so (£ containsThus, if X = 5ftx n JV(2ft>, we have 5ftx = Of .(SRja;. Since ^ i S ,
we have Op,(£) = Sfl O , , ^ ) . Hence K = Or(Z)N%(%) by Lemma 17.5,
so that % = O^WiV^SB). Thus JVySB) maps onto JV(SS)/C(5S). Since
^ ( 8 8 ) 0 3ft centralizes S3, it follows that | £ : Z n SW |,4 = P.r*--I,
i = 2, • • •, n. Hence | S2ft |p< = | © |P|f as required.
If now 2ft ± <1>, then iV(2ft) c © and so © satisfies Ev.
We now treat the possibility that 2ft = <1>. In this case, both
F(5Pi*) and F(^3*) are ^-groups. By (B), both groups contain SI. By
Lemma 17.4, both $p? and ^p3* are contained in JV(Z(9S))F so once again
© satisfies E*.
It remains to prove C*, given Ea and CT for every proper subset
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z of a.
Let § and & be two S^-subgroups of © with Sylow systems
^Pn • • • > ?$n and &!, • • •, O n respectively, S& and JQ4 being SPi-subgroups
of ©, U i g w .
If F(£>) and F(§0 are prgroups, we apply Lemma 17.4 and conclude
that & and & are conjugate in JV(Z(SB))f where S3 = F(cd a (S); *&),
21 e S^W^P^i^) and we have normalized by taking Sft = d .
If F(£>) is a ^-group, then CPl,P| for i = 2, • • •, n imply that F(^)
is a ^-group. Thus, we can assume that neither F(&) nor F(^) is
a p-group for any prime p.
Let ra< = | Op,(£>) |, m\ = | OPi(§x) |, U i ^ w . For each i, we can
choose G{ in © so that OJ* = ?pif 1 ^ i ^ w, i ^= j . Let ft4 = $?*,
i = 1, • • •, n, so that § D ^* contains a S^-subgroup of ©.
Suppose OPj(ft*) n OPj(&) = <1> for some i, j , i * j . Then 0,/ft*)
is faithfully represented on /X£>), since OPj(^<) ii §. But in this case,
OPj(®i) centralizes OPj(§) and also centralizes OPit(£>) for fc =£ i. Hence,
OPj(^i) is faithfully represented on OPi(§>), and so m) ^ mi by Lemma
5.2. For the same reasons, m5 ^ m[, since OPj(§) is faithfully repres e n t e d o n F i ^ i ) . I f f o r a l l i , j , l ^ i , j ^ n , i * j , OPj(Stt) n O P j ( © ) =
<1>, we find m'j ^ m< ^ m'3i and so mj = m< = 1. This is not possible
since § and & are solvable.
Hence, we assume without loss of generality that ®12 =
O9l(StJ n OPl($) ^ <1>. We will now show that OPl(^2) is conjugate to
Opj(£>). To see this, we first apply Lemma 7.4 and CPliP| to conclude
that Op£®2) and OP^(§) have the same order. Since ® u centralizes
both OPi(^2) and 0 Pi (§), it follows that S = <«&, OPl(S2), OP{(§)> c ©.
By Lemma 7.4, it follows that <0Pi($2), OPi(^))> S Opj(8). By Theorem
17.1 and C*1>p<, OPi(S2) and OPi(§) are S-subgroups 'of OPi(2), so are
conjugate in S, being of the same order. Since OPi(6) =£ <1>, Cofollows immediately.
22.

Linking Theorems

One of the purposes of this section is to clarify the relationship
between 7r3 and 7cA.
Hypothesis 22.1.
(i) PGTT3, qen(&).
(ii) A Sp-subgroup ^ of & does not centralize every element of
MOP; g).
THEOREM 22.1.
Under Hypothesis 22.1, if Ox is a maximal
element of M(^5; q) and Q is an element of C^ of order q, then C^iQ)
contains an elementary subgroup of order qz. In particular, qen^U7r4.
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Proof. Choose £ char £LX in accordance with Lemma 8.2, and set
©! = Qx(&). From 3.6 and Lemma 8.2, it follows that s# does not
centralize Gt^. Since ci(E) ^ 2, G^ is of exponent q.
Since NQKJ 3 N(£k), Lemma 17.3 implies that O'(N(<&d) = JV(d).
Since iV((£i) has odd order, this in turn implies that (S^ is not generated
by two elements. Consider the chain ^ : G^ 2 7&1&1 5 7aEiQ! 3 • • •.
Since $P does not centralize Elf $P does not stabilize <g"f so we can
find an integer n and subgroups S lf 2l2 such that j " ^ ^ * 1 g 2IX £
a, S r d d r and such that 33 = «,/«! is a chief factor of iV(&i) and
with the additional property that ty does not centralize 93. Since
OWO).
we also have 5TC = OP(5K), where 91 =
n JV(Q1))/(C(9S) n iVO^)). Since | N(£X) \ is odd it follows that
153 I ^ q\ Since 7 2 1 ^ G St, it follows that | Q / Q ) I ^ g3. If C^(Q)
did not contain an elementary subgroup of order g3, then we would
necessarily have Q e SI2 since Sl2 is of exponent g. Since | C%2(Q) \ ^ q3,
the only possibility is that C,%2(Q) is the non abelian group of order
qz and exponent q. But in this case Q e C^2(QY S ZC^i), and CQ^Q)
contains an elementary subgroup of order g3 since D^ does, by Lemma
8.13, Lemma 8.1, and the equation N(SX) = OP(N(SX)).
Hypothesis 22.2.
(i) ty is a Sp-subgroup of © and perr^.
(ii) q, r e TT3 U TT4; ^P does not centralize every element of M(^5; q)
and $P does not centralize every element of M(^p; r).
THEOREM

22.2.

C/^der Hypothesis 22.2, g — r.

The proof of this theorem is by contradiction. The following
lemmas assume that q ^ r.
Since Hypothesis 22.2 is symmetric in q and r we can assume
that q > r, thereby destroying the symmetry.
Let S l e ^ ^ ^ O P ) . Let Dx, % be maximal elements in MOP; q),
; r) respectively.
LEMMA 22.1. If £> is an ^-invariant
q, r-subgroup of ©, and
if a Sq-subgroup § g of § is non cyclic, then !Qq < &.

Proof. Let £>r be a Sr-subgroup of § normalized by 21. Since
q * r, either &&^VH&r) or ^ « L ^ ( f t f ) is empty. If *5*K^($ r )
is empty, application of Lemma 8.5 to & yields this lemma.
Suppose £^^^Vl(^r) is non empty. Then S^^^/l^)
is empty,
so & has g-length one. Thus, it suffices to show that § ? centralizes
Or(£). We suppose without loss of generality that 21 normalizes £>,.
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Then by Corollary 17.2 ftff is contained in a conjugate of £\, so C(H)
possesses an elementary subgroup of order q* for H in ftg, H of order
<7, by Theorem 22.1. We will show that 42i(ft,) centralizes Or(ft). Since
ft, is assumed non cyclic, £?i(ft,) is generated by its subgroups @ which
are elementary of order q2, so it suffices to show that each such Gc
centralizes Or(ft). If @ does not centralize 0r(ft), then Gr does not
centralize Or(ft) n C(E) for suitable £ in 6*. By Lemma 8.4,
S^l4^(0r(^)
(1 C{E)) is non empty for such an E, so q 1" r is violated

in C(E).
Since J?i($ff) centralizes Or(ft), it follows that < 5 ^ ~ ^ (Or(ft)) is
empty, since q^h r. Hence, ft< centralizes Or(ft) by Lemma 8.4, as
required.
We define JT* as the set of q, r-subgroups of M(2I) which have
the additional property that no Sq- or Sr-subgroup is centralized by 2t,
LEMMA

22.2.

3? is non empty.

Proof. Suppose that 7£>i2t = <1>. If we also had 73^21 = <1>,
then q + r would be violated in C(2l). Hence, 79ti2I =£ <1>, and we
can find % S 3tlf 3t2 =£ <1>, such that % = 7$R22t and such that Sti =
CsiI(3ta) ^ <1>. Consider C(%) 3 <Sl, C^, SR2> = 8. By Lemma 17.6,
21 3 OP' P(S) and it follows readily that 8 possesses a normal complement § 0 to a. We can then find C in C2(2t) such that § = <Q1, 9 0
is a g, r-group. By Lemma 22.1 and the fact that Qx is a maximal
element of M(2l; tf), we have SX < $. But now SH? G JV(Oi) = Op(iV(Qi)).
Since g ^ r , if @r is a Sr-subgroup of JV(Oi), then ^ g ^ ^ ( @ r ) is
empty. By Lemma 8.13 iV(Di)' centralizes every chief r-factor of
iV(Qi). It follows that 21 centralizes 3t?, contrary to construction, so
we can assume that 7di2t =£ <1>.
Suppose 73ti2I = <1>. Since 21 possesses an elementary subgroup
of order p3, we can find A in 21 such that CQX(A) is non cyclic.
Consider C(A) 3 <2l, C^/A), Sft^. By Lemma 17.6 we can assume that
§ = ^Ca^A), 9ti> is a g, r-group. Then Lemma 22.1 implies that
@* < ft, @g being a S,-subgroup of ft. Enlarge ft to 5B, a maximal
2I-invariant g, r-subgroup with Sylow system &q, 3^. Lemma 17.6,
Lemma 22.1 and maximality of ^ imply that $tq is a maximal element
of M(2I; g), contrary to q ^ r.
We can now assume that 7^21 =£ <1> and 75R!2t ^ <1>.
Let O2 be an 2l-invariant subgroup of C^ of minimal order subject
to 7Q22t =^= <1>. Let SR2 be an 2t-invariant subgroup of 9^ of minimal
order subject to 79ta2I ^ <1>. Let 2IX = ker (21 — Aut Q2), 2I2 =
ker (21—Aut %). Since 21 acts irreducibly on Qj/Z^Q,) and on 5R2//)(9t2),
it follows that 31/31, is cyclic, i = 1, 2. Since 21 e ^^L^(^?), 2tx n 2l2 =
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An Sl-invariant S,,r-subgroup of <3I, Q,, 9ta> £ C(2l3) satisfies,
the conditions defining JT", by Lemma 17.6 and Dp>q§r in <3I, Q,, SR^.
Let S be a maximal element of J?T, with Sylow system 5??, 5Br,
chosen so that 21 normalizes both $£q and 5Jr, $tq being a Sg-subgroup
of 5E.
LEMMA

22.3. Slq is cyclic and Og(S) = <1>.

Proof. Suppose $, is non cyclic. Then Lemma 22.1 yields Slq <] 5L
The maximal nature of 5£, together with Lemma 17.6, imply that
$, is a maximal element of M(2l; <j), so is conjugate to £tx.
By Lemma 17.3, N(®q) = 31 = Op(3l). Since q + r, N(ftq) does,
not possess an elementary subgroup of order r3. Now 91 = Op($l) and
Lemma 8.13 imply that 7®r2I = <1>, contrary to construction. Hence,
$tq is cyclic.
If Oq(B) ^ <i>, then QAO.i®)) = ii^) < ®. The maximal nature
of 5? now conflicts with Lemma 17.6 and Theorem 22.1 proving this,
lemma.
We choose C in C(2I) so that $t°r 5 9^; since $1° is also a maximal
element of J%T, we assume without loss of generality that $ r g %.
LEMMA

22.4.

( i ) 5?r is non abelian.
(ii) No non identity weakly closed subgroup of $tr is contained
in Or(®).
(iii) Or(5J) contains an element of ^(fR)f SR being any Sr-subgroup
of © containing a Sr~subgroup SR* of
Proof. We first prove (ii). Suppose 5£ ^ <1>, 2 is weakly closed
in Str, and S £ Or(ffi). Then X < ®2I, so the maximal nature of St
together with Lemma 17.6 imply that 58r = 9^.
Since N(%) = Op(NQRd)f so also N(Z) = OP(N(X)). Since q ^ rr
Lemma 8.13 implies 7$tt®<, = <1>, contrary to construction, proving (ii).
If $ r were abelian, then Oq(St) = <1> and Lemma 1.2.3 of [21]
imply that Br = Or($), in violation of (ii). This proves (i).
Suppose r e 7T3. In this case, Cp*r implies 9t*=5R, and since 9t(=£<l>,
it is clear that 9ti contains an element U of ^(9t). Since S r =
N(Or(St)) n SRi, it follows that U n Z(SR) £ ^ r and so by (B), U n Z(3l) S
Or(ft). It now follows that U fi flrf and so U S Or(ffi)f again by (B).
Next, suppose that r e 7cA. In this case, since SR[ ^ <1>, 5R* contains
an element S3 of ^<(SR), 5R* being a Sr-subgroup of N(Kh Since »
centralizes OP(^5R*), by Lemma 19.1, we have 33 C SRL Since 33 £ SRlf
93nZ(5H)£S r and so by (B), 33 n Z(SR) £ Or(£). It follows that
93 £ Or(5l). This proves (iii).
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To prove Theorem 22.2 we will now show that $tq centralizes
Z(Or(5£)) = 3- Suppose by way of contradiction that this is not the
case. We can choose & e ^ ( r ) such that £ S ®r but (£ §£ Or(®). Since
$£q is cyclic Sx = (£ n Or(S) is of order r. From (B), we then have
If r ^ 5, we apply Lemma 16.2 and conclude that 7*,8&4 =
contrary to the above statement. Hence r = 3, and by Lemma 16.3
we have 723®2 = ®n' in particular, G^ g 3 . Now apply Lemma 16.3
again, this time with O3(5?) in the role of g, and conclude that
Let 2 = 7O3(S)S9. By Lemma 8.11, we have £ = yZ$tq, and so
E, s £^(2;)). Hence by (B), ftf acts trivially on ZIOl(Z(Z))9 and this
implies that 2 = /21(Z(S)), so that 2 is elementary.
The equality 7 2 ££ 2 = Ei and (B) imply that an element of S — Ej.
induces an automorphism of £ with matrix J3. Since | Sfl | divides 33 — lf
we have | JIJ = 13.
By definition of Jf we have p/12 = | Aut® 13 |. Since p ^= r = 3,
we have a contradiction, completing the proof that ®q centralizes 3
in all cases.
Now Z ^ ) centralizes Or(&), so by maximality of S, we have
Z(5R1)^^r and (B) implies that Z(%)^Z(Or(®)). Hence, ftSiV(Z(3i1)) =
9ilB But 9^! = Op(?ii) and since g o6 rf 9^ does not possess an elementary
subgroup of order g3. Lemma 8.13 implies that 7^,21 = <1>, contrary
to construction, completing the proof of Theorem 22.2.
For p in 7r3 U TT4, let "W^v) be the set of all subgroups 2Q of ©
of type (p, p) such that every element W of 2B centralizes an element
S3 of a'(p). We allow S3 to depend on T7.
Hypothesis 22.3.
(i)

p67T3, ?

(ii) p + q.
22.3. Under Hypothesis 22.3, if B is a p, q-subgroup
of & and if St contains an element of c%^{p), then a Sp-subgroup of
$1 is normal in $.
THEOREM

Proof. Let 3fT be the set of subgroups of & satisfying the
hypotheses but not the conclusion of this theorem and let J£f be the
subset of all 5£ in J%T which contain at least one element of *Z?(p).
We first show that J%<[ is empty. Suppose false and $t in J?% is
chosen to maximize \St\9. Let S p be a Sp-subgroup of 5£, and let
35 = F(ed a (S); ft,) where 93 e &(p) and S3 S ft,.
Since pi* q, Hypothesis 22.1 does not hold. Hence, Hypothesis
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19.1 holds. Apply Lemma 19.1 and conclude that S3 centralizes O,(ft).
Suppose ftp is a Sp-subgroup of @. Then ftp centralizes O,(ft).
By Lemma 17.5 and Hypothesis 22.3 (i), if 21 e ^ ^ ^ ( f f l , ) , and ^ =
V(ccl^); ftp), then ^ S O,,P(ft). Since ftp centralizes Og(ft), it follows
that ^ S O A and so SB^ ft. By Lemma 17.2, iV(Z(aS1))=Op(iV(Z(SS1))).
Since pr^ Q, JV(Z(85i)) does not possess an elementary subgroup of
order q\ so Lemma 8.13 implies that ftp < ft, contrary to the definition
of 3%. Hence,t in showing that ^%f is empty, we can suppose that
$tp is not a Sp-subgroup of @.
Since 33 centralizes Og(ft), we have ftp • Oq(St) £ JV(S3). Since 53 is
weakly closed in ftp and ftp is not a Sp-subgroup of ©, ftp is not a
Sp-subgoup of JV(9S). Maximality of | ft |p implies that ftp < ftp • O,(ft),
and so Op(ft) is a iSp-subgroup of Oq p(ft).
Let ^p be a Sp-subgroup of © containing ftp, and let 21 e S^f^Vl^).
Since Op(ft) is a Sp-subgroup of O,,P(S), it follows from (B) that
31 n ftP = 21 n OP(ft). By maximality of | ft |p, ftp is a Sp-subgroup of
JV(Op(ft)) and it follows readily that 21 C OP(ft). But in this case,
532 = F(cci@(2I); ftp) < ft, by Lemma 17.5. Since ftp is not a Sp-subgroup
of ©, it is not a Sp-subgroup of JV(SS2), and the maximality of ftp is
violated in a Sp,,-subgroup of iV(932). This contradiction shows that
3^ is empty.
Now let ft be in J T with | ft |p maximal. Let 2B E ftp, 2B e ^\v).
If 732Og(ft) ^= <1>, then SB does not centralize C( W) n O,(ft) for suitable
TT in SB*. But in this case a Sp,,-subgroup of C(W) contains an
element of ^/(v) and also contains non normal Sp-subgroups, and 3%
is non empty. Since this is not the case, SB centralizes O,(ft), and
so SBX = F(ccZ(S(SB); ftp) centralizes O,(ft), SB being an arbitrary element
of ^~(p) contained in ftp. Since ftp is not a Sp-subgroup of ©, it is
not a Sp-subgroup of JVXSBj), so maximality of | ft |p implies that ft
centralizes O9(ft). Hence, OP(ft) is a SP-subgroup of 09>P(ft). Sincep
ftp is a Sp-subgroup of JV(Op(ft)) in this case, Z(^P) £ OP(ft) for every
Sp-subgroup ^? of © which contains ftp. It follows that ftp contains
an element of *ZS(v). This contradiction completes the proof of this
theorem.
If p e 7r3 U ?r4, we define n(p) to be the set of primes q such that
j> ~ q, and we set 7T3(p) = 7r(p) n 7T8.
THEOREM

22.4.

/ / p,qe n3 and p ~ q, then n3(p) =

Proof. We only need to show that if r e izz and p ~ r, then r — q.
Apply Theorem 21.1, let ft be a SP,,-subgroup of © with Sylow
system *p, D, and let S be a Sp r-subgroup of © with Sylow system
<p, SR.
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If Hypothesis 22.2 is satisfied, Theorem 22.2 applies and yields
this theorem. Hence, we suppose without loss of generality that ^P
centralizes Og($).
Let « e £"&WW)9
5? = F(cd a («); $). Apply Lemma 17.5 and
conclude that 33 < S.
If $p also centralizes Or(8), then we also have 5? < 8, and g ~ r
follows from consideration of JV(9S). We can suppose that ^P does not
centralize Or(8).
Suppose we are able to show that N(Or(£)) contains a Sg-subgroup
"of C(SP). Apply Lemma 17.3 and conclude that JV(Z(33)) = 9^ =
<V(9y • % n 91, where 91 = N(Or(2)). Let JC^ be a S,-subgroup of C(*P)
which is contained in 91. Since sp centralizes 0,(5?), it follows that
JQi is a Sg-subgroup of Opl(%). Let 91? be a Sy-subgroup of 0,*(9ii),
so that 0P>(%) = 9i?Q1. Hence,
9^ = 0A%) •% n 9* = 91?^ •% n 9* = 9i? -91, n 9i ,
since Dj £j 9^! n 9£. Since 9ix contains a S,-subgroup of ©, so does
9ix n 9i. But SSI contains a Sr-subgroup of © as well, and so q ~ r.
Thus, in proving this theorem, it suffices to show that N(Or(2))
contains a Sg-subgroup of C(^S).
We wish to show first that some element A of 21* centralizes a
subgroup 2B of W(r) with SB S Or(S). If D(Or(2)) = © is non cyclic,
then every subgroup of ® of type (r, r) is in 3f"(r) and since 31
possesses an elementary subgroup of order p3, an element A is available.
Suppose then that ® is cyclic. If © = <1>, then of course ^ centralizes
©. If © =£ <1>, then JV(©) = Op(iV(©)) and once again «p centralizes
©. It now follows that SI* contains an element A whose fixed-point
set on fl^O^S))/^©) is non cyclic, and this implies that C(2l) n Or(S)
contains an element of ^~(r).
For such an element A, let § be a Sg,r-subgroup of OP,(C(A)) which
is 2I-invariant and contains 0 9 (S). Then Lemma 17.5 implies that $
contains an element of eW(r). Apply Theorem 22.3 and conclude that
& < £>, £>r being a Sr-subgroup of £>. If §* is a maximal element
of M(2I; q, r) containing £>, then Theorem 22.3 implies that £>r* < §>*,
§* being a Sr-subgroup of §*. By maximality of £>*, $* is a maximal
element of M(Sl; r). Since § contains a maximal element of M(2I; g),
namely, 0 9 (S), so does §>*. It follows that JV(Or(£)) contains a maximal
element £>* of M(^?*; q) where ^5* is a suitable Sp-subgroup of N(Or(2)).
But % G JV(Or(S)), and so «p = ^P*^ for some JV in iV(Or(8)), and so
£}*^ = Da is a maximal element of M(^3; q) normalizing Or(S). By
Lemma 17.4, £}2 is a maximal element of M(2I; g).
Now ^5 centralizes Oq($t), and 0,(S) is a maximal element of M(^P; q).
It follows that N(Oq(St))IC(Oq(St)) is a p'-group. Since D 2 and Oq(St)
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are conjugate by Theorem 17.1, it follows that JVXQO/C^Q,) is a p'group, and so ty centralizes Dj,. By C*q, it follows that Q2 is a Sq~
subgroup of COP), completing the proof of this theorem.
THEOREM

22.5.

/ / penB, then © satisfies C^(p).

Proof. By Theorem 22.4, if q, r e nz{p), then g ~ r. By Theorem
20.1, © satisfies Eqr for q, rexs(p).
By Theorem 21.2, © satisfies CXz{p).
Hypothesis 22.4.
(i) pen,,
qenz{}nA.
(ii) If ty is a Sp-subgroup of ©, then ty contains a normal
subgroup Gr of type (p, p) which centralizes at least one maximal
element of MOP; q).
LEMMA

22.5.

Under Hypothesis 22.4, Gr centralizes every element

(@; q)
of M(@;
q).

Proof. Suppose false and D is an element of M(Gf; q) minimal
with respect to T£>@ ^ <1>. Then O = T Q © and @0 = Ce(£>) =£ <1>.
Let § = C(@o). Then § contains an element 21 of <5*if^(^) with
@ E 21. By Lemma 17.5, 21 S Op',p(©)» and so O = TO© is contained
in Op>(£>). If O* is an 2I-invariant S9-subgroup of OP/(§), it follows
readily that TQ*@ ^ <1>. If O is a maximal element of M(2I; g)
containing D*, then @ does not centralize O. Let D o be a maximal
element of M(^P; g) centralizing @. Since D o is also a maximal element
of M(2l; g), we have D o = & for suitable C in C(2l) S C(C). Since ©
does not centralize D, (£° = @ does not centralize Q,. This contradiction
completes the proof of this lemma.
The next theorem is fairly delicate and brings 7r4 into play explicitly for the first time.
Hypothesis 22.5.
(i) penz,
qen4.
(ii)

P -

Q.

THEOREM 22.6. Under Hypothesis 22.5, if ty is a Sp~subgroup
of © and Di is a maximal element of M(^p; q), then C^ =£ <1>. i f
£}2 is a Sq-subgroup of N(SX) permutable with ty and Dg is a Sq~
subgroup of © containing Da, then D 2 contains every element of
Furthermore,

Proof. By Theorem 19.1, ^5 does not centralize £^f so in particular
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Suppose that Da contains an element 33 of ^(£1,). By Lemma
19.1, S3 centralizes Op^Qa) and since S3 is a normal abelian subgroup
of O,, (B) implies that 33 g O?0POa). Let 91 be an element of
^ ^ ^ ( O g ) containing 33. Let & = JV(33) 3 <£>3,0PWDj>.
Since
<l e 7r4, Oq,{$) = <1>, and (B) implies that 21 S 0,(§).
Hence,
[21 n Oa, 0 , ( m ) ] S O f ») n 0,(5(50,) = <1>, and by (B), 21 n Q, S
•O^OPG*), and so 21 n Q, S 0,(^0,), that is, S n O, = « n Qi. If
H
2 I n n i c 2 t , then 8 n d c ^ ( Q J , contrary to J V ^ O S 21 n Q« =
"SI n Qi. Hence, a s f t .
Since g e 7r4, Corollary 17.3 implies that
•1(81; p) is trivial, so 0P(^Oa) = <1>. By Lemma 7.9, it follows that
JQx contains every element of S*&^r(£ti,
and not merely 21. This
proves the theorem in this case.
We can now assume that O2 does not contain any element of
^(Og), and try to derive a contradiction.
Since D 2 is a S,-subgroup of the normalizer of every non identity
normal subgroup of ^SOa, if D(&i) =£ <1>, then iVQ3(Z)(O1)) contains an
•element of ^(O 3 ), and since iVrQ3(Z)(Cl1)) = Qa in this case, Qa contains
an element of ^(£1,), contrary to assumption. Hence, D(£L,) = <1>.
Let Of = Op ,(^Da) n Qa- Since [Of f D,] = [0P ,W&d, QJ < ^ ,
and since every element of ^(£1,) normalizes [Of, C^], we conclude
that Oi S Z(df). Since D(Q?) n d i is normalized by every element
•of ^(Ds) and also by <0P(^pOa), ^P^ fl JV(Of )> = ^Q 2 , we have
D(Qf) n Q i = <1>. This implies that Of = C^ x g for a suitable
subgroup g of Of.
Since Z(£X) S £>2, we have Z ^ ) £ Of, by (B). Since Qa contains
no element of ^(Dg), Z(Og) is cyclic. For the same reason, Z(Og) PlOi =
-<1>, since otherwise, ^(ZfO,)) S Qi and every element of ^(Og)
normalizes Q lt In particular, Oi is a proper subgroup of Of. This
implies that 0,(^0,) =£ <1>. More exactly, Ox = CQ*(0,(^0,)).
Let 33 G ^(£>3) and let ^ = CQl(33), so that | Oi: Ox | = g.
Suppose Op(^PDa) is non cyclic. In this case, a basic property of
p-groups implies that Op&SX) contains a subgroup © of type (p, p)
which is normal in $p. Since Qx is a maximal element of M(^P; g),
Hypothesis 22.4 is satisfied. Since £X is of index q in O if Theorem
22.1 implies that Oj ^ <1>. Hence, <SJ3, @> is a proper subgroup of
© centralizing Q1( Choose 33X G cc^(33) and ^ e ccZ@(@) so that ffl =
•^Bi. ®i> is minimal. By Z)p,g in ^, it follows that 5? is a p, g-group.
By Lemma 19.1, SB? centralizes 0P(&) and by Lemma 22.5, 6? centralizes
O,(ft). It follows that ft = 33X x <£. Let 8fl = ^(330. Since « € TT4, F(5«)
is a (/-group. By Lemma 22.5, @i centralizes ^(9^) so 3.3 is violated.
This contradiction shows that Op(^pna) is cyclic.
Since Oi = CD*(OP(^Qa))i it follows that g is cyclic of an order
dividing p — 1.
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Let 33 = O^Of) = SX x 5,(8), and let & = -2^(88). We see that

m = &oP(m), & n o P (m) = <i>. Let a« = iv(as), a^ = cm. it
is clear that ^ n ^PG, = Of, since 5K2 n 0,(^0,) = <1>, and since Of
is a S,-subgroup of 0 P ,(^P£}j)Let 8 = Og(2Jt mod 2M0. We see that 8 n $£}, = £>*, again since
Of is a Sg-subgroup of Op ^CPOs). We observe that since Q* contains
Z(Qs)» SW contains every element of ^(Qg), and so contains 33. By
Lemma 7.1, 8 contains S3. Hence, S D S K I .
We next show that 8/2)^ = 8 is elementary. If Z)(S) =£ <1>, then
by a basic property of g-groups, C«g(Z>(8)) is of order at least g2.
Hence, ZXi = Cfe(Z)(8)) f! Oi =£ <1>. But in this case, C^ is normalized
by ^OPO,), &,> = 5P&2, and is centralized by D (8 mod SKJ, and so
Oa is not a S^-subgroup of JV(Di). This is not possible, so Z)(S) = <1>.
We have in fact shown that if Sx < 2J1, and Wl, c 8X e 8, then C«(8i)
is of order g.
Since 8 is abelian, 8 normalizes [5?, S3] = Q^ZiZXJ). It follows
that CSB(8) = O^ZCO,)).
Let Sx = <S3TO, att,>f and let 3^ = 33*, JlfeSR. Since 33 and 332
are conjugate in 3Ji, [33,33!] is of order q and is centralized by 8. It
follows that [93LaJJ = QX{Z{&*)). Since 8 is abelian, and since 33^
covers 8 ^ = 8lf it follows that [33, SJ =_Q1(Z(£lz)). Let | d | = qnf
and 18i: SWi | = qm. Since each element of 8} determines a non trivial
homomorphism of S / ^ Z C O B ) ) into /^(ZOQ,)), it follows that m ^ n.
Since CSBCSO = Q^ZiS^)), it also follows that m ^ w. Hence, m — n.
This implies that 8X = 8, since any g-element of Aut 33 which centralizes
Sj is in S*lf by 3.10. Here we are invoking the well known fact that
Sx is normal in a Sg-subgroup D of Aut 33 and is in fact in ,P*2*L/f (Q).
(This appeal to the "enormous" group Aut 33 is somewhat curious.)
Returning to 8, let 33* be a Sg-subgroup of 8, and let 2B = fl^SS*).
Since G\^>*) S Z(33*), and Z(33*) is cyclic, it is easy to see that
fi1(Z(3B)) = QAZiZXs)), and that ^IQ^Z^SS)) is abelian. Hence, 3B is
an extra special group of order q2n+1 and exponent q.
We next show that 20^ is a p'-group. Since 2)^ C CCOJ, it suffices
to show that no non identity p-element of N(SX) centralizes 33. This
is clear by Dp,g in N(£k), together with the fact that no non identity
p-element of ^PO* centralizes 33.
Since SD^ is a p'-group, so is 8. Since 8 < 3Ji, we assume without loss of generality that iVip(33) normalizes 33*.
Let (£ e £*&L4^ffl), and set Ex = © n iV^(33).
Since ^P =
Opffl&z) - ^(33) and 0,(^0,) is cyclic, ^ is non cyclic. Since ^ i&
faithfully represented on 33, it is faithfully represented on SB = 0i(93*).
Since p > q, (^ centralizes fl1(Z(SB)).
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We can now choose C in Ef so that Ex does not centralize Sd =
C^(C). Let 2£2 = [2^, EJ. We will show that 2B2 is non abelian.
To do this, we first show that SDBX is extra special. Let We SH^ —
42^(28)). Since C centralizes W, C normalizes C^(W). Since p > q,
C acts trivially on SB/C^TF), and so C centralizes some element of
28
~C^(W).
It follows that Z(8Bt) = Z(SB), so that S^ is extra
special. We can now find 2B3 E SBi so that SDB., = 2B2S333 and 2B2 n 2B3 S
Z(2B); in fact, we take 2B8 = Cm(3S2). By the argument just given,
2£3 is extra special. Since 2Bi is, too, it follows that 2B2 is extra special,
hence is non abelian.
For such an element C, let X = C(C) 2 <(£, 3B2>. By Lemma 17.5,
(£ S O,/,,(S). Since 2B2 = [3B2, <£Jf by Lemma 8.11, it follows that
2£2 £ Op>(£). It follows now that M(E; g) contains a non abelian group.
But now Theorem 17.1 implies that the maximal elements of M((£; q)
are non abelian. Since C^ is a maximal element of M((£; q) and C^
is elementary, we have a contradiction, completing the proof of this
theorem.
THEOREM

22.7.

If p, q$ n3, and p ~ q, then n(p) = n{q).

Proof. Suppose p ~ r. By Theorem 22.4, we can suppose that
re7r4. Proceeding by way of contradiction, we can assume that a
S9-subgroup D of © centralizes every element of M(O; r), by Theorem
22.1. By Theorem 19.1, a SP-subgroup ty of © does hot centralize
every element of M(^P; r). Applying Theorem 22.2, we can suppose
that ^? centralizes every element of H(^3; q).
Let Da be a maximal element of M(^5; q) and let ^ be a maximal
element of M(^$; r). Let 5R2 be a Sy-subgroup of iV(SRi) permutable with
% and let SR3 be a Sr-subgroup of © containing 5R2. Let 21 e ,S"g^(5P).
By Theorem 22.6, OP0$R2) = <1>, so 21 does not centralize 3^. We
can then find A in 21* such that 91? = [C^A), 21] ^ <1>.
Suppose Oj is non cyclic. Then by C*,qt C^ contains an element
of J/r(q). Let § = C(A) 3 <2I, »*, Oa> = S, and let A be an 21invariant Sff r-subgroup of OP.{%) with Sylow system ®r, C^. By Theorem
22.3, SX < «. Since JVCd) = O^iVCOx)), it follows that 72IS?r = <1>
by Lemma 8.11 and the fact that iV(Gi) does not contain an elementary
subgroup of order r\ This violates the fact that SR? = 7$Rf 21 =£ <1>,
by Dpr in §. Hence, $X is cyclic.
Since 7^?? = <1>, 5R = 0P(^P02) =£ <1>, where D 2 is a S?-subgroup
of © permutable with ^5 and containing C^, which exists by Cp*,q.
Since N(^) = Og(JV(5pi))f it follows that C^ £ Z(O,)f D x being a Sgsubgroup of OP.(NWd).
Let S3 = F(crf^(a); %), and 9^ = JV(Z(9S)). By Lemma 17.3, % =
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% n iV(SRi). Since £k is a S,-subgroup of ( M ^ ) , it follows
readily that 9^ n JV(3ti) contains an element of *W(q). In particular,
^(3*0 contains an element of <W{q). If S is a Sq r-subgroup of JV(SRi)
with Sylow system 2q, 8r, then 8, < S, by Theorem 22.3. By Theorem
22.6, 3^ contains an element (£ of ^^L^(5ft 3 ). By Corollary 17.3,
M((£) is trivial. Since 29 € M((£), we have a contradiction, completing
the proof of this theorem.
23. Preliminary Results about the Maximal Subgroups of @
Hypothesis 23.1.
(i) vf is a non empty subset of n^
(ii) For at least one pinvf,
nr = n(p).
We remark that by Theorem 22.7, Hypothesis 23.1 (ii) is equivalent
to
(ii)' n(p) = tar for all p in vr.
Under Hypothesis 23.1, Theorem 22.5 implies that © contains a
Stf-subgroup £>. Since £> also satisfies E«x for all subsets vfx of ttr, §
is a proper subgroup of © by P. Hall's characterization of solvable
groups [IS]. This section is devoted to a study of § and its normalizer
3Ji = JV(£>). All results of this section assume that Hypothesis 23.1
holds. Let -& = {plf • • •, pn}, n ^ 1, and let 5ft, •••,^5 n be a Sylow
system for §.
23.1. 3Ji is a maximal subgroup of © and is the unique
maximal subgroup of © containing £>.
LEMMA

Proof. Let $ be any proper subgroup of © containing £>. We
must show that $t £S 9JI. Since 5? is solvable we assume without loss
of generality that S is a -or, g-group for some q$vf. Let 5ft, • • •, $pw,
Q b e a Sylow system for ®. It suffices to show that 5ft < 5ftO.
Since g £ tar, px^ q. Theorem 22.1 implies that 5ft centralizes
Og(5ftO). By Lemma 17.5, S3 < 5ftQ, where S3 = F(ccZ@(St); 5ft) and
ae^KyfJ(Sft). By Lemma 17.2, 91, = JV(Z(93)) = O*(9y. Since %
does not contain an elementary subgroup of order g3, Lemma 8.13
implies that 5ft centralizes every g-factor of 5ftJD and so 5ft < 5ftOf
completing the proof of this lemma.
LEMMA

23.2. / / pi e TT(F(&)), and 21, e S"&L4^($d, then CWSSW.

Proof. We can assume that i = 1. By C*liPJ § contains a SPjsubgroup of C^Sti) for each j = 2, • • •, w. Thus, it suffices to show
that if q £ tzr, and O is a S,-subgroup of C(2Ii) permutable with 5ft,
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then Q £ 3ft.
By the preceding argument, 5ft < SftQ. Since 5ft normalizes C(8d) =
« ! x S, S being a pl-group, it follows that 5ftjQ = 5ft x Q.
Since F(fc) fl ?ft ^ <1>, it follows that 5K = JV(F(fc) n 5ft)f since
F(&) n 5ft char £> < 9Ji and 9Ji is the unique maximal subgroup of ©
containing $. The lemma follows since N(F($) n 5ft) S C(F(^) n 5ft) 3 Q.
LEMMA

2 3 . 3 . Let l^i^n,

and let

Proof. We can assume that i = 1. If F(£>) is a ft-group, then
Lemma 17.5 implies that 5ft < £> and so 5?! < 501, since 5ft is weakly
closed in F(£>) n 5ft. In this case, JV(Sft) = 9Ji and we are done.
We can suppose that F(£>) is not a ^-group, and so 2 = OP>(&) ^
-<1>. Let £3, • • • , 2 , be a 5prinvariant Sylow system for Z, where %
is a SPi-subgroup of X and we allow £< = <1>. By C*liPi, S» is a
maximal element of M(5ft; p{).
Let JVe JV(Sft). Then by Theorem 17.1, %f = S?» where C2, • • •, Cn
are in C(%) S 9K. Since S char § < 3K, each S?» is contained in 2
and so X* = ST. Since 2 ^ <1>, 9K = JV(£) 2 iV(SSi), as required.
LEMMA

23.4. Let l^i^nt

%e£«t?^K(%),

53, =

^T <C(2ti), iV(9S<)> £ 3Ji, ^feen 9K is tfce unique maximal subgroup of
<S containing 5p4.
Proof. We can assume that i = 1. Let Q be a g-subgroup of
<S permutable with 5ft. It suffices to show that O S SW.
Since O = Off(5ftO) • iV^SSi), it suffices to show that S\ = OqffljO) Q
HJl. If £1 is centralized by 5ft, then by hypothesis Q S 5Ui. Otherwise
ive apply Theorem 22.1 and conclude that qevr.
By Theorem 17.1,
-£}? £ § for suitable C e CO^) £ 5Kf and the lemma follows.
LEMMA 23.5. For each i = l , « - , » , i / «<e
C(2I») £ 3Ji, ar^d 5K is ^fee unique maximal subgroup of © containing 5&.

Proo/. First, suppose p{ e n(F($)). Then C(a4) £ 2ft, by Lemma
23.2. Then by Lemma 23.3, JV(^) £ 2R, 854 = F(cd a (a,); 5&), and then
by Lemma 23.4, this lemma follows. We can suppose that p> g n(F(fe)).
We assume that i = 1. Let C(%) = SIi x ®, where 3) is a pj-group.
It suffices to show that for each q in 7r(©), 2Ji contains a S,-subgroup
JQ of 3). If g e tar, this is the case by Cp*,g, so we can suppose that
Since px $ 7r(F(§)), Si! does not centralize F(&). If F(§) were cyclic,
-and p = max {plf • • •, pn}, then a SP-subgroup of § would be contained
in F(£>) and so be cyclic. Since this is not the case, F($) is non cyclic,
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so we can assume that F(£) fl ^P2 is non cyclic. We can then find A
in a* so that C(A) n F(§) n ^P2 contains an element of 5T~(p2), say SB.
Let 8* = <®, SB, «,> S C(A)', and let £ be a SPl,P2>g-subgroup of
S* with Sylow system 8Pl, SP2, 2g, where % S 8 Pl and O E Sff. Since
Six £ OPi,Pl(£*) by Lemma 17.5, it follows that 2IiOPl(8*)/OPl(8*) is a.
central factor of 2*. Hence, % is a SPl-subgroup of 2* and so 2* =
^.0^2*).
We apply Theorem 22.3 and conclude that 2Pn < 2. If 2 is a
maximal element of M ^ ; p2, q) containing 2Pa-2ff, it follows that 8 Pa < 2,
where 2Pa is a maximal element of H(2Ii; p2). By construction, 2
contains D. By Theorem 17.1, there is an element C in C(%) such
that 2£2 = O^sPiSft). Since O° normalizes 2?2, it follow that
contains a Sg-subgroup of C ^ ) . But pa€7r(F(§)), so by what is
already proved, we have JVXOp^^pa)) £ 9Ji, and so 3Ji contains C(SIi)*
We apply Lemmas 23.3 and 23.4 and complete the proof of this lemma.
24. Further Linking Theorems
LEMMA

24.1. / / p e ni9 q e x3 U ;r4 and q ~ p, then n{q) £ n(p).

Proof. If q = p, there is nothing to prove, so suppose q =£ pCorollary 19.1 implies that q e TT,. Let r ~ q,r =£ q,r =£ p. We must
show that r ~ p.
If r G 7r4 and D is a Sg-subgroup of ©, then Q does not centralize
every element of M(D; p) and £1 does not centralize every element of
M(D; r). By Theorem 22.2, we have p — r.
If r G 7r3, then since also g G 7r3, we have r ~ p, by Theorem 22.7.
This completes the proof of this lemma.
If p G TT4 and fr G 7r(p), px ^ p, let Trfo) = {p, plf • • •, pn}. By Theorem
22.7 and Lemma 24.1, Tt{p{) = ^(p^), 1 ^ i, i g n. It follows from
p G TT4 that Pi G 7r3,1 g i ^ ii. By Theorem 22.5, © satisfies C«g(Pl,. Let
§ be a Sc8(Pl,-subgroup of ©. Clearly, § c © since p g ^(p^.
It is easy to see that F(fQ) is non cyclic. Choose i so that the
SPi-subgroup of F(§) is non cyclic. Let SR, • • •, tyn be a Sylow system
for £>, spy being a SPj-subgroup of §. Thus, ^Pi n F(&) is non cyclic,
so that ^Pi fl /^C^) contains a subgroup 35 of type (p, p) which is normal
in Sp4. Let 21 be an element of £*if*>Vl($d which contains 33. Let
^po be a maximal element of M(Sl; p). By Lemma 24.1 and Theorem
22.6, sp0 =£ <1>- Let C(2I) = SI x ®, ® being a pi-group.
THEOREM

Proof.

24.1. <^p0, O9i(§)9 ®> is a pl-group.

Let ^

be the set of Si-invariant subgroups $ 0 of ^Po such.
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Since <(Mfc)f 5>>SC(»)f it follows that

Suppose $ 0 e ^*, and X = <$0, Op<(£>), 5)>. Since 21 normalizes
£, <af £> = a s = 8 c ©. By Lemma 17.6, 21£ Op;>p<(8).
Let 21 be the image of 21 under the projection of Op>.,Pi(&) onto
OK p4(8)/OPi(S). Since 2t s 21, we see that 21 is a self centralizing subgroup of bP,.,Pi(2)IOpfil), and it follows readily that Op,,p<(8)/Op;(8) is
centralized by %, 0P<(&) and ®. By Lemma 1.2.3 of [21], we have
<$o, OPi(£), ®>£O, ; (8) and hence X = OP<(2) is a pj-group.
Let Xlf • • •, £ m be an 2I-invariant Sylow system of %, %s being a
S^-subgroup of £. If gje{p lf ••-,£„}, it follows from C *.,,,, that £,is a maximal element of M(2t; g^). Since ® £ £, this implies that
OP't(&) is a S-subgroup of £. If g, =£ p, q5£ {pl9 • • •, pn}, then Theorem
22.1 implies that 21 centralizes Xj9 so that S^-S®. Finally, if g^ = p,
then there is an element D of ® such that £f S ^Po, by Theorem 17.1.
Let $ be a fixed Sysubgroup of <®, O^(&)>. By the preceding
paragraph, S is a SP'-subgroup of £, and ^po n 3; is a SP-subgroup of
3;. Since $ 0 S ^Po n 2, it follows that <$01 $o e ^ > = ^P* is permutable with $ so that $P*S is a proper pj-subgroup of ®. This means
that ^ contains a unique maximal element. Since C^Q(B) is 2l-invariant for each JBeSS1, since % = <jCyo(B) | £ e 33*>, and since
, O P : ( § ) , ®> fi C(5) c ©, the theorem follows.
THEOREM 24.2. Let 3t = <^50, Op<(fe), ®>, and 3K = JV^Jl). Then
1HI contains £>, 2JZ is a maximal subgroup of © and 3D? is £fee (m£#
maximal subgroup of © containing S&.

Proof. Since ^30 ^ <1>> 3Ji is a proper subgroup of ©. We first
show that 2Ji contains $p4. Let D be an 2I-invariant Sg-subgroup of
SR, so that O is a maximal element of M(2I; q), either by virtue of
q £ 7r(Pi), or by virtue of q i n(p{) so that 21 centralizes Q. For P in
^P,-, Q p = £iD for some Z) in ® by Theorem 17.1 together with C(2I) =
S x i S . Since ®S5R, D p is a S,-subgroup of 5W. Hence, $RFg9i, and
so 5Hp = 9t. Thus, 5ft SSR.
To show that §S5W, we use the fact that ft = 0,4(&)-2VcC8),
where 55 = F(cci@(2l); Sft). Since OP<($) S 5R, it suffices to *show that
JV$0B)S2ft. We will in fact show that JV(33)g2Ji. Let O be a 33invariant S,-subgroup of ft. If ATe iV(SS), then 2P"1 S 93, so that 2F"1
normalizes d . Hence, 21 normalizes Q* = D D , De ©, and we see that
ft" = 5R. Thus, 3Ji contains § and iV(93).
Let aKi be a maximal subgroup of © containing 2R. It is easy
to see that 3t = 0^(500 by Lemma 7.3, so that a^gaii, and 2JI is a
maximal subgroup of ©.
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Let S be any proper subgroup of @ containing S&. To show that
$ ^ 2ft, it suffices to treat the case that $ is a q, p<-group. Let &„
be a S,-subgroup of $ permutable with 5R. Since JV(33) g 2ft, it suffices
to show that OP<(S)£3K. This is clear by Cp*>p if g e {pr, • • •, pn}. If
g = p, this is also clear, by Theorem 17.1, since C(2I)g2ft and ^P0S 2ft.
If g g {p, Pi, • • •, pn}, then Sft centralizes Off(${ftff) by Theorem 22.1, and
we are done, since C(2t)S2ft.
If q e 7T8 U 7r4f and D is a S,-subgroup of ©, we define
= {Do I Do C D, D o contains some element of •5"K>^(D)} ,
= {Do | Do S D, Do contains a subgroup Dx of type (q, q)
such that CD(Q) e J^f-^D) for each Q in DJ, i = 2, 3, 4 .
24.2. / / q e nz U TT4 and D is a Sq-subgroup of ©,
subgroup Do o/ D which contains a subgroup of type (q, q, q)

LEMMA

is in
Proo/. Let 93 e ^ ( D ) , Do* = CDo(S3), so that D? is non cyclic.
Let Di be a subgroup of Do* of type (q, q). If Q e D x , then CQ(Q) 2 S3.
Since 33 is contained in an element of * £ ^ l ^ ( D ) , it follows that
CD(Q) is in
THEOREM 24.3. If qe nz, £i is a Sq-subgroup of ©, and D is
contained in a unique maximal subgroup of ®, then each element of
is contained in a unique maximal subgroup of ©.

Proof. Let 9K be the unique maximal subgroup of © containing
D. We remark that if this theorem is proved for the pair (D, 2Ji),
then it will also be proved for all pairs (D*, 9Ji) where Me SHI. This,
prompts the following definition: J^*(D) is the set of all subgroups
Do of D such that D o contains £* for some £ in S^^^K^X) and
some Mem.
Clearly J^(D)SJ*f*(D).
Suppose some element of J^*(D) is contained in a maximal subgroup of © different from 9Ji. Among all such elements D o of J^*(£i)r
let | D o | be maximal. By hypothesis, Do c D. Let 2)^ be a maximal
subgroup of © different from 2J1 which contains D o and let D* be a
Sg-subgroup of SWx which contains Do. If Do c Do*, then Do c iVc5(Do).
Since DoCJVD(Do), maximality of |Oo| implies that JV^Qo) Si 3ft, so
that A^Qo) S D^ for some M in <>ttl. Since aftx ^ 2ft, so also Sftf-1 # 3ft.
But AJQJOQO)*"1 e J^*(D), and maximality of |Do| is violated. Hence^
Do is a Sg-subgroup of 2fti.
Let e e ^ ^ ^ ( D ) be chosen so that E ' g G o for some Me2ft.
Since every element of M(E) is contained in 2ft, every element of
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( )
is contained in 2K* = 2ft. Hence 0^(2)^) £ 2ft. If 85 =
F(ccy<£); Do), then DoCJVQ(93), so JV^SS) £ 2ft, by maximality of
| Do I. Since 2ft2 = 0^(2^) • Ak^OB) by Lemma 17.6, we find that 2ft2 S 2K,
contrary to assumption. The theorem is proved.
THEOREM 24.4. Let q G 7r3 U TT4, awd let £i be a Sq-subgroup of @.
If each element of J^J(D) is contained in a unique maximal subgroup
2ft of @, then for each i = 2, 3, 4, and eacft element Do o/ t X P , 2ft
is the unique maximal subgroup of © containing DQ.

Proo/. For i = 2, 3, 4, let J}< *(D) be the set of subgroups Do
of D such that D o contains a subgroup Dx of type (q, q) such that C^iQ)
contains an element of J&l^isy1) for some M G 2ft and all Q G £\. Here
J^*(D") denotes the set of Do*, D o e ^ * P . Suppose i = 2, 3, or 4
is minimal with the property that some element of J&1*(&) is contained in at least two maximal subgroups of ©. This implies that
S/i-^Sy) does not contain any elements which are contained in two
maximal subgroups of @, M being an arbitrary element of 2Ji. Choose
D o in ja<*(D) with |DQ| maximal subject to the condition that D o is
contained in a maximal subgroup SSlx of © with 2ftx =£ 2ft. We see
that D o is a S,-subgroup of 2)^. Let Dj be a subgroup of Do of type
(q, q) with the property that C^iQ) contains an element of J&ll^Sy1)
for suitable M in 2JI, and each Q in D^ (We allow M to depend on
Q.) Since O,.(SJW is generated by its subgroups OA^i) 0 C(Q), Q e Df,
it follows that Ofl,(2ft1) S 2J1.
Let E be an element of <S^<£fL^(D). Then E g Do, or we are
done. Let Do = Do n Oq,Q(2R1). Since D o n e = Don6: by (B), it
follows that JVc(Do) 3 Do. Hence, JV(Do) S 2Ji, by maximality of | Do |.
Since 2^! = O^(2K1)-JVb?1(Q0), we have 2^^2)1, completing the proof
of this theorem, since J ^ ( G ) S J ^ * ( Q ) , i = 2, 3, 4.
24.5. If q£7c3 and D is a Sq-subgroup of ®, £/&en D
is contained in a unique maximal subgroup of ©.
THEOREM

Proof. If 7r(g)E7r3, this theorem follows from Lemma 23.5.
Suppose p G n(q) n 7T4. Let 7r(g) = {p, plf • • •, pn}, where g = plf and
let $ be a SU^^-subgroup of © containing D. If D n F(&) is non
cyclic, we are done by Theorem 24.2, so we suppose that D fl F(&)
is cyclic.
Let 2ft be the unique maximal subgroup of © containing &. Suppose
we are able to show that C((£) g 2ft for some (£ in ^ < i f ^ ( D ) . Since
F(&) n D is cyclic, F(2ft) n D is also cyclic. Hence, O^(2ft) =£ 1. If
55 = F(cc^(E); D), then JV(SS) normalizes O^(2ft), by Theorem 17.1,
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together with C((£)saJl. Since ® = Oq,(®) • N^8) for every proper
subgroup S of © which contains £}, it suffices to show that every
element of M(D) is contained in 2Ji. This follows readily by Cq*Pj,
Theorem 22.1 and C(<E)G2».
Thus, it suffices to show that C(&)i=2Ji. Choose i such that go
a Sp<-subgroup of F(&), is non cyclic, and let 5& be a Sp<-subgroup of
§ permutable with Q. It suffices to show that C^(C) e J^(^Pi) for
some CeK 1 , by Theorems 24.3 and 24.4 together with the fact that
3JI is the unique maximal subgroup of © containing s&.
Let g? = 0 Pi (O^i), so that g* is a maximal element of M(JQ; p»).
By Lemma 17.3, £}£JV(3*)'. Since ^ is contained in 2Ji and no
other maximal subgroup, Q £ 2Ji'. Thus, if 0i(Za(t$<)) is generated by
two elements, then D centralizes Z2(S<) and we are done. If Z(g<)
is non cyclic, then every subgroup of Z(g<) of type (pif p{) is contained
in J^J(^). Since £ contains a subgroup of type (q, g, g), C(C) n Z(g»)
is non cyclic for some C in E*, and we are done in this case. There
remains the possibility that Z(%) is cyclic, while Qi(Z3(^i)) is not
generated by two elements. Since every subgroup of fii(Z2(i$»)) of
type (pif p^ which contains fii(Z(&)) is contained in J ^ ( ^ ) , by Lemma
24.2, and since C(C) contains such a subgroup for some C in £*, we
are done.
The preceding theorems give precise information regarding the
5?-subgroups of the maximal subgroups of © for q in n3.
THEOREM 24.6. Let qen3 and let 2J£ be a maximal subgroup of
©. If & is a Sg-subgroup of 2Ji and £L is not a Sq-subgroup of ®,
then D contains a cyclic subgroup of index at most q.

Proof. Let O* be a Sff-subgroup of © containing £>, let 93 e <
and let Do = CD(a3) so that |£l:Qo| = 1 or q. If £}0 is non cyclic,
then QQ e ja<(£}*), and so QQ is contained in a unique maximal subgroup of ©, which must be 2J1, since QQ S 2ft. But £}* g 2J1, a contradiction, so OQ is cyclic, as required.
Theorem 24.6 is of interest in its own right, and plays an important
role in the study of nif to which all the preceding results are now
turned.
Hypothesis 24.1.
1.

3G7T,.

2. ^ is a S3-subgroup of ©.
3. & is a proper subgroup of © such that

(i) $ S ® .
(ii) / / § = O3(^), there is a subgroup £ of § chosen in
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accordance with Lemma 8.2 such that Z(£) is generated by two elements.
THEOREM 24.7. Under Hypothesis 24.1, ty is contained in a
unique maximal subgroup 2ft of ©, and 3Ji centralizes

Proof. Let 8 be any proper subgroup of & containing ^J. We
must show that 8 centralizes Z(^P).
By Lemma 8.2, ker(S—>Aut(£) is a 3-group, so is contained in
&. It follows that Cs(£) = Z((£) and in particular C$(&) = Z(£).
Suppose £ S 0 3 ( S ) . Then Z(O3(8)) S C<p(E) g Z(£), so Z(O3(8)) is
generated by two elements. Since | S | is odd, a S3,-subgroup of 8
centralizes Z(O3(S)), so centralizes Z(^P). Since ty also centralizes Z(^P),
we have 2 S C ( Z ( $ ) ) .
Suppose &§£O3(8). Since Z(S) is a normal abelian subgroup of ty
we have Z(E) S 0.(8). Since T V S Z ( E ) , we conclude that E g
03,3',3(8). By the preceding paragraph, JVOP n 03,3',3(8)) centralizes
Z($). Thus, it suffices to show that ^O3f3,(8) = Sx centralizes Z(^).
Since 8x = JV^^SJE)-[0,^(8), E], and since ^J normalizes 0,(8)Cf it
suffices to show that [O3>3^(8), E] centralizes Z(^P). Let 3 = Z(03(8)),
so that 3 contains Z(^5). Since 3 is a normal abelian subgroup of ^5,
(B) implies that £ £ 0 3 ( S ) . Hence, 723&a = 1, which implies that
[03,3'(8), E] induces only 3-automorphisms on 3» and suffices to complete
the proof.
Hypothesis 24.2.
1.

3G7T 4 .

2. ^P is a S<rsubgroup of ©.
3. / / ® is any proper subgroup of © containing ^5, and i / § =
0 3 (S), *Aen every subgroup E o / § chosen in accordance with Lemma
8.2 satisfies ra(Z((£)) ^ 3.
REMARK. If 3e7r4, then Hypothesis 24.1 and Hypothesis 24.2
exhaust all possibilities.
LEMMA 24.3. Under Hypothesis 24.2, ^5 contains an element 35
of ^(^P) such that the normal closure of S3 in C(J2i(Z($P))) is abelian.

Proof. If Z(^5) is non cyclic, every element of W&) satisfies
this lemma. Otherwise, set S = C(£i(Z(^P))), and let SI be a non
cyclic normal abelian subgroup of 5?. Since 2t < ^5,2t contains an
element 35 of ^(^5) which meets the demands of this lemma.
THEOREM 24.8. Let pe7uA and let ^ be a Sp-subgroup of @.
//
p = 3, assume that %f(fy) contains an element 35 such that the normal
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closure of 33 in Ciii^Z^))) is abelian. If p ^ 5, let 33 be any element of ^"(Sp). If $1 is any proper subgroup of © such that
OA®) = 1 and if ®p is a Sp~subgroup of®, then ® = 8-^(33), where
33 = F(ccZ@(33); $„), and 8 is £Ae largest normal subgroup of S which
centralizes
Proof. Observe that 8 contains
Since OP(S mod 2) = S-(5BP n Op (5J mod 8)), maximality of 2 guarantees that 8 = OP (S mod 8). If 33 £ 8, then Sylow's theorem yields,
this theorem since 33 is weakly closed in 8 f] $tp.
Suppose by way of contradiction that 33 g 8. Let 8X = OP (® mod 8).
By Lemma 1.2.3 of [21], 7338^8.
Let S& = ft, n 8, and let Sx = Sx n N^).
Let 33X be the normaL
closure of SB in NgjWd. Suppose 7 8 ^ g C(Z(®P)). Since 7 8 ^ <
and since 5? = S-iV^O by Sylow's theorem, we see that
Maximality of 8 implies that 781331 £ 8. In particular, 7^33 ^ 8. Since
8X = 8 -Slf by Sylow's theorem we have 33 ^ Op (B mod 8), which is not
the case. Hence, 7S1331 g C(Z(SP)). Since Z(^0 a Z(®p), we also have
7 8 A S C(Z(5R)). Since <* lf 8 ^ s iV(Z(^)), the identity [X, TZ] =
[X, Z][Z, Y] z implies that 332 contains a conjugate 332 = 33* of 33 such
that 7S1331 g C(Z(^!)). Since 8X S iVft(^i), application of Theorem C of
[21] to « & / § ! n C(Z(^)) yields a special g-group fi = O / ^ n C(Z(^)>
such that 33i acts irreducibly and non trivially on Q/Z)(O). Since Q.
is a p'-group, and D does not centralize Z(^Pi), Q does not centralize
2B = ^(ZC^)). Furthermore, 2B = 3BX x aB2, where 3BX = C B (Q) and
3Ba = 73BD, and SB^ is invariant under 3BA i = 1, 2.
Since 3B2 is a p-group and 3B2 ^ 1, we have 3B3 =£ 1, where 3B3 =
CgB2(330) and 330 = ker (33X-* Aut Q) =£1. If p ^ 5, Lemma 18.1 gives
an immediate contradiction. If p = 3, and 72SB83321 = 1, we also have
a contradiction with (B), since 730B3D =£ 1. If 7a3B333; =£ 1, Lemma
16.3 implies that Z(^5) is cyclic, and that 33O = QX(Z$$*)). However,
the normal closure of 33! in CiQ^Z^0))) is abelian, and so 722B333? = 1,
the desired contradiction, completing the proof of this theorem.
REMARK. Except for the case p — 3, and the side conditions
OP,(®) = 1 and 8 < Si, Theorem 24.8 is a repetition of Lemma 18.1.

Hypothesis 24.3.
1. pe7T4,qe7i:(p),q =£ p.
2. jQ is a Sq-subgroup of ©, ^?0 ^s a maximal element of M(£l; p),
and s#! is a Sp-subgroup of JV(^?0) permutable with Q.
3. ^P is a Spsubgroup of © containing %f emeZ
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for p = 3, the normal

closure of 33 in CiQ^Z^)))
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is

abelian.

4. 33 = V(ccl&m SR).
THEOREM 24.9. Under Hypothesis
24.3, either iVQ(33) contains an
element of J^(£x) or CG(Z(Spo)) contains an element of J ^ ( O ) .
Furthermore, Sft = $p awd © satisfies Cx{
x{q).

Proof. Let 2 be the largest normal subgroup of B = JV(^P0) which
centralizes Z(^po). Then A = 8-JV®(33), by Theorem 24.8. Since 8 < A,
8 f l O < Q . If 8 n JO is non cyclic, then 8 n JO e J*J(JO).
Suppose 8 fl JO is a non identity cyclic group. By Lemma 17.6,
&£$'.
Since a Sylow (/-subgroup of 8 is cyclic, it follows that A'
centralizes Qn8-8 0 /8 0 , where 80 = 0^(8), and so O n S£Z(JO). If
33 centralizes Dn8-8 o /8o, then JV^(SS) contains a S9-subgroup of A.
In this case, JO normalizes 33* for some if in St. Let <d, *p?> be a
S, ^-subgroup of A containing £133*, with SS'S^Pf. By the conjugacy
of Sylow systems in Af we have 5ft*** = 5ft, JQ*1 = JO for suitable ^
in A. Hence, JO normalizes 33*** and S3**1 S 5ft. Since 33 is weakly
closed in splf 33 = %$KKl and we are done. If 33 does not centralize
QnS-S 0 /8 0 , then 2V(33) n 8 is a g'-group, since D n 8 is cyclic. In
this case the factorization, A = 8-^(33), together with JO n SCZ(JO),
yields that JO = D n 8 x JO^ for some subgroup C^ of JO. This in
turn implies that every non cyclic subgroup of JO is in J^(D).
Since A = S-A^SB) and 8 n JO is cyclic, the S?-subgroups of iVft(33)
are non cyclic. Hence, JO contains a non cyclic subgroup D o such that
D o normalizes 33* for some K in A. By the conjugacy of Sylow
systems, we can find Kx in A such that 33**1 S ^ and JOf1S JO. Since
33 is weakly closed in $plf 33 = 33**1, and we are done, since every non
cyclic subgroup of JO is contained in j^J(d).
Suppose 8 D JO = <1>. Then 8 is a g'-group. From A = 8-^(33),
we conclude that JQ normalizes 33* for some If in 58 and the conjugacy
of Sylow systems, together with the fact that 33 is weakly closed in
splf imply that JQ normalizes 33. This completes the proof of the first
assertion of the theorem.
If %c^p, then *& c JV<p(33). Since every element of J^(D) is
contained in a unique maximal subgroup 9Ji of ©, by Theorem 24.3,
if JV(33) contains an element of J^(O), then 5ft is not a SP-subgroup
of 3Ji. But %€l is a maximal p, (j-subgroup of ©, by Lemma 7.3. If
C(ZOPO)) contains an element of J*I(JO)f then since Z ( % ) 2 Z ( $ ) by
(B) and Theorem 22.7, we see that C(Z(^?)) contains an element of
J^(JO). Hence, ^ g 3 « . Thus, in all cases, ^pg2Ji. Since 2ft also
contains a S^^-subgroup of ©, © satisfies Exiq). Since JO is contained
in 9K and no other maximal subgroup of ©, © satisfies Cx{q) as required.
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Hypothesis 24.4.
1.

3G7T 4 .

2. S$ is a S3-subgroup of @.
3. ^5 contains a subgroup 21 which is elementary of order 27
with the property that 72C(A)2t2 = 1 for all A e 21*.
Hypothesis 24.5.
1. p G ;r4.
2. A Sp-subgroup ^ of ® is contained in at least two maximal
subgroups of ©.
LEMMA 24.4. Assume that Hypothesis 24.5 is satisfied and that
if p = Sf Hypothesis 24.4 is also satisfied. If p ^ 5, let 21 be an
arbitrary element of S^^^Y*^).
/ / p = 3, Ze£ 21 6e £fee subgroup
given in Hypothesis 24.4. Let SB 6e t&e weafc closure of 21 in $P, and
let SB* 6e £fce subgroup of S$ generated by its subgroups 33 such that
33 £ 21° and 21*733 is cyclic for suitable G in ©. Let SSI be a proper
subgroup of © containing S$, wi^fe £fee properties that SSI is a pf qgroup for some prime q and SSI has p-length at most two. Let (X, ?))
be any one of the pairs (Z(SP)f SB), (Z(3B*), SB), (Z(5P), SB*). Then SSI =
SSltSSli, where SSlL normalizes X and SSlJCwffl is a p~group, and SSI*
normalizes 2).

Proof. Let O be a S,-subgroup of 3Ji, and let § = Op(SSl). Then
< 2Ji. The lemma will follow immediately if we can show that
normalizes X and induces only ^-automorphisms on X.
Suppose by way of contradiction that either some element of TQ2)
induces a non trivial g-automorphism on X, or TQ?) does not normalize
X. If $ = 2B, we can find S3 = W fi D such that either some element
of TO93 induces a non trivial (j-automorphism of X or else TO33 does
not normalize X. Similarly, if 2) = SB*, we can find 33 S 2) and G in
© such that S3 g 21*, 2lflr/S3 is cyclic and such that either some element
of TQS3 induces a non trivial g-automorphism of Z(^P) or else T £ $ 3
does not normalize Z(^P).
Let O = Q&/$, so that 7OS3 = (7Q93)§/"§. Since TO93 is generated by the subgroups TQI93 which have the property that 93 acts
irreducibly and non trivially on Oi//)(Oi)9 we can find Dx
such that 7&i33 either does not normalize X or some element of
induces a non trivial g-automorphism on X, and with the additional
property that S3 acts irreducibly on £LJD0OH).
Let S30 = ker (33 — Aut QJ = ker (33 — Aut QJDi&J), so that 33/330
is cyclic. Let 2 ^ = fcSBQx, and & = 0,(3)^). Since §33 S *P, and since
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ft, it follows that Z(?P) S Z(&). Also, since Z(2B*) is a normal
abelian subgroup of *p, we have Z(2B*)g&.
Suppose that 3E = Z($P). If p = 3, then since 2le/a30 is generated
by two elements, it follows that S30 =£ <1>. Hence, Z(ftJ g C(33O).
Since the normal closure of 21* in C(33O) is abelian, we have 7aZ(&1)332 =
<1>, and (B) implies that a S9-subgroup of ftC^ centralizes Z(fti)v so
centralizes Z($P).
Suppose p ^ 5. We first treat the case that & n tt =£ <1> for some
U e ^ / ( ^ ) , 11S 21". Then <Z(&), 21* > E C(& nU) = E and ^ n & is
of index at most p in ty°. If ^5* is a Sp-subgroup of & containing SJJ* n S,
then ^ n C < 5 P * . Hence, 7^*33 £ 7^*21* g $* n E, and so 7^P*S33 =
<1>. It follows that S3 S O,(C). (Note that CMC) = <1> since 21* E (£.)
Hence, 7Z(ftx)8 S Of(C)f and so 74Z(§1)a34 = <1>, so that a S9-subgroup
of ftdj centralizes Z(£>i) and so centralizes Z(^P).
We can now suppose that fenU = <1> for all U such that
U e f/W)9 U E 21^. In this case, since SI^/SSQ is generated by two elements, there is a normal elementary subgroup Gf of $P° of order p3 such
that e s 2 t 0 . Hence, <E n S50 ^ <1>. Since C n » b S 8 n f t i , we can
find E in B n ftf- Consider C{E) 2 <Z(&)f C r (^)>. Since 2I<7S3 is
cyclic, if U e ^ / ( ^ ) and U g 21°, then 8 n U = Uo * <1>. Let 17 e US.
Let $* be a «Sp-subgroup of C(E) containing C%G(E), SO that
| *P* : C%6(E) | = 1, p or p2. We have 73^*a5a g C^(^), and so 7*sp*aS* =
<1>. This implies that S5gO P (C(^)). Let ZeZfa);
then [Z, C7]e
OP(C(E)), so that [Zf C7, C7, f / ] e C ^ ) . Since [ / e U 0 S U e ^ ( n it
follows that [Zf U, U, U, U] e Z ( ^ ) . Since & n 11 = <1>, and since
[Z, C7, C7, C/, C/] e Z(¥>°) n fti, we have [Zf C^, C7, C7, C/] = <1>. This shows
tha£ a S,-subgroup of ftC^ centralizes Z(fti) and so centralizes Z(^P).
Suppose now that I = Z(2B*)f so that ?) = SB. In this case,
S3 = 21*. Hence, S30S 2B*, since 33/330 is cyclic. Since Z(2B*) is contained in ftlf if 95* denotes the normal closure of S80 in ftSBJQx, then
Z(2B*) centralizes SB*, S3* being a subgroup of 2B*.
Let (£* = C(33*) n fti so that E* is normal in ftSC^. If p = 3,
we have 72£*S32 = <1>, since S30 =£ <1>, and it follows that a 5,-subgroup of SUix centralizes E*. Namely, if (£* = EfiDS^Z) ••• is part
of a chief series for 21^, then ftx centralizes each IE?/(E?+lf so that a
S,-subgroup of 3Ji! centralizes each (Ef/Ef+lf so centralizes (£*. If p ^ 5,
then S30 n U ^ <1> for some U e ^ / ( ^ ) , U g 33, and we have T 4 ^ * ^ =
<1>, and we are done.
THEOREM

24.10.

Under Hypothesis 24.5, p = 3 and

TT(3)

= {3}.

Furthermore, Hypothesis 24.4 is not satisfied.
Proof. Suppose that either p ^ 5 or Hypothesis 24.4 is satisfied.
Let 21 be any element of S^&^VIW) in case p ^ 5 and let 21 be the
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subgroup given by Hypothesis 24.4 in case p = 3. Let 2B, 2B* be as
in Lemma 24.4. Let % = N(Z(%)), % = JV(SB), % = JV(Z(2B*)), and
let ft be any proper subgroup of © containing $p. Then by Lemma
24.4 and Lemma 7.7, we have ft = (ft n 9Ii)(ft n %) = (ft n sJli)(ft fl 5TC3) =
(ft n 5R2)(ft n %). Taking § = %, we get ^ £ %%, % s SUM,. Taking
ft = 5fl2, we get 9R1ESR1W8fSR1£%SR1. Taking ft = 91,, we get 9i 3 S
9^91,, 91, £ 91,9^. By Lemma 8.6, we conclude that %% is a group
and softiSSRiSftafor every proper subgroup § of © containing $p. If
9^91, = ©, then Op^) is contained in every conjugate of %, against
the simplicity of ©. Hence, 9^91, is the unique maximal subgroup of
© containing $p.
We can now suppose that p = 3 and that Hypothesis 24.4 is not
satisfied. Suppose q £ 7r(3), q =£ 3. Let Q be a S,-subgroup of ©
permutable with $P and let 2ft be the unique maximal subgroup of ©
containing O. If ft = O3(3K) and £ is a subgroup of ft chosen in
accordance with Lemma 8.2, then Theorem 24.7 yields that m(Z(E)) ^ 3.
Let © be a subgroup of Q of type (q, q, q) and let i3i(Z(K)) =
©! x • • • x (£r, each E^ being a minimal ©-invariant subgroup. If ©
centralizes Z(E), then any subgroup of Z(K) of type (3,3, 3) will
serve as St. This is so, since in this case, C(A) £ 3Ji for all A in 31*.
Otherwise, | E* | ^ 27 for some i, and since S/Cf^i) is cyclic,
Cg((E<) e J^(D), so we let 21 be any subgroup of ©< of type (3, 3, 3).
The proof is complete.
25. The Isolated Prime
Hypothesis 25.1.
1. 3 e 7r4.
2. A S3-subgroup ^ of ® is contained in at least two maximal
subgroups of ©.
25.1. Under Hypothesis 25.1, there is a q-subgroup
O of © permutable with ty such that if ft = $PO and i / $P, JQ are
tffce images of $P, O respectively in ft/O3(ft), £/&ew $P =£ 1 is cyclic, $P
THEOREM

'is faithfully and irreducibly represented on D/J9(D), a?id Q does no^
centralize S3 = 0i(Z(Os(ft))).
Proo/. There is at least one proper subgroup of © containing ^P
and not normalizing Z(?$), since otherwise JV(Z($P)) is the unique
maximal subgroup of © containing $p. Let ft be minimal with these
two properties. Then ft = ^PO for some g-group D. Since 3 e 7r4,
0,(ft) = 1. Since S^14^(O) is empty, ft has g-length 1. Hence,
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< ft. By Lemma 8.13, $ is abelian. By minimality of ft, ^
acts faithfully and irreducibly on Q/Z)(Q). If !p = 1, then *$ < ft,
and Q normalizes Z(^P), which is not the case.
Since JQ does ljot normalize Z^P), £L does not centralize Z(O3(ft))
so does not centralize 0i(Z(O8(ft))). The proof is complete.
We will now show that Hypothesis 24.4 is satisfied. ^ Q is represented on 33 = 0i(Z(O8(ft)))f and it follows from (B) that the minimal
polynomial of a generator of ^P is (x — I)1*1. Hence, there is an elementary subgroup 21 of S3 of order 27 on which $p acts indecomposably.
Let % = C ¥ («) and let @ = OX(Z(*&)) so that « £ « . Choose AeW.
and set £ = C(A). Let ^p* be a S3-subgroup of £ containing $p0. (It
may occur that ty = ^P* but this makes no difference in the following
argument.) If % = ^P*, then 72£2I2 = 1. Suppose | *P* : *po1 = 3. Then
<*P, *p*> s N(%), so that <*P, *P*> normalizes B. Since *p and *P* are
conjugate in JV(*P0)i any element of ^p* — ^po has minimal polynomial
{x - I)3 on C.
Let A = O3(<£). Then | A : A n % I = 1 or 3, so that TS@ S ^PO,
and 7"ACP = 1. By (B), S g S , If S g $ 0 , then S s Z(A), and
72<£2Ia = 1. Suppose | A : A n SRo | = 8. Then D(St) s ^po, so that
© g Cft(D(A)). If Cft(D(A)) s ^p0, then © E Z(CS(D(^))), and once
again 7aS2Ia = 1. Hence we can suppose that Cg(D(&)) contains an
element K of 5B - A n %. Since A C ^P*, it follows from the preceding
paragraph that the class of C$(D(®)) is at least three. On the other hand,
if Xand Fare in C ft (W))i then [X, Y\ e C$(D(®)) n A'. Since A' g Z)(^),
we have [X, Y, Z] = 1 for all X, F, Z in Cft(Z)(A)). This contradiction
.shows that 72E2I2 = 1 for all A in SI1. Combining this result with
the results of Section 24 yields the following theorem.
25.2. / / pe7r4, and ^ is a SP~subgroup of ©, then ty
is contained in a unique maximal subgroup of ©.
THEOREM

THEOREM 25.3. Let p e 7r4 and let S$bea Sp-subgroup of ©. Then
each element of J^J(^P) is contained in a unique maximal subgroup of ©.

Proof. First, assume that if p = 3, then ^(^P) contains an element 99 whose normal closure in C(Z(^P)) is abelian, while if p ^ 5,
S3 is an arbitrary element of ^(^P).
Let 3Ji be the unique maximal subgroup of © containing $p. Let
J^*(^P) be the set of subgroups ^Po of $P such that ^po contains £* for
suitable £ in •5*K^($P) f M in 3Ji. Suppose by way of contradiction
that some element % of J^*(^P) is contained in a maximal subgroup
m*! of © different from 9Ji, and that |$po| is maximal. It follows
readily that ^Po is a S>P-subgroup of SD^. Since % contains £* for
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suitable £ in ^ 5 f ^ ( S P ) f M in SWf CMajy = 1. Thus the hypotheses
of Theorem 24.8 are satisfied, 23^ playing the role of ® and ty0 the
role of ft,, S3 = F(ccl@(S3); 5ft). Since JV^(S3) 3 %, and since % ^ K* 2
Z(^?) (£* being self centralizing), we conclude from the factorization
given in Theorem 24.8 and from the maximality of ^po that SSRX E 2ft.
There remains the possibility that for every 93 in ^(^P), the
normal closure of 93 in 2ft = C(Z(^)) is non abelian, and p = 3.
Let § = O3(2K). If $ contains a non cyclic characteristic abelian
subgroup 21, then 31 contains an element 93 of ^0P) f and 33^ is abelian. Since we are assuming there are no such elements, every
characteristic abelian subgroup of £> is cyclic. The structure of £> is
given by 3.5. If £ is any element of ^<£f ~^0P), then £ E £>, by
(B), so £ e i S * g ^ ( $ ) .
As before, let ^poe J*f*0P) be chosen so that % is contained in
a maximal subgroup 2ft! of © different from 2ft, with | ty0 | maximal.
Then *po is a S3-subgroup of 2ftx and OA^ii) = 1.
Let X = O3(2fti). Since 722S2 = 1, (B) implies that X n £ = ^ 0 n C.
Since ^po = Ny(%) by maximality of $pOi we conclude that £ S 2 . We
need to show that § C 5p0. Consider § n % = § 0 . Since 7a^P0§2 S
^ ( Z ^ ) ) , we conclude that $ 0 C O88',8(2Bi), and maximality of |*po|
implies that JV(^0 n (h.v *QDtd) S SW so it suffices to show that Zo =
m,3'(3Jti) S 3Jl, and it follows readily from £ 0 = NXo(Z^Q)'7^003A^i)
that it suffices to show that T&A.a'^i) S 2K. Since K g ! J , w e have
Z(2) E £ f so that 72Z(£)£j! = 1, and T^oOg.s'C^) induces only 3-automorphisms on Z(£), so centralizes Z(^P), and 3D?! £ 2Ji follows in case
Suppose © S % . If § n £=)&, then
fl^JSl',
and since
J ' g D(2)f (B) implies that § S S . In this case,
< Wll9 so 5U?! S 5K. There remains the possibility
that § f l J = E.
If £ = £, then 722§2 = 1 and (B) is violated. Hence, 2 D £ , SO
that V * 1. Hence, 2' n Z{Z) * 1. If Ol(Z(^)) S X', then 722§2 E 2'
and we are done. If fl^Z^)) g J ' , we conclude that § centralizes
£' n Z(£), since 2' n Z(£) E £. This is absurd, since 0i(C^(&)) =
^(ZC^P)) by (B) applied to 3ft, completing the proof of this theorem.
Before combining all these results, we require an additional result
about 7r4.
THEOREM 25.4. Let pen^ let ty be a Sp-subgroup of © and let
SK be the unique maximal subgroup of © containing $p. Then ^5 E 501'.

Proof. Let £ e £f^*sK($), and suppose G in © has the property
that &G S ?P. Then £ E 2JF~l. By Theorem 25.3, we have aft*"1 = 2ft,
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so that Ge<m. Hence 5? = V(ccl®(&); $ ) = Viccl^S®)', $)• By (B)
and p e TT4, £* S 0p(2Ji) for each M in 2ft. Hence, 93 < 2R, so maximality of 2ft implies 2ft = JV(93). By uniqueness of 3Ji (or because S3
is weakly closed in sp), we have 5Pi 3 iV(^P). Furthermore, by Theorem
25.3, if mG =£ 9TC, then £ g 271". Thus, £ is not in the kernel
of the permutation representation of 5$ on the cosets of ^P in
We can then find C in £ such that ®(G)C has order p in
so Theorem 14.4.1 in [12] yields this theorem.
We are now in a position to let 7r3 and 7r4 coalesce, that is, we
S e t 7V0 = 7TS U 7T4.
THEOREM 25.5. Le£ SSI be a maximal subgroup of ©. If pe7c0
and 2JZP is a Sp-subgroup of 2Ji, £/&ew either 3Jip is a Sp-subgroup of
© or 2)^ /&as a cj/cZic subgroup of index at most p, and Wlp £ J^(^P)
/or even/ Sp-subgroup ^5 0/ ©. / / -ar is the largest subset of n0 with
the property that 2Ji contains a Sw-subgroup @ 0/ ©, ifeew @ < 9JI,
and @ S 2W'.

Proof. Let $ be a Sp-subgroup of © containing SJlp. Suppose
2Jip c sp. Then 5mp e J<($) 9 by Theorems 24.3, 24.5, and 25.3. Thus,
if 93 e ^OP), then C(») fl 2JiP is cyclic. Since 13RP: C(85) n 5KPI = 1
or p the first assertion follows.
Let @g be a S,-subgroup of @ for g in tsr. (If tsr is empty there
is no more to prove.) If q e TT3, then <3ff £ 2JF by uniqueness of 5Ui
and Lemma 17.2. If q 6 TT4, then @, £ 9J1' by uniqueness of 9K and
Theorem 25.5. Hence, @ S 3JI'. If rG7r(2W), r g -nf, then SJl' centralizes every chief r-factor of 3K, by Lemma 8.13. Since @ £ 3K', we
conclude that © < 2Jt.
THEOREM 25.6. nQ is partitioned into non empty subsets alf • • •,
on, n ^ 1, wi£A ^Ae following properties:
( i ) / / r g 7r0, tfeew © satisfies ET if and only if z £ at for
some i = 1, • ",n.
(ii) / / fo is a Sff-subgroup of ©, Men 5R* = JV($*) is a maximal
subgroup of ©, §< s 9lt-, and £>< f| §f is 0/ square free order for
each G e © — %, i = 1, • • •, n.
(iii) / / Pi G at and sp4 is a Sp.subgroup of fQif and if ^ n ^ ? =
®i =£ 1 /or some G e © - 5R(, tfeen ®< is 0/ order p4 and C¥l(®4) =
®i x @i, where @» is cyclic, i = 1, 2, ••-,%.

Proof. By Lemma 8.5, 7T0 is non empty. By Corollary 19.1,
Theorems 24.3, 24.4, 24.5, 25.2 and 25.3 ~ is an equivalence relation on
TT0 and if au • • •, an are the equivalence classes of nQ under ~ , then (i)
holds.
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Let $ = & be a S^-subgroup of © and let $ = «p, be a SP|subgroup of & for p = p{ e 0^. By Theorem 25.5, JV(&) = SJi is a maximal subgroup of ©, and § S Sft'.
Suppose G e © - 5ft and ?p fl ^ = 35 =£ 1. If ^ is any non identity
characteristic subgroup of 35, then either JV(®i) fl ^3 € -S<OP) or
N&i) n ^ « J*JOP')f by Theorems 24.3, 24.4, 24.5, 25.5 and 25.3. Since
JV(Z)(35)) contains every element of both ^OP) and ^ ( ^ ) , we conclude that 35 is elementary of order p or p%. Suppose | 351 = p2. If
35 contains Q^Z^)) then JV(35) contains an element of ^OP), so that
i V ( 3 5 ) n ^ e j ^ ( ^ ) . If 35 does not contain O1(Z(^)) then JV(55) n ^P
contains an elementary subgroup of order p3, so once again
JV(35) n ty 6 J^(^P). The same argument applies to Sp*, so that sp* S 5R.
Hence sp* = ^P2^ for some iV in 91. Hence GJV"1 e JV(SP) S 9lf so G e 8lf
contrary to hypothesis. Hence, 35 is of order p.
If Op(35) G j*I(5P)f then iV(35) £ Kf so that ^ 0 ^ 3 35, contrary
to the fact that *p* n ^P^ has order l o r p for all N in % by the
preceding paragraph. Hence, C$(2)) g J^(^P). If 33 e &(%>), and
^(35) n C^(S3) = e, then (g is of index at most p in (7^(35) and ffi is
disjoint from 35, since C^(35) $ J^(^P). Hence, C«p(35) = 35 x @. This
proves (iii), the cyclicity of © following from C^(35) i J^I(^P). The proof
is complete.
26.

The Maximal Subgroups of ©

The purpose of this section is to use the preceding results, notably
Theorems 25.5 and 25.6, to complete the proofs of the results stated
in Section 14.
LEMMA

26.1. / / p e ^ U f f i and *P is a Sp-subgroup of ©, then

Proof. If $P is abelian, the lemma follows from Griin's theorem
and the simplicity of ©. If ^P is non abelian, ^ is not metacyclic,
by 3.8. Also, p ^ 5, as already observed several times. Thus, from
3.4 we see that Qffi) is a non abelian group of order p3. The hypotheses of Lemma 8.10 are satisfied, so sp S N(Q1(Z(^))Y by Theorem
14.4.2 in [12] and the simplicity of ©. Since Nffl) E JV(0i(Z(SP)))f and
since N(Qi(Z(ty))) has p-length one, the lemma follows.
26.2. If pex2 and ^ is a Sp-subgroup of ©, then sp is
abelian or is a central product of a cyclic group and a non abelian
group of order pz and exponent p.
LEMMA

Proof. We only need to show that ^3 is not isomorphic to (iii)
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in 3.4. Suppose false. Let 5ft = Qffi), and let $ be a fixed Sp,subgroup of JV(«p). Set ^ = A/Cg($). The oddness of | JV(5JS) | guarantees that ^ is abelian.
Let ^ be a chief series for 5ft one of whose terms is 5ft and
which is 5?-admissible. Let a{ be the character of 5BX on the ith term
of <af modulo the (i + l)st, where i = 1, • • •, / + 3, and 15p: 5ft | = p<
Since 5p/5ft is cyclic, ax = • • • = ax. From 3.4, we see that ax = <v+3.
Furthermore, a/+a = tfi<v+i» and a/+z = a^+1a/+2. Combining these
equalities yields a£+1 = 1, so a^+1 = 1, and Lemma 26.1 is violated.
If S3 normalizes 51 we say that S3 is prime on 51 provided any
two elements of S31 have the same fixed points on SI. If 133 | is a
prime, S3 is necessarily prime on 51. If 21 is solvable, then S3 is prime
on 51 if and only if for each prime p, there is a Sp-subgroup SIP of
3t which is normalized by S3 and such that S3 is prime on 5tp.
The next two lemmas are restatements of Lemma 13.12.
LEMMA 26.3. Suppose 51 is a solvable it-group, and S3 is a cyclic
it'-subgroup of Aut(5I) which is prime on 51. Assume also that
1511 • | S3 | is odd. If | S31 is not a prime, if the centralizer of S3 in
% is a Z-group, and if S3 has no fixed points on 51/51', then 51 is
nilpotent.

26.4. Suppose 51 is a solvable n-group and S3 is a izfsubgroup of Aut (51) of prime order. Assume also that \ 511 • | S31 is
odd. If the centralizer of S3 in 51 is a Z-group, and if S3 has no
fixed points on 51/51', then 5t/F(5l) is nilpotent.
LEMMA

denotes the set of all proper subgroups of (3, ^ denotes
those subgroups 51 of © such that, for all pe7T0, 51 does not contain
an element of J^(^5) for any Sp-subgroup ^ of ®; £% = £f - <%?Q.
^
denotes the set of maximal subgroups of ©, ^ = ^ D ^T, i =
0,1.
If S e ^J, then & does not contain an elementary subgroup of order
p8 for any prime p, so 5^ is nilpotent. Furthermore, if 7r(S) = {plf • • •, pn},
Pi > Pi > ' " > Pn, then $ has a Sylow series of complexion (pu • • •, pn).
Suppose p e nQ and % is a subgroup of type (p, p) with 5po e <£%.
Let 5ftf •••, $pw be the distinct Sp-subgroups of © which contain 5ft.
Since ^ 0 i ^ ( ^ k ) , l^i^n,
it follows that 5ft a Q^Z^)), and that
JVOPo) — C^o) contains an element of order p centralizing 131(Z(5pi)).
Since N(%)IC(^0) is p-closed, this implies that Ol(Z(^i)) = QX{Z{%)),
1 ^ i9 j ^n.
This fact is very important, since it shows that the
p + 1 subgroups of 5po of order p are contained in two conjugate
classes in ©, one class containing 0i(Z(5ft)), the remaining p subgroups
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lying in a single conjugate class.
If 3ft G ^ , If (3ft) denotes the largest normal nilpotent S-subgroup
of 3ft. Note that by Lemma 8.5, #(3ft) =£ 1. More explicitly, 7r(#(3ft)>
contains the largest prime in 7r(3ft). Note also that J5T(3ft) is a S-subgroup of ©.
If 3ft G ^ , fl^Sft) denotes the unique jSk-subgroup of 3Ji, where
a = cr(ayi) is the equivalence class of TU0 under ~ associated with 3ft.
That is, pea if and only if pe7uQ and 3ft contains a Sp-subgroup of
©. Or again, pea if and only if 3ft contains an elementary subgroup
of order p\ Or again, pea if and only if penQ and 3ft contains an
element of J^OP) for some Sp-subgroup ^5 of ©.
Suppose aft G ^ , q e 7r(2ft) - <x(3ft) and a S9-subgroup D of 3ft
centralizes fl^Sft). Since 9ft is the unique maximal subgroup of ©
containing fl^aft), it follows that N(D) S 2ft, so that Q is a S r subgroup of ©. Then by Lemma 26.1, O g 3ft'. Since the derived group
of 2ft/i?1(2ft) is nilpotent, we have O < 2ft. Thus, if r is the largest
subset of 7r(2ft) — a(3ft) such that some Sr-subgroup of 2ft centralizes
fli(3R), then 3ft contains a unique ST-subgroup ^i(9ft), ^(aft) is a
normal nilpotent S-subgroup of 3ft, /^(aft) is a S-subgroup of ©,.
and the structure of the Sg-subgroups of ^(aft) is given by Lemma.
26.2. Weset£T(3ft)=<£'1(3ft), fli(3ft)>=^1(3ft)xflr1(3ft). Since fii(S»)<3ft
and ^(3ft) centralizes jyi(3ft), and since 3ft is the unique maximal
subgroup of © containing fl^Sft), it follows that E^SDl) is a T.I. set
in ©.
If p G 7r0 n ?r* and ^3 is a Sp-subgroup of ©, then the definitions;
of 7r0 and 7r* imply that i21(Z2(^P)) is of type (p, p). In this case, we
set TX^P) = C^LQJLZJW))), and remark that JX^P) char $ f | $ : 2\?P) | =
p. Furthermore, if P is an element of order p in T(ty), then C«p(P>
contains an elementary subgroup of order p3. If qe7r0 — n*, set
T(G) = D, D being any Sg-subgroup of ©. The relevance of T(D)
lies in the fact that if Q is any element of T(€i) of order q, then
C(Q) is contained in only one maximal subgroup of ©, namely, the
one that contains Q. This statement is an immediate consequence of
the theorems proved about J^(Q), explicitly stated in Theorem 25.5.
If 21G ^ t , then 21 is contained in a unique maximal subgroup 3ft
of ©, so we set ilf(2I) = 3ft. The existence of the mapping M from
<2f to ^x is naturally crucial.
If 3ft G ^ , set HQOl) = JET(3ft)*. If 3ft G^^, let F(3ft) consist of
all elements H in ff(3ft)* with the property that some power of H,
say Hx — Hn is either in E^Wiy or is in T(D)* for some S,-subgroup
O of 3ft with q e ;r(Jli(2R)).
Let q e 7T0 and let D be a Sg-subgroup of © with T(Q) c Q; let
denote the set of subgroups Do of O of type (q, q) such that
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= O^C^Q)) for some element Q in Q,. If Qg G J^~(Q), then Qo 3
CZ(£})). Furthermore, if gG7r0 and C^ is a subgroup of © of type
q), and if C^ is contained in at least two maximal subgroups of
then Qi 6 ^ ( Q ) for every Sg-subgroup Q of © which contains d .
LEMMA

26.5.

(i) 7/ 2 J i e ^ , tfon jy(W is a T.I. set in @.
(ii) / / S K G ^ J , ifeen fl(2R) is a T.I. set in ©.
Proof.
(i) #(211)' is cyclic and normal in 2Ji, by Lemma 26.2. Hence,
if HeH(m)'*nH(Wy*
for some G in ©, then i V « # » 2 <3fl, 2tt*>,
so Ge 2Ji, as required.
(ii) It is immediate from the definition that fl"(3Ii) is a normal
subset of 2Rf so jy(2Ji) is a T.I. set in 2K. Suppose G e © and
i f e jy(ajl) n J^aJif. Choose n so that if = Hn is in either ^(271)* or
T(O)* for some Sg-subgroup O of H(3Ji), and such that X" is of prime
order. If X e W , then since (| ^(iDl)| f | JZi(aTO)|) = 1, it follows
that KeE^my*.
Hence C(K) a <J3r1(5UJ), fl;(3K)*>, and so Ge5K.
Suppose KeH^my.
Then CD(JR:) e J^(Q) and so CPO S STO. This
implies that H^SHl) n HiiWl)0 contains non cyclic S?-subgroups. By
Theorem 25.6 (ii), we again have Ge2K. The lemma is proved.
With Lemma 26.5 at hand, it is fairly clear that the one remaining
obstacle in this chapter is 7C*. In dealing with n*, we will repeatedly
use the assumption that | ® | is odd.
LEMMA 26.6. Let pen0, let ^ be a Sp-subgroup of ©, and let
"3J1 = M(?$). If ^ is any non identity subgroup of T(ty) and SR is
contained in the p-subgroup ^5* of ©, then JV(^P*) S 5K.

Proof. In any case, sp* S 2ft, by Theorem 25.6 (iii). If ^3* is non
cyclic, then iV(42i(^P*)) contains an element of Ja<(^Po) for some Spsubgroup ^po of 9Ji and we are done. Otherwise, fli(^P*) = -Oi(^Pi), so
) contains an element of Ja<(^5), and we are done.
LEMMA 26.7. Suppose p, q e nx U n2, P =£ Q, £1 is a Sq-subgroup
of © and ^ is a Sp-subgroup of JV(Q). / / ^ is cyclic, then ^ is
prime on O.

Proof. Suppose false. Then q = ± 1 (modp), and every p, qsubgroup ^ of © is g-closed. Also f?i(^P) S Z(ty*) for some Sp-subgroup
$* of ©, by Lemma 26.2 and | $ | > p. If ^P* is cyclic, or if ^?* is
non abelian, then *P S NWAW, by Lemma 26.1. Since every chief
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^-factor of N(Q1(^)) is centralized by NiQ^W,
it follows that 5J*
centralizes Co(i2i(^P)) and we are done.
If ^P* is abelian and non cyclic, then ^5* normalizes some Sqsubgroup £i* of JV(J2i(^P)). Since the lemma is assumed false,
0^(0^)) * 1, so Q* =£ 1. If ® is a maximal p, g-subgroup of ®
containing ^P*D*, then & is g-closed, so contains a S^-subgroup of ©»
This violates the hypothesis of this lemma.
26.8. Let pe7r0, qe7r((S) and suppose that q^nx\Jn%
or
p ^ q. If ^ is any p, q-subgroup of © and $t contains an element
of J*I(5P) for some Sp-subgroup $P of ©, then B is p-closed.
LEMMA

Proof. Let 2K = M(St)m The hypotheses imply that p||fli(2Ji)l
and q\\ H^Wl) |. The lemma follows.
LEMMA 26.9. Let pen0,
qe 7r(@) and suppose that q e nx U TT2 or
p ^ q. If & is a q-subgroup of ® which is normalized by the cyclic
p-subgroup ^S of ©, tfeen ^ is prime on O.

Proof. If | ^P | = p, the lemma is trivial. Otherwise, the lemma
follows from Lemma 26.8, since NiQffi)) contains an element of
for some Sp-subgroup ^ 0 of ©.
LEMMA 26.10. Let We^f,
and let sp be a Sp-subgroup of Wlfor
some prime p. If ^ is non abelian arid ty gj; W, then S$ does not
contain a cyclic subgroup of index p.

Proof. We can suppose that *p e ^ f for if ^ e ^ t , then 2Ji =
and ty ^=W by Theorem 25.6 (ii). Hence, proceeding by way
of contradiction we can suppose that ^ = gp<JPQ, Px \ PopB = P? = 1,
P^PoPx = Po14"'""1), where n ^ 2. Note that *& = <Poptt"1>.
If 2Ji' is nilpotent, then ^ ' < 2ft, so 3JI = iV(^P') by maximally of
OK. This implies that ^P is a Sp-subgroup of © which is not the case.
Hence, W is not nilpotent. In particular, 9 J l e ^ ^ . It follows that
Vi- q for all q in ^(^(aJi)).
We first show that JE^SW) = 1. For $ ' centralizes ^(STO), so if 2JiL
is an element of ^ ^ containing Nffl), then ^(SJi) normalizes some
Sp-subgroup ^po of SJii with ^P S ^?0. It follows from Lemma 8.16 that
I?i(9Ji) centralizes ^po. If -Ei(2K) =^ 1, then % S 2J1, which is not the
case, so 15i(9Ji) = 1.
Choose q in n(H(SSl)) and let JQ be a Sg-subgroup of 9K normalized
by ^p. We can now choose 21 g T(Q) such that 21 is normalized by
Si(^P), is centralized by some non identity element P of i2i(5P), but is
not centralized by fl^sp). For otherwise, fii(^P) centralizes T(Q), and
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£ 2ft, which is not the case. For such a choice of 21 and
P, let S be a S^-subgroup of C(P) which contains 2Ifl1(*P). By Lemma
26.7, there is a Sg-subgroup $£q of $ which contains SI and is contained
in 3K. Since i2i(^3) does not centralize 21, and since p ^ q, a Spsubgroup 5?p of $ is contained in 3f^ by Lemma 26.8.
We wish to show that $tq < $. This is clear if S£q contains an
element of J^(Cl*) for some 5,-subgroup D* of ©, by Lemma 26.6,
Otherwise, Lemma 8.5 implies that ®q < 5£, since q > p. By Lemma
26.6, £ S 2Ji, so 2Ji contains a Sp-subgroup of C(P). This implies that
<P> =£ (P**'1). Since the p subgroups of ty of order p different from
^pp*-^ a r e conjugate in % and since H(%R) is a normal subset of 9Ji,
we can suppose that P = Px.
Let ?P* be a Sp-subgroup of © containing *p and let 2B = Qx(ZJl$*)),
so that 2B n ty = <Popn~l>, or else pe 7r2. It follows that P0TF centralizes Pj for some W in 2B. But 3Ji contains a Sp-subgroup of C(Pi),
so C(P0 nail contains an element of order equal to that of P0W.
Since P0W and Po have the same order, a Sp-subgroup of C(P0 n 3Ji
has exponent pn, which is not the case. The proof is complete.
LEMMA 26.11. Let Wle^f
and let ^ be a Sp-subgroup of 9H for
some prime p. If $p is non abelian, then ^5 £ 9K'.

Proof. First, suppose p e 7r0. If ^5 G <=gf, we are done. Otherwise, ^5 contains a cyclic subgroup of index p and we are done by
the preceding lemma.
We can now suppose that pe7r2. If W is nilpotent, the lemma
follows readily from Lemmas 26.1 and 26.2. We can suppose that
%Jl' is not nilpotent and that ^3 g 2Ji'. Since ^5 is non abelian, Lemma
26.2 implies that Qffi) is of order p\ or else ^5 is metacyclic. In the
second case, we are done by the preceding lemma.
We first show that 2gi(2K) = 1. Since QX(Z(^)) centralizes EJ&l),
it follows readily that N&QDt)) dominates sp, by Sylow's theorem.
If ^(3Ji) =£ 1, then m = N(El(S0l))9 and so ^P S 2Ji', by Lemma 26.1,
and we are done.
Let O be a S,-subgroup of 2Ji which is normalized by $P, with
g e 7c(HQDl)h

We show that £1 = T(£l). For otherwise, ?P' centralizes Of by
Lemma 8.16, so that NQF) £ 2tt. By Lemmas 26.1 and 26.2, $ fi
iV(^P')', contrary to $P £ 3W. Hence, O = 5T(JQ).
Let 3 = Z(i?i(^P)). We next show that 3 has no fixed points on
£}*. Let D 1 = Q n CCS), and suppose by way of contradiction that
Ox ^ 1. Let S = JV(8)i and let 20 be the maximal normal subgroup
of S of order prime to pq. Let &p, 2q be permutable Sylow subgroups of
2, $ S 2Pf Ox S 8,. Since 2 P S S', it follows that S is not contained
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in any conjugate of 2J1. This implies that 8 , e ^ . This in turn
implies that &p centralizes every chief ^-factor of 8, by Lemma 8.13.
Hence, 2P < 2p2g, and it follows that N(2g) covers S/S08p. Since
N(2q) g 5K, by Lemma 26.6, we have a contradiction. Hence, C^ = 1.
We next show that if Pe Qffi) - 3, then C(P) S 3Ji. This is
clear if C(P) n Q is non cyclic, since JQ = T(O), so suppose C(P) n O =
Oi is cyclic. We remark that £XL =£ 1, an easy consequence of the
preceding paragraph.
Let SWj be a maximal subgroup of © containing C(P), and let
Q* be a Srsubgroup of 5Ki containing Ox. If Q* is non cyclic, then
Q* is contained in a unique maximal subgroup W of ®, G e ® ,
and since O* S SKi, we have SKx = aii*. Since SK n SK* 2 Qi, and
since £\ £ 3T(Q)f we have 2M = 5K*. Thus, we can suppose that £>*
is cyclic.
Since 3 acts regularly on £lu we can suppose that a Sp-subgroup
^P* of 2ft, normalizes £>* and that <P, 3> £ ^5*.
If SKI is nilpotent, then fl^JQ*) < 5KL Since fi^Q*) = fl^QO, we
have 3)? = SRj. Hence, we can suppose that 5KJ is not nilpotent.
Choose r in 7r(J7i(3Ri))9 and let SI be a Sr-subgroup of ^ normalized
by ^P*O*. Since O* is cyclic, q ^ r. Since q ^ r, O* does not centralize SR. It follows from Q* s (^*Q*); that SR = r(5R), by Lemma
8.16. Since D*3 is a Frobenius group, it follows that 3^ = 9t fl C(3) *
1. Let <£ = JV(3).
Let ^ be a S^-subgroup of E which contains 3^ and ^P*, and
let 5Jr be a Sr-subgroup of 58 containing SRlB If ^ r is non cyclic, then
S r G ^T, so i8 £ TOL If S r is cyclic, then in any case Br £ SKlf since
SR = T(di). Let $ p be a Sp-subgroup of St. If ^5* does not centralize
%, then r > p, and so ^ r < SB, and once again SB g SD^. If ^J* centralizes 3^! and ®r <f\ S, then S p < S. Since the structure of Bp is
determined by Lemma 26.2, and since % centralizes 5p*f it follows
that 5Ri centralizes ®p, so that fii(9ti) < ®, and once again ^ £ SK^
Thus, in any case, we see that ^ £ SD^. This implies that 3 = 5KI»
so 3 centralizes every chief g-factor of SD^. This is absurd, since
3&* is a Frobenius group. We conclude that C(P) £ 2J1 for every P

in am - 3.
We will now show directly that JV(42i($))£2Jt. Choose Ne NIQW)).
Then ^(^P) normalizes O and O^. Since 3 has no fixed points on
D,N, £L» is generated by its subgroups D," n C(P), P e ^(SP) - 3- By
the preceding paragraph, we conclude that £i* £ 2J1. Since 3Ji* is the
unique maximal subgroup of © containing £}^, we have 2Ji = 2Ji*,
so iVGaR. By Lemma 26.1, $ fi JVC^W, so ^P £ W. The proof is
complete.
LEMMA

26.12. Suppose 5 K e ^ and ty is an abelian, non cyclic
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Sp-subgroup of 3J1 for some prime p. Suppose further that a Spsubgroup of © is non abelian. Then ty = ^ x ^p2, where | Sft | = p,
% centralizes jy(aJi), ^52jy(2Ji) is a Frobenius group with Frobenius
kernel Hi'HJl) and % contains QX{Z(^*)) for every Sp-subgroup ^P* of
© which contains ^S.
Proof. Let ^po be a Sp-subgroup of © containing $p. If pe7r0,
then Qffi) e ^ 0 P o ) , and if <r is any automorphism of % of prime
order s, then s < p, by Lemma 8.16. The same inequality clearly
holds if pen2.
Choose q in 7r(jy(2Jl)) and let Q be a S,-subgroup of 3JI normalized
by ?p.
Let 3 = fii(^OPo))- We will show that Q 3 is a Frobenius group.
Let £ = N(S) and suppose by way of contradiction that d = O n £ =£ 1.
First consider the case that p e 7r0. Let 30^ = M(£), and let ^PM be a
£p-subgroup of 2J*! normalized by d with *p C ^Poo. Then [C^, sp] S
jQ n ^Poo = 1, so d centralizes ^p. Since fl^sp) s ^"(^Poo), it follows
that SX centralizes $Poo. Thus, if q e 7r(25i(2W)) or T(D) = O, we conclude that SPoo S 3Ji, which is contrary to hypothesis. Otherwise,
T(O) c Q , or q e ^ U TT2, SO that g' > p, or sp centralizes O. But in
these cases, we at least have N(£X) £ 93^, so d =^ Q, which yields
q> p, and so a Sg-subgroup of 3Ji PI 9Jii is non cyclic, and centralizes
IPOO. Again we conclude that ^Poo £ %R, which is not the case. Hence,
we can suppose that pG7ra.
Let £ be a SPi<rsubgroup of £ containing ^Pd, ^3 £ ®p, d S S,,
and let $* be a maximal ??, g-subgroup of © containing S, 5BP S ^J,
^, £ $*, where ^? is a Sp-subgroup of &* and S* is a S,-subgroup
of £*. Since ^po is a Sp-subgroup of ©, $£p = ^* is a Sp-subgroup of
(S. If 5B* contains an elementary subgroup of order g3, then ®* < ^*,
and maximality of S* implies that ^* is contained in a conjugate of
$01, contrary to hypothesis. If $* does not contain an elementary
subgroup of order q3, then either q > p or ^ centralizes C^. If q > p,
then St* < 51*, so once again ^* C aJi0 for some G e ©. If q < p, then
-^J < 5B*, and since C^ centralizes ^P, C^ centralizes ^J, by Lemma
26.2. In this case, Of(ft*) * 1. If Oq{®*) is non cyclic, then ®* G 2Jl°,
either by Lemma 26.6, in case g e 7r0, or because Q < 2J1 in case g e TT2.
If O,(^*) is cyclic, then JQi < 51*. In this case N^ifO^)^ is conjugate
to a subgroup of ^*, since 5B* is a S-subgroup of N(Zk). Since
^J < 58* f it follows that ^5 centralizes Na(SX) so that A^COJ centralizes
some Sp-subgroup of JV(Oi). If g e ^(^(aii)), this is not possible. But
if q e niH^Wl)), then A ^ d ) is non cyclic, so NiN^Ci,)) S SK. Thus,
in all these cases, 2J1 contains a Sp-subgroup of ©. Since this is not
possible, 3& is a Frobenius group, and so 3il(3tt) is a Frobenius
group.
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Suppose 2ft e ^ < . We will show that if So is any subgroup of
%> of order p with C(3o) fl HQUl) =£ 1, then C(So) S 2ft. Let 2)^ e ^
with C(3o) S 3Ki. First consider the case 2 ^ = 2ft*, for some G in
©. Let Q be a non identity S,-subgroup of C(30) fl #(2ft) and let
Q j b e a S^subgroup of C(3o) fl HQBt,) containing SX. If SX c Q* then
Lemma 26.2 implies that £>2 is a Srsubgroup of ©. In this case,
since SD^ and 2ft are conjugate and since $P is a Sp-subgroup of 2ft, ^
contains a subgroup of order p which centralizes the Sg-subgroup of
2ft. Since 3#(9ft) is a Frobenius group, this implies that if & is
any subgroup of $P of order p, then either 3iHq(Wl) is a Frobenius
group, or Si centralizes J5T,(2ft), the S,-subgroup of 2ft. This violates
the choice of $X. Hence, $X = d - If a S,-subgroup of © is abelian,
then d < <2ft, 2^), so 2ft = 2ftx. If some Sg-subgroup of © contains
Q^SX) in its center, then by Lemma 8.10, 2ft = 2)^. Hence, we can
suppose that d is of order q and $X §= Z(H(Wl)). In this case,
JVXQi) 0 21^ is of index q in 3 ^ and iVCQi) D 2Ji is of index q in 3K,
and MOO n 2fli contains C(30).
Let S = JV(Di). If 2 is contained in a conjugate of 2ft, then
N($X) n tf(SRi) < 8 so 8 S 2Jix, since ^(QJ n JJ(3tti) < 9^. Similarly,
8 E 5UI, and we are done. If 2 is contained in an element of ^/^ then
since 3H(Wl) is a Frobenius group, we see that N(SX) fl £T(3K) < <S,2Jt>,
and S £ 2Ji.
Hence, in showing that C(3o) £ 37i, we can suppose that C(3o>
is contained in an element 2)^ of ^ . Since SKCCSo) fl H(Wl)) is a
Frobenius group, this implies that 3 §£ 2Jl{. Since $P is a Sp-subgroup
of 2Ji, we conclude that ^P is a Sp-subgroup of 21^. By what we have
already proved, ,8#(2fti) is a Frobenius group. This implies that
(C(3o) 0 J5T(2Jl))jyl(2Ji1) is nilpotent, so C(30) fl flr(8K) centralizes ^(23^).
Since 27^ is the unique maximal subgroup of © containing £T1(2J£1), it
follows that H(Wl) centralizes fli^), so that 2K £ 2)^, which is absurd
since 2Ji e ^ f 21^ e ^^. We conclude that C(3o) S 3J1.
We next show that if 2Ji e ^/Sx and C(3o) contains an element of
H(m), then C(?o) £ 2ft. Here, as above, 30 is a subgroup of ^ of
order p. Let d be a ^5-invariant Sg-subgroup of C(3o) fl 2ft with
O 1 n £ T ( 2 f t ) ^ 0 . From Lemma 26.7, we conclude that C(30) fl 3ft
contains a S,-subgroup d of C(8o)> and we can assume that $X — d .
Let 2ft, e ^
C(3o) S 3^. If 2 ^ = 2ftff, then 2ft n 2ft2 3 d , so
2ft = 2ftx. If 2ft[ is nilpotent, then by Lemma 26.7, we see that
2fti fl 2ft contains a Sg-subgroup $X of 2ftx which is ^-invariant. Since
3O 3 is a Frobenius group, O3 < 2ftx and so 2ft! = 2ft. We can suppose
that 2KJ is not nilpotent, and that 2ftx =£ 2ft. In particular, 2ftx G ^£[.
It follows that $P is a Sp-subgroup of 2)^, so that 3^(2)^) is a Frobenius group, and so D 2 centralizes £^(2)^), and 2ft = 2ftx follows.
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Thus, 3Ji = ^ in all cases.
Suppose now that ^P contains two distinct subgroups So, Si such
that C(So) n £T(2ft) =£ 0 and C(Si) n #(2ft) =£ 0 . We can choose P in
^Po such that So = Sf • If 2ft G ~ ^ , we get an easy contradiction.
Namely, C(30) ^ 2ft D 2ftp, and so 2ft = 2ftp and P G 2ft n ^Po = $, so
that So = 3n contrary to assumption.
If 2ft G ^ , then 2ft fl 2ftp contains C(3o) fl ff (2ft). If #(2ft) contains
an abelian S^-subgroup O with C(So)nO^l, then C(3o)fl Q < <2ft,2ftp>,
and 2J2: = 2ftp, which is the desired contradiction. Otherwise, if O is
a S,-subgroup of JJ(2ft) with C(So) n Q = Q i ^ l , then JV(Qi) n 2ft is of
index g in 2ft and N(OJ n 2ftp is of index g in 2ftp, while both
N(SX) n J3r(2ft) and ^(jQJ n £T(2ftp) are S-subgroups of N(££. Furthermore, since a Spg-subgroup S?o of JV(Oi) is g-closed, it follows that
p
SP(JV(OI) n H(m)) and ^ ^ ( d ) n £f(2ft )) are S-subgroups of JVfQJ.
Furthermore, ^P has a normal complement in JV(Di), since gG7r2, and
no element of ^P* centralizes JV(Di) n Q. By the conjugacy of Sylow
systems in iV(Di), we can therefore find C e C(ty) 0 JV(Di) such
that (N(ZXd n IT(2ftp))<7 = N(Sdd 0 ^(2ft). Since (JV^) fl J?(2ftF))(7 =
i V ^ ) n ff(2ftP0), and J V ^ ) n #(2ft) < 2ft, we conclude that 2ft = SSlpor
so PC G 2ft, which is not the case, since C is in 2ft and P is not.
Hence, there is exactly one subgroup So of $P of order p which
has a fixed point on 2/(2ft), so So centralizes JJ(SK). Since 5p = So x ?$*,
where ^?* S S, the lemma follows.
Lemma 26.12 is quite important because, given 2ft, (and the
hypothesis of Lemma 26.12) it produces a unique factorization of Qi(ty).
Namely, exactly one subgroup S of ^3 of order p is in the center of
a Sp-subgroup of ©, and exactly one subgroup So of ^S of order p
centralizes H(Wl), and S =£ So- This is a critical point in dealing
with tamely imbedded subsets. Furthermore, Lemma 26.12 shows
that £f(2ft) is nilpotent, a useful fact.
LEMMA 26.13. Suppose We^f
and ty is an abelian, non cyclic
Sp-subgroup of 2ft for some prime p. Suppose further that a Spsubgroup of © is abelian. Then the following statements are true:
( i ) $P is a Sp-subgroup of ©.
(ii) C(Q1m) S 2ft.
(iii) / / P and Px are elements of sp which are conjugate in ©
but are not conjugate in 2ft, either C(P) Dflr(2ft)=l or CfPJ nJ5T(9K) = l .
(iv) Either 2ft dominates Qffi) or C(fli(?P)) fl £T(2ft) = 1.
(v) One of the following conditions holds:
(a) *pg2ft'.
(b) iV(SPo) i= 2ft for every non identity subgroup $po of $P such
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n jy(aji) # 1.

Proof. If p e 7r0, then S$ e ^ t and all parts of the lemma follow
immediately. We can suppose that p e 7r2.
In proving this lemma, appeal to Lemmas 8.5 and 8.16 will be
made repeatedly.
If fl^SP) centralizes HQDt), then 2» = JVflWSP)) and all parts of
the lemma follow immediately. We can suppose that Qffi) does not
centralize HQBt). This implies that F(SW) n ?P = 1.
We first prove an auxiliary result: if ft is any p, (/-subgroup of
© containing Qffi) and if ft n J5T(3K) =£ 1, then ft is g-closed. To see
this, let D be a S,-subgroup of ft fl B(SOl)f and let ^ be a Sp-subgroup
of ft fl 501 which contains £?i0P). Let ft, be a S,-subgroup of ft containing Q and let ftp be a Sp-subgroup of ft containing SR. If ft, e <3?f
then ft C 3Jlff for some G in © and so ft, < ft. If ft, e ^ f then ft does
not contain elementary subgroups of order p3 or q3, so either ft, < ft or
ftp < ft. If ftp < ft, and ft, i\ ft, then p > q. Suppose q e icx U TT2. Then
^ centralizes the S,-subgroup C^ of 501. There is no loss of generality
in supposing that ft is a maximal p, g-subgroup of ©. It follows
from this normalization that OQ(ft) is a SQ-subgroup of ©, and ft =
ftpXftq. Hence, we can suppose q e nQ. Since ftq [> ft, ftQe^j. If
OQ(ft) is not of order q, then ft is contained in a conjugate of 3Jt, by
Lemma 26.7, and we are done. Hence, we can suppose that £} =
OQ(ft) is of order q. But now N(d) n 5K contains iSQ-subgroups of
order exceeding q, so that Sp,g-subgroups of JV(O) are g-closed. Since
ft £ JV(D), ft is g-closed
(i) is an immediate application of the preceding paragraph, since
some element of $P* centralizes an element of £T(3Jl)*.
We turn next to (iv). Suppose C(i?i(5P)) n ^(501) * 1, and O* is
a non identity ^5-invariant S,-subgroup of C(0i(5P)) fl £T(50l). Let Q2
be a S,-subgroup of iV^^P)) permutable with $p. By the first
paragraph of the proof, ?P normalizes C^, so by Sylow's theorem
JVCQi) dominates i3i(^P). Suppose for some n ^ 1, ?P normalizes Q n
and Q n dominates ^i(^P). Let D n+1 be a S,-subgroup of iV(Q.n)
permutable with $p. Then ?p normalizes O n+1 and so D n+1 dominates
fii(5P). Since Q o f i ^ S •••, we see that some S,-subgroup of ©
dominates 0i0P) and is normalized by 5p. It follows that the normalizer of every S,-subgroup of 3Ji dominates 0i(5P*) for some M in 5IXi,
and so 3Ji dominates J?i(?p). (iv) is proved.
Notice that if C(^i(^P)) fl #00i) ^ 1, then by (iv), elements of $
are conjugate in E if and only if they are conjugate in 3)t. Thus,
in the case, it only remains to prove (ii). We emphasize that in any
case (i) and (iv) are proved.
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Since $ S 2Ji'f if 271 6 ^ , then $ < 271 and the lemma follows.
We can suppose that 271G ^ . Let g G TT(#I(271)) and let D be a $invariant Sg-subgroup of 271. If Qffi) centralizes r(D), then (ii)
follows immediately. Thus, we can choose P in Qffi)* such that Qffi)
does not centralize T(&) n COP) = Ox. If Ox e ^f, then C(P) £ 271,
so that (ii) holds. If £X e g%, then SX is cyclic, by Lemma 8.16, and
the containment 5p g 271'. Hence J?i(5P) = <P> x SR,, where 5RA is a
Frobenius group.
Let £ = C(P). If £' is nilpotent, then jQx £ O,(£), so by Lemma
26.7, £ g 271, and (ii) follows. Suppose £' is not nilpotent. Hence,
£ contains an elementary subgroup of order r3 for some prime r. If
r e 7^(271)) then £ S 27iG for some G in ©. Since 271 n 27iff 2 Q lr
we have 271 = 2710 and (ii) follows. Suppose r & 7r(ZIi(27l)). In this case,
0i(*P)Qi normalizes a <Sr-subgroup 5R of £. Since P centralizes 9t
and SPo&i is a Frobenius group, and since q ^ r, it follows that
81 n C{Qx<m * 1. Let 271, = M(£). By (iv) applied to 27^, we get
$ C 271J. Since Ox n 1^(27^) = 1, and since the derived group of
27l1/J5T(27l1) is nilpotent, ^P centralizes C^, which is a contradiction.
Hence, C(P) S 271, and (ii) holds. The lemma is proved in case
n ^(271) ± 1, and (i) is proved in all cases.
Throughout the remainder of the proof, we assume
(26.1)

CmW)

0 #(271)

1

Suppose spo is a non identity subgroup of $P and
(26.2)

cm

n H(271) * 1 .

There are three cases:
( a ) 2 T t G ^ and Cflft) n #(271) * 0 ,
( b ) 2 7 i G ^ and C(%) n #(271) = 0
(c)

271G^J.

In each of these cases, w e will show that
(26.3)

JV($o) S 271

Case a1B JY(^PO)' is nilpotent.
Choose g so that C(^P0) fl #(271) contains an element of order g,
and let Do be a ^-invariant S7-subgroup of C(5R,) n #(271). By (26.1),
so Do S O9(JV(^P0)). If Q e ^(#^271)), we conclude that
£ .271, by Lemma 26.7. If g G 7r(^(27l)), then Oq(N(%))
centralizes #1(2Jt)GF for some G in ©, and so N(£X) 2 <#i(27l), #i(27l)G>,
and G G 271 follows.
Case a2. Nffio)' is not nilpotent.
In this case, JV(^P0) contains an elementary subgroup of order r3
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for some prime r. If r e 7r(H(%fl)), then M(N(%)) = Wf for some G
in @. Since W n i?(2Jt) =£ 0 , we have 2Ji = aft*. If r £ 7r(£T(9Ji)), let
5ft be a Sr-subgroup of iV(Spo) normalized by 0i($)£2ov where do is a
non identity S,-subgroup of C(%) 0 JET(9Jl), as in Case a^ Let Qffi) =
0i(SPo) x S& so that Oo^ is a Frobenius group by (26.1). If ^JR is a
Frobenius group, then £LQ centralizes 5ft, and SR £ 9K. This is not the
case, since r f f i for all rx e ^(i7i(9R)). Hence, 5ft has a fixed point
on SR*, so fi^) has a fixed point on jy(itf(5R)). By (iv) applied to
ilf(SR), it follows that fl^sp) £ M(5R)', and so fi^) centralizes Do,
which is not the case. Thus (26.3) holds in case (a).
In analysing case (b), we use the fact that ^(iUi)* £ H(®1), and
that if 35 is any subgroup of H(%R) which is disjoint from JI(3Jl),
then 23 is of square free order and q e nQ f) n* for every q in 7r(23).
Let £i be a non identity ^-invariant S,-subgroup of C(%) C\ J9T(3Ji).
so that | jQ | = g. Suppose that (26.3) does not hold.
We will show that $PQ is contained in a maximal subgroup SKj
of © such that 2Ji{ is not nilpotent, and such that ^ is not conjugate
to 2R.
Case blB JV(^po) S 3JlG for some G in ©.
Consider iV(O). Since JV(D) n W and JV(Q) n 3Ji° have non cyclic
S,-subgroups, and since SSI ^ SK0, it follows that N(fD) is contained in no
conjugate of 2W. Let C^ be a ^-invariant S^subgroup of N(O) n 1T(SK).
If JV(O)' is nilpotent, then QL £ O,(JV(iQ))f and so N(&)SWl
by
Lemma 26.7. This is not the case, since N(Sd) n SM61 has non cyclic
jSg-subgroups. Hence, JV(D)' is not nilpotent, so we take 2J?! =
Case ba. iV(^P0)' is nilpotent, but JV($P0) is not contained in any
conjugate of SSI.
Since O S JV(%)', O £ Oq(NW0)). If Ofl(JV(^P0)) is not of order q,
then iV(%) £ WlG for some G in ©. Suppose that O = Oq(N($0)) is
of order q. Let 8^ = iV(O), so that Sf^ n 5K has non cyclic S,-subgroups
and iV(^Po) £ 9^. Since JV(^P0) is contained in no conjugate of 2Ji,
neither is %. If 9fi{ is nilpotent, then a S,-subgroup of 9^ n 2Ji is contained in Oq(%), by (26.1) and so 8^ = 3Ji, which is not the case.
We apply (iv) to 2^. If C(QXW)) n J5T(2»i) * 1, then $ £ Wlf so
that ^P centralizes d , which is not the case. Hence, (26.1) holds
with aJli replacing 2Ji. Let SR be any subgroup of ^P of order p
different from Qffio). Then tyjQ, is a Frobenius group. Choose
r e ^(^(^UJj)) and let Sft be a Sr-subgroup of SKx invariant under ?PD.
If n does not centralize T($t), then C(%) n 3T(9t) =£ 1, so that case
(a) holds with SWi replacing 53K, spx replacing sp0.
Suppose then that Q centralizes T(Sft). Then JV(O) £ aJ^, so a
£g-subgroup jQi of JV(O) n 9JI is contained in 2)^. We suppose without
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loss of generality that C^ normalizes 9t. If now ^32 is any subgroup
of ^? of order p which does not centralize Qi/Q, then since Qi does
not centralize r(3t), we conclude that C(%) n 3T(SR) =£ 1.
Thus, in all cases, if 5ft*, 5ft* f •••,5p* are the distinct subgroups
of $P of order p which have fixed points on 2/(2^), then n^ p, so
that n = p or p + 1.
Choose JVe JV(£?iOP)). Then there are indices i, j , not necessarily
•distinct, such that 5ft* = 5p**. If i = jf, then Ne SD^, by (a). If i =£ i,
then JV(«ft*) E 50ix n W , so that 27(2^) n 5Uif * 0 and 5R = 50if.
Hence, JVffl^sp)) g SD^, so fl^) S SKI, and ^(50) centralizes O, which
is not the case. Hence, (b) implies (26.3).
We will now complete the proof of this lemma in case 3Ji e ^tlm
Since some element of Qffi)* has a fixed point on If(2J£), (ii) holds
fcy (26.3). Also, by (26.3), alternative (v)6 holds. It remains to prove
(iii). Suppose Plf P2 are elements of ^ which are conjugate in ©,
but are not conjugate in 3K, and that C(P<) n H(Wl) =t 1, i = 1, 2.
Theorem 17.1 is violated.
We next verify (26.3) under hypothesis (c).
Suppose by way of contradiction that (26.3) does not hold. Let
D be a non identity ^-invariant S,-subgroup of C($o) n J5T(STO). We
will produce a subgroup $t of © such that SF is not nilpotent, and
such that £^P S ^. Once this is done, then it will follow as in case
b2 that p of the p + 1 subgroups of ^ of order p have fixed points
on H(M(St))*, and (26.3) will follow.
Suppose SHii is a maximal subgroup of © containing JV(5p0). If
HRl is nilpotent, then Q g O ^ ) . If Oq^0ld is non abelian, then
HJli = ait* for some G in ©. Furthermore, from (26.1) and the fact
that JD is not a S?-subgroup of ©, we conclude that O = 0,(3)10 n C(s£0).
Hence, JV(D) contains C(5p0)* Let 3Jla be a maximal subgroup of ©
containing JV(Q). If 3Ji5 is nilpotent, then 3J^ = 2Ji and (26.3) holds.
Hence, W2 is not nilpotent, so we can take 5? = 33^. If Off(3Ri) is
abelian, then SW = 5% and (26.3) holds. Thus, (26.3) holds in all cases.
The completion of the proof that (26.3) implies this lemma is a
straightforward application of Theorem 17.1.
LEMMA 26.14. Suppose 5UI e ^
and tyisa non abelian Sp-subgroup
of 501. Then JV(i31(Z(^5))) E 501. Furthermore, one of the following
conditions is true:
(a) fl!(Z(5p)) centralizes fl(5K).
(b) iV(^Po) C 2^ /or ever# won identity subgroup % of $p.
(c) 5p

Proo/.

Suppose p G n0.

If spe c^!, then 2Ji = 3f(5p)f and so
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£ SW. Since $ £ fl(SK)f the lemma is proved. If $ €
then $ contains a cyclic subgroup of index p. Since $p is assumed to
be non abelian, Sp is a non abelian metacyclic group, so $P g 2Ji', by
3.8. Lemma 26.10 is violated.
Through the remainder of the proof, we assume pen2.
Let 3 = Q^Zffl)), so that 3 is of order p, by Lemma 26.2 and
Lemma 26.10.
If W is nilpotent, then 3 <d 2W, and all parts of the lemma follow.
We can suppose that 2Ji' is not nilpotent. In particular, 2Ji e ^^. We
can further assume that p $ 7r(J7(SK)).
Since ^P is non abelian, 3 centralizes 2?1(2Ji).
Choose q e Trffl^tK)) and let Q be a ^-invariant S?-subgroup of 2R.
If qen*, then 3 centralizes O.
Thus, if ft = 7^(2)?)) U fa* n 7r(fli(SK)))f then 3 centralizes a Sirsubgroup of SW. If 7? = 7r(J5T(2Ji)), all parts of the lemma follow.
Let r e 7r(fl(3Ji)) — S and let 3ft be a Sr-subgroup of SK normalized
by ^P, and such that 3 does not centralize 9t. If there are no such
primes r, we are done.
Let SPx be any subgroup of $P of order p different from 3- We
will show that NQ&) £ 5K.
Since 3 does not centralize 9t, 3ft n C(5Px) g C(3). Set ^ = 3ft n C(%).
If 3fti e ^ , then N(^) £ 2JJ. Otherwise, 3ftj is a non trivial cyclic
subgroup of 3ft, and 33fti is a Frobenius group.
Let SWi be a maximal subgroup of © containing iVOR). If SKI is
nilpotent, then 3ftx £ 0,(2^), so 9^ £ SKf by Lemma 26.6. We can
suppose that 5KJ is not nilpotent and that ^ is not conjugate to SK.
If a Sp-subgroup of Tlx is non abelian, then 3 centralizes 3ftx, which is
not the case. Hence, a Sp-subgroup of 3Jlx is abelian and non cyclic.
We can apply Lemma 26.12 to SD^ and a Sp-subgroup $P* of SD^ which
contains ^ 3 . We conclude that 3#0Ki) is a Frobenius group. Since
33ft2 is a Frobenius group, % centralizes fl(5Ki), and so 2ft = 2)^. We
conclude that 2Ji contains N(^) in all cases.
Now let ?Pi, • • •, ?P» be the distinct subgroups of ^P of order p
different from 3- Here n — p2 + p. Let 8 be any proper subgroup
of © containing fii(^P). Let Sx = OP'(2). Since Si is generated by its
subgroups C(SP,) n Si, 1 ^ i^ n, we have 2, £ 2Ji. Let S2 = S n iV(^i(^P))r
and choose L in S2. We can then find indices i, j , not necessarily
distinct, such that spf = spy. Hence, N(^) £ 2 ^ 0 2^^. Since iV(^)
contains an element of 3ft* £ fl(5K)f we have 2W = 27tz. Hence, S £ SK,
so in particular, JV(3) £ 2ft.
Let sp0 be any non identity subgroup of 5p. If ^?0 is non cyclic,
then iV0P 0 )EiV(3)^2R. If ^Po is cyclic, then M^iOPo)) £ 5K. The
proof is complete.
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LEMMA 26.15. Suppose Wle^f,®
is a cyclic S-subgroup of W
and 21 n 2R' = 1. Then 21 is prime on H(Wl), and C(2I) n H(Wl) is a
Z-group.

Proof. Suppose 21 is prime on /7(3K), but that Q is a non cyclic
S,-subgroup of C(2I) n i?(3Jl). Choose pe7r(2I) and let 2tp be the
Sp-subgroup of 21. Since JV(HP) g SWf it follows that Q e ^ . Thus,
if q e TT2, O is a S,-subgroup of ©, while if q e 7tQ, JQ is also a S,-subgroup
of ©, by Lemma 8.12. Since D G ^ , w e have q e7r2, SO that 9K = iV(JQ).
Let SDli be a maximal subgroup of © containing JV(2Ip)- If a
Sp-subgroup of © is cyclic, then 3Ji = N(O) dominates 2IP, which is
not the case, since 3tp n 2ft' = 1. Hence, p e 7T0 U TT2. Let 2IJ be a
Sp-subgroup of 2)?! permutable with £1. If 2IJ is a Sp-subgroup of ©,
then £} normalizes 21J. Otherwise, JQ normalizes St* since 2l p c2lJ,
and Lemma 8.5 applies to £12tp\
Let B be a maximal p, g-subgroup of © containing £M$, and let
5?p be a Sp-subgroup of 5?. Then 5¥p < ^, so that S p is a Sp-subgroup
of ©. Let 2Jl2 be a maximal subgroup of © containing N(StP).
If D were non abelian, then 2H £ 3Jl2 by Lemma 26.14, which is
not the case. Hence, Q is abelian. If p e nOt then by Lemma 26.13,
we have JV(J2i(£i)) S 2JJ2 since JQ centralizes 2IP ^ 1. Since this is
impossible, we see that psn2.
If 2lp g£ ffl;f then by Lemma 26.1, together with the fact that
JV(JQ) covers JV(^p)/JEpC(Sp), we see that 2IP n Sft' * 1, contrary to
hypothesis. Hence, 2lp S ^ P . Since 2IP = C(JQ) n ^ P , this implies that
®p is a non abelian group of order p* and exponent p.
Since some element of JQ* has a non identity fixed point on HQBty,
and since 3Ji' centralizes D f we see that 2ft' £ 3J£2, by Lemma 26.13.
Since JV(2tp) fi 2R2 and since 2IP n 2ft' = 1, it follows that 2ft C 9Ji2, the
desired contradiction.
Thus, in proving this lemma, it suffices to show that 21 is prime
on £T(a»).
First, suppose that 21 is a p-group for some prime p. We can
clearly suppose that 1211 ^ p\ and that C(0i(S)) n fl(2W) ^ 1.
Case 1. p e 7r0. Let q e 7r(£'1(2ft)), so that q^nx\J n2. Lemma 26.9
applies. Let q e n(Hx(m)). Then p + q since 21 n 9W = 1. Lemma 26.10
applies. If %!fle^0, Lemma 26.9 applies.
Case 2. pe7r2 and a Sp-subgroup of © is abelian.
If gr e 7r(£i(2W))f or ge7r(fl(2ft)) and 2Jie^J, Lemma 26.7 applies.
Let q e 7r(flr1(2ft))9 and let JQ be an 2I-invariant S9-subgroup of 3Ji.
If 21 centralizes JQ, we have an immediate contradiction. Hence, 21
does not centralize JQ.
We can suppose by way of contradiction that \C(Q1^S)) D O, 21] =£ 1.
If C{Qx{yL)) n JQ e <g?f 2ft contains a Sp-subgroup of ©, which is not the
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case. Otherwise, q > p, so every p, g-subgroup of © is (/-closed, and
2ft contains a Sp-subgroup of ©, which is not the case.
Case 3. pen2 and a Sp-subgroup of © is non abelian.
Here, 21 S M W ) ) ' , by Lemma 26.2. Since 0(^(8)) n H(Wl) e J?Z,
the lemma follows.
Case 4. pe n1% In this case, also, we have 21 S iV(i?i(2l))', and
the lemma follows.
Next, suppose that 21 = 2^ x 2l2, where 2I< is a non identity Prgroup,
i — 1, 2. Suppose by way of contradiction that O is an 2t-invariant
Sg-subgroup of //(9K) and that 21 is not prime on Q. We can suppose
that 2I2 does not centralize JQ n C ^ S y ) = Q n C(Sli) = d .
Let aiix be a maximal subgroup of © containing JV(^i(5Ii))- Then
ajix is not conjugate to 9K, either because 2Ij is not a S-subgroup of
aKj, or because 2IX S Wlm Let ^ be a 5,-subgroup of 2J£ n 2Ki which
contains ^ and is 2I-invariant.
Suppose Q i C Q , . Then 2^ g fl(afti), since [O2,21J ^ 1, and
q $ ^//(SKi)). Furthermore, C^ is non cyclic. Suppose q e x2. In this
case, q > plf so a SPl-subgroup Stf of SJli normalizes some S,-subgroup
of Wllf and it follows that 2IX* normalizes some Sq-subgroup of ©. This
implies that 2IX is a SPl-subgroup of (S. But in this case 2^
so that 2tx centralizes C^ and so C^ = C^. Suppose g e TT0. If
then iV(£i(3*i)) £ 3K, which is not the case. Hence, D^e^
so that
q > PL Once again we get that Dj = £V Hence, we necessarily have
Oa = Di in all cases.
Since 2ti is prime on Jff(9K), from the first part of the lemma, we
conclude that £^ is cyclic.
We next assume that 3Ji{ is nilpotent.
Suppose ^(O^aJta)) = ^(Qi). Since $X is a S,-subgroup of SD^ fl 5K,
it follows that g e ^ and ^ is a S,-subgroup of ©, so that 9Ji = 3)^.
Since D x = [Qx, 2l2] S O^SJii), we can suppose that Og(3Jii) is non cyclic.
In this case, however, Oqi^) is a Sg-subgroup of © and ^ is conjugate
to 9Ji, which is not the case.
We can now suppose that 5Ui( is not nilpotent.
Suppose px <£ niH^Wl!)). Let 6 be a complement for H^attO in 2)^
which contains £^21. Then ©' is nilpotent and so [SX, 21J C 0,(@).
Case 1. geTTj. In this case, 2IX is a SPl-subgroup of ©, and $X
dominates 21^ This violates % D 5K' = 1.
Case 2. tfG7r2, and a iSg-subgroup of © is abelian. In this case,
£i(IA, 2IJ) =fliCOgC®)),so once again % is a SPl-subgroup of ® and
3Ji dominates 21^
Case 3. qen2 and a Sfl-subgroup of © is non abelian. Since Qj
is cyclic, we have q > ft, so some SPl-subgroup @Pl of @ normalizes
some S,-subgroup of ©. But now 9Ji dominates 2IL since every plt q-
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subgroup of © is ^-closed, and Gf dominates St^
Case 4. ge7r0. If qen*, then every plf g-subgroup of © which
contains a Sp^-subgroup of 2ft2 is g-closed, so once again 2ft dominates
^ and 2Ii is a SPl-subgroup of ©. Hence, q$n*. Since 2ftx is not
•conjugate to 2ft, it follows that if Qg is a S,-subgroup of @ containing
JDj, then £1$ e ^J, which implies that Q, is cyclic, and Qg £ 2ft. Hence,
A = Q», since Si! centralizes Q,. But now C^ = [ d , 2t2] < ©, so @ S 2ft.
Thus, once again 21! is a SP]L-subgroup of © and 2ft dominates Six.
All these possibilities have led to a contradiction. We now get
to the heart of the matter. Suppose p1en(H1(SSl^).
We will show that px$iz*.
Let $px be a SPl-subgroup of fli(3Jii) containing Six and invariant
under 2t2£li. Suppose that
<26.4)

will derive a contradiction from the assumption that (26.4) holds.
If q e 7cu (26.4) is an absurdity, since N([%, QJ) = 3Ji. If q e n2 \J 7c0,
then a S,-subgroup of iV([5I2, &J) fl 3K is non cyclic, so q e TT2, as already
remarked. If q < plf then 2^ centralizes a S,-subgroup of 2Ji, so Qi
is a Sg-subgroup of ©. In this case, however, [2I2, DJ < 2Ji, an absurdity,
by (26.4). Thus, if (26.4) holds, then q e n2 and q > plm
Since (26.4) is assumed to hold, it follows that $X is a Sg-subgroup
•of 2ft fl iV([2t2, Oi]). Hence, d is non cyclic. We have already shown
that d is cyclic. We conclude that (26.4) does not hold.
If plen*,
then [2I2, DJ centralizes 5ft, by Lemma 8.16 (ii), so
<26.4) holds. Hence, p^n*.
Since (26.4) does not hold, and since p^n*, C([2I2, SX]) n ?Pi is
-cyclic. It follows that C(2l2) n ^Pi is non cyclic. This implies that
JV(2t2) S 2ftlf since C(2l2) n % e ^ ? . Since p2 g 7r(H(2ft1)), and since g > p2,
it follows that a SP2>g-subgroup of 2ft1/fiT(2ft1) is g-closed. This in turn
implies that some SPa-subgroup of 2ft! normalizes some S,-subgroup of
©. Since 5l2 is a SPa-subgroup of 2ft, 2Ia is forced to be a Spa-subgroup
of ©. But N(%) £ 2ftlf and «, S N&W, so 2ta centralizes d . The
proof of the lemma is complete in case 7r(2t) = {#!, p2}.
If 17r(5t) | ^ 3, the lemma follows immediately by applying the
preceding result to all pairs of elements of 7r(5I).
LEMMA 26.16. Suppose SSle^T and £T(2ft) is not nilpotent.
\ 2ft: 2ft' | is a prime and 2ft' is a S-subgroup of 2ft.

Then

Proof. Let p e 7r(2ft/2ft') and let 2lp be a Sp-subgroup of 2ft. By
Lemma 26.11, 2IP is abelian. Suppose 2IP is non cyclic. If a Sp-subgroup
of © is non abelian, then £T(2ft) is nilpotent, by Lemma 26.12. Hence,
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we can suppose that a Sp-subgroup of ® is abelian. By Lemma 26.15
Sip is a Sp-subgroup of ©. By Griin's theorem, the simplicity of ©,
and Lemma 26.15, 3IP contains elements Alf A2 which are conjugate in
© but are not conjugate in SSI. If O^A^) = i2i«A 2 » and if Q^A^)
has a fixed point on H(SSl)*, then JV(0i(<A») S SSI, so that Ax and A2
are conjugate in SSI. Since this is not the case, Q^A^H^Sl) is &
Frobenius group, and so JBT(2Jl) is nilpotent, contrary to assumption.
Hence, Q^AJ) =£ ^i«A 2 ». By Lemma 26.13, either /21«A1»i3r(aJi) or
QiKA2y)H(SOl) is a Frobenius group, which is not the case. Hence,
2IP is cyclic.
Let SI be a complement to SSI' in SSI, so that 31 is a cyclic S-subgroup
of SOt.
By Lemma 26.15, 31 is prime on H(SOl) and C(«) D H(SOl) is a Z-group.
Let St = [31, fl(SK)] and suppose that 1311 is not a prime. By
Lemma 26.3, B is nilpotent. By 3.7, St < H(SOl). Hence F(fl(2R)) 2 ft,
so that HQOl)IF(BQat)) is a Z-group. It follows that HQOl) g SW\ the
desired contradiction.
LEMMA 26.17.
Suppose SSI e ^t
and zx = 7r(#(9Ji)) D TT*, ra =
w(2R/fl(SW)) n 7T*. ^ ^ r, = {ftf • • -, pn}, p,>p3>
-">pnf
and z2 =
fen • • -i Qn}, Qi > ' • • > Qn. Set r = zx U r%. Then a ST-subgroup of SBt
has a Sylow series of complexion (plf • • •, pn, qlf • • •, qm). Furthermore,,
if rev, SDl has r-length 1.

Proof. We first show that 2Jt has r-length 1 for each r in r.
If r i 7c(Hi(SBl))9 this is clear, so suppose r e 7r(fli(2Ji)). Let 91 be a
Sr-subgroup of 2JJ and let 31 be a subgroup of SR of order r such that
CR(3I) = SI x S3 where S3 is cyclic.
Let Six = 9t n Or,,r(2Ji), and SD^ = N^).
It suffices to show that
afti has r-length one, since 3Ji = 97^0^(3^). Let S3 be a subgroup of
Sfti chosen in accordance with Lemma 8.2, and set 2B = Offi). Then
ker (aJii — Aut 838)5 9^(1 Or>.r(2ft). If St C SRlf then m(SB) ^ 2, and we
are done. We can suppose that 31 §£ $tlm This implies that m(2B) ^ r,
since C(SI) n 3B has order r and SB is of exponent r. We are assuming
by way of contradiction that 3Ji has r-length ^ 2 , so by (B), we have
m(3B) ^ r. Hence, m(2B) = r.
Set a*! = 2B/Z)(2B) and let 2R, = SD^/ker (SSI,—Aut ffiy. Then 31 maps
onto a Sr-subgroup of SOl2. Hence 9K2 has a normal series l c ^ c E j g 3K2,
where Ex and 9Jl,/E2 are r'-groups and | S 2 : G^ | = r.
Since m(SB) = r, Sx is abelian. Also aJia/Ej is faithfully represented
on &J&! and since r G 7r(£T(9Jl)), E2 c 3Ji2.
By Lemma 26.16, | SOI: SBV \ = q is a prime, and 9W is a S-subgroup
of 9M. We let O be a S<-subgroup of SSlu so that O is of order g'.
Since \SBt\SBV\ = \SBll\SBVL\9 it follows that O maps onto aJij/e,. Let-
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13 denote the image of 21 in 2Ji2 and let O denote the image of Q in
HJia. Since &i is a r'-group and a g'-group, we assume without loss
of generality that D normalizes 21.
Let a be the linear character of Q on 21, so that a =£ 1. Let £
be the linear character of Q on SBJ/TSB^. Since g divides (r — l)/2,
A B ^ ) is non cyclic. Hence, C(£>) n H($R) is not a Z-group, contrary
to Lemma 26.15.
Thus, 2Ji has r-length one for each rev.
Since a Sr2-subgroup of
UJi has a Sylow series of complexion (ql9 • • •, qm) and since a Sr-subgroup
of 2ft is zvclosed, it suffices to show that a Sri-subgroup of 2J! has a
Sylow series of complexion (pl9 ••-,#»).
Let $ be a SP(>Pj-subgroup of 2Ji with Sylow system ^ , $, where
Pi > py. By Lemma 8.16, Stt n JV(fflj) centralizes 5?,. Hence S is ^-closed,
since $ has p^-length one. The lemma follows.
LEMMA 26.18. Let S K e ^ f and let d be a complement for i/(3Jt)
in 2Ji. Tfcen there is at most one prime p in 7r(@) with the following
properties:
(i) A Sp-subgroup of @ is a non cyclic abelian group.
(ii) A Sp-subgroup of ® is non abelian.
Furthermore, if 7r(G?) contains a prime p satisfying (i) and (ii), then
a Sp>subgroup of @ is a Z-group.

Proof. Suppose pu p2 e 7r(@), px =£ p2 and both pl and p2 satisfy (i)
and (ii). Let ^ be a SPl-subgroup of @ and let ©a be a SPj5-subgroup
of © permutable with <&lm
Let 8, = 21, x ®lf where 121, | = pif 21, centralizes fl(SK)f 8,fl(2R)
is a Frobenius group and ^(S,) S Z(^?<) for some Sp4-subgroup ^ of
(S, i = 1, 2. Assume without loss of generality that px > p2. Then
©a normalizes G^. It follows that Q^) centralizes © i ^ , and this
implies that £?i(@2) centralizes ^(SBx). It follows that © satisfies EPvP2.
By Lemma 26.17, JVOPi) contains a SPa-subgroup ^* of ©. By
Lemma 8.16, 5$" centralizes spif so centralizes <£lm Since C(%) S 2«,
we see that p2 e 7r2. By Lemma 26.2, and Lemma 26.10, sp2 now centralizes
3$!. This is a contradiction, proving the first assertion.
Now suppose p £ 7r(@) satisfies (i) and (ii), @p is a SP-subgroup of @ and
@, is a non cyclic S,-subgroup of E permutable with @p, q e 7r(@), q =£ p.
Case 1. @g is non abelian.
In this case, ©, is a S,-subgroup of © and q e n2, by Lemma 26.14.
Since ©, £ 3Ji', @p normalizes ©,. Write @p = 21 x 33, where 21 centralizes
£T(2Ji), S3jy(2ft) is a Frobenius group, and fi^S) £ Z(^5) for some Spsubgroup of $ of © with e p g^5. Then ^(@p) centralizes ©,/©g n C(fl(SK)).
If @p centralizes @g, then © satisfies Ep>q as can be seen by considering
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We now show that © does not satisfy GrPi,. Otherwise, since
N((£q) Si 2JI, we see that G?g normalizes some Sp-subgroup $P* of @.
Then (Sq centralizes $P* by Lemma 26.2, Lemma 26.14, and Lemma 8.16.
This is not possible since Gfp is abelian.
Hence, (S does not satisfy EPtq, so fli(@p) does not centralize Gfg and
q > p. This implies that | G?f: 8 f n C(fl(SW)) | = q. Hence Bf n C(fll(8,)) =
Gr* is of order #.
Consider N(Qi(<&p)) = Sft. Since a Sp-subgroup of sJi has order
p|G?p|, it follows that a SPi9-subgroup of -K is g-closed. Let gfl be a
S9-subgroup of 91 containing 6*. If g g is not of order q, then JV(0i(gff))
contains a S,-subgroup of ©, a Sp>9-subgroup of NiO^q)) is g-closed,
and a Sp-subgroup of iV(0i(3g)) has larger order than Gfp. As JV(©«) E
9K, this is not possible. Hence ^, = @* has order g. But now a
Sg-subgroup of JV(Sff) contains @p and Z(@9), so a SP9-subgroup of
JV(S«) is (/-closed. This in turn implies that a Sp-subgroup of iV(@9>
has order larger than |G?P|, which is a contradiction.
Case 2. Gf, is a non cyclic abelian group.
By the first part of the proof, and by Lemma 26.13, Gf, is a Sqsubgroup of ©. Since Q^p) centralizes @ff/eff D C(£r(9K)), and since
©,gC(£r(2Ji)), it follows that © satisfies BPif. This implies that a
SPi9-subgroup of © is p-closed, by Lemma 26.2. Hence, (£q centralizes
the center 3 of some Sp-subgroup of ©, since £?i(Gfg) centralizes
(where @p = 21 x S3, as in Case 1). To obtain the relation [^(S,),
= 1, we have used Lemma 26.13 to conclude that there are at
least 2 subgroups of C?g of order q which have no fixed points on £T(3R), or
else Gr, Si 2ft' in which case G?p normalizes @f and so J?i(§B) centralizes ©,•
But now JV(fii(83)) dominates ©g, so @7 centralizes some Sp-subgroup
of ©, contrary to C(@fl)S3ft. The proof is complete.
26.19. Let 9Jie^T. Suppose sJK/JBr(9K) is abelian. Suppose further that either H(Wl) is nilpotent or | 3ft: J5T(Sft) | is not a
prime. Then 3)i is of type I or V.
LEMMA

Proof. Let g be a complement for U(2Ji). Since JI(ilR) = 2Ji'
by hypothesis (we always have H(0Jl) S W), @ = Sft/Sft' is abelian.
Case 1. © is cyclic.
We wish to show that 2?(2ft) is nilpotent, so suppose |G?| is not
a prime. Since | G? | is not a prime, since © is prime on J?(9ft), since
© has no fixed points on F(SK)/J5r(SR)'» and since C(@) n F(9») is a
Z-group, it follows from Lemma 26.3 that 2/(211) is nilpotent, so that
D H(Wl) = ©! is cyclic.
Case la. C2 = 1.
In this case, 2ft is a Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel
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J?(2K) = 3W, so condition (i) in type I holds. If HQDt) is a T.I. set
in ®, then 2Ji is of type I, since (ii) (a) holds, so suppose 2f(2R) is
not a T.I. set in ©. Let tf(2Ji) = %\ x • • • x <$», where ^ is the SPisubgroup of 2Ji and {Px, • • •, pn} = 7r(£T(2Ji)). If p{e7rl9 then clearly
Pi G 7T!*. If ^ G 7r0 n 7T*; then also Pi G nf9 since @Z(^) is a Frobenius
group. Similarly, if Pi€7c2 and $p4 is non abelian, then Pi^n?.
Suppose Vi$n?.
Then either PiG7r2 and ^ is abelian, or
PiG7r0 — 7r*. We will show that the second possibility cannot occur.
Choose G in © - 2K such that & = JJ(SW) n #(21*)* =£ 1, and let
ff be an element of ® of prime order p. If p< G 7r0 — 7r*, and p =£ p»,
then C(#) a <0fr, $?>, and 271 = 2K*, contrary to assumption. Hence,
V = Pi. In this case, C(H) 2 <<C(H) n $«, C(#) n ^P?>, and since
^ G TT0 - 7T*, both (?(#) n ^P,- and C(H) n ?5? are in Mfl9 so 3Ji = 3J^.
Hence, (TT0 - TT*) fl 7r(JJ(9K)) = 0 .
Thus, if n(H$Hl))<£n?, then 7r(ZT(aJl)) contains a prime q such
that the Sg-subgroup D of 3Jt is abelian and g G 7r2. Since | @ | does
not divide q — 1 or q + 1, but | © | does divide q2 — 1, we can find
ru r2G7r(e) such that r±\q — 1 and r21 q + 1. Let Gcri be the Srisubgroup of @. Then Q = £tx x D 2 , where £!< is normalized by ©ri and
d i is cyclic, i = 1, 2. Since r21 q + 1, it follows that fC^ and Q2 are
isomorphic @ri-modules. Hence, @ri normalizes every subgroup of O.
Once again, choose G in © - 9K so that ® = #(211) n ^(aJi)61 ^ 1.
Then C(®) a <d, &°y, so C(®) is not contained in any conjugate of
Wl. Let CXS^gaKjG^. We apply Lemma 26.13 to 2)^ and Q.
Since C ^ Q ) ) = U(2Ji), we have ZT(gK) = STi^
Suppose 2/(2Jl) were not abelian. Let 31 be a non abelian Srsubgroup of £T(2ft). Apply Lemma 26.16 to 2)^ and 3i, and conclude
that N(Q1{Z{^{))) E 2ftlf and so 2rt S SWi, which is not the case. Thus,
alternative (ii) (c) in the definition of type I holds, so 2Ji is of type
I. (Since JJ(2Ji) G <^T0, J7(2Ji) is generated by two elements.)
Case lb. (S, * 1.
Since JI(2Jl) = W, we have ©x £ JJ(2R)' S F(3tt) U {1}. It follows
that iV(e0) S 2ft for every non empty subset @0 of @f. Let g = ©(^ @ — ©!. If @0 is any non empty subset of @, then each element of
(l0 is of the form EElf Ee @f, Exe @{. Thus, if § 0 = {^ig| I&oe@0},
then JV(e0) S JV(So) £ 2Ji. Since 2Ji n iV(©0) = ®©i, 2Ji is a three step
group with e in the role of D*, H(Wl) in the role of £>, (^ in the
role of $*. Since £f(2ft) = 2Ji', we take U = 1, so that (i) in the
definition of type V holds. If (ii) (a) holds, then 2Ji is of type V,
so suppose (ii) (a) does not hold.
Since ^ £ #(2J1)', #(2J1) is non abelian. Let H(Wl) = %> x ©Of
where ^ is a non abelian Sp-subgroup of //(2Ji) (there may be
several).
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We will show that @0 is a T.I. set in ©. Suppose G e © - 9 f t
and @o 0 @? = 3) is a maximal intersection, so that JV(®) is contained
in no conjugate of 9ft. Let 9ftx e ^// with JV(®) S 9ftx. Apply Lemma
26.14 to SDli and $P and conclude that 9ft £97^, a contradiction.
Hence, @0 is a T.I. set in ©.
Since J5T(9Jl) is not a T.I. set in ©, choose G e © - 9ft so that
1 =£ JJ(aK) n H(Wl)° is a maximal intersection. Since @0 is a T.I. set
in ©, we see that J5T(2») n ff(9ft)* = ®x = «p n ¥>°, and #(©,) is contained in no conjugate of 9ft, while iV(3>i)3@0. Since @0 is a T.I.
set in JV(®!), and since JV(®j) g 9ft, <30 is cyclic. By construction, ty
is non abelian, so pen*.
It only remains to show that pen?.
Apply Lemma 8.16 to ty and @. If @ does not centralize Z0P),
then | G | divides p — 1 and we are done. Suppose that @ centralizes
Then B is faithfully represented on 0i(Z1(5P))/fl1(Z($P)), so if
0I(Z(SP)) | = p, we are done. Otherwise, we let Po be an
element of ^ of order p such that C^(P0) = <P0> x 21, where 21 is
cyclic. Since | QX(ZJR)): 0i(Z($)) | ^ p2, we have Po e fli(Z,(?P))f so
<P0,fli(Z(?P))><5p. By Lemma 8.9, ^ ^ ^ T 3 ( ^ ) is empty. By
Lemma 26.2, $ is a central product of a cyclic group and £?i(^3),
with | Q^) | = p3. Since $ S 3R' and since ® centralizes Z(*P), we
have | ^P | = p8. E is faithfully represented on *p/$P', and since @
centralizes ^p', each element of @ induces a linear transformation of
^P/sp' of determinant 1. Thus, | © | divides either p — 1 or p + 1,
since © is isomorphic to a cyclic p'-subgroup of SL(2, p). Hence,
PG7T!*, and 9ft is of type V.
Case 2. @ is non cyclic.
Case 2a. There is an element p e 7r(Gc) such that the Sp-subgroup
Gfp of @ is non cyclic and a Sp-subgroup of (# is non abelian. In
this case, Lemma 26.18 implies that E = Ep x g where g is cyclic.
Let ©p = @p0 x EMf with | ©p01 = P, ©Po S Z(3ft), and with
©plZ/(9ft) a Frobenius group. Also g is a cyclic S-subgroup of 9ft.
We will show that @plgflX9ft) is a Frobenius group. If g = 1,
this is the case, so suppose S ^ 1. By Lemma 26.16, g is prime on
JZ(SK). Let §* = C(f$) n J3r(att), and suppose §* ^ 1. Then @pl§* is
a Frobenius group. Let 9ftj be a maximal subgroup of © containing
N(%i)> Si being a fixed subgroup of g of prime order. Then SWx is
not conjugate to 9ft. Hence, 9ft n 9ftx e M%. Since @Pi£>* is a Frobenius
group, G?pl n 9ft{ = 1, so a Sp-subgroup of 9ftx is abelian. By Lemma
26.12, <&plHQatJ is a Frobenius group, so ff(9ft) n SKx centralizes #(93^).
Since l c § * £ JJ(9ft) n SKi, we see that 9ft£9ftx, which is not the
case. Hence, £>* = 1, so gff(9ft) is a Frobenius group, as is @plgjy(9K).
9ft itself is a group of Frobenius type.
Suppose 9ft' is not a T.I set in © and ^SPO £ 7rf. It follows readily
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that 2ft' is abelian and is generated by two elements. 2ft is of type I.
Case 2b. Whenever a Sp-subgroup of @ is non cyclic, a Spsubgroup of © is abelian.
Let ft be the set of primes p fn 7r(g) such that a SP-subgroup
of @ is non cyclic. Let @ = @x x @2, where @! is the S;-subgroup of
6. Thus @2 is a cyclic S-subgroup of 2ft, and ff ^ 0 . By Lemma
26.13, ©! is a S-subgroup of @.
We first show that if p e ft and G?p is the Sp-subgroup of ffilf then
(26.6)

CflWe,)) n £T(2ft) = 1

This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 26.13 (iv) and Griin's
theorem, since 2ft' n @p = 1.
We next show that either @2 = 1 or @2ZT(9Jl) is a Frobenius group.
Suppose @2 =£ 1. By Lemma 26.15 @2 is prime on 2/(2ft). Suppose
£* = C(@a) n J5T(2ft) =£ 1. Let @, be the 5,-subgroup of ©2 for some
^G7r(@2), and let ^ be a maximal subgroup of © containing iV(@fl).
Then 2ftx is not conjugate to 2ft.
By Lemma 26.13 (ii), together with 2ft' n ©P = 1, there is some
element of 0i(B,)f which has no fixed points on flXaft)1, so £>* is
cyclic. By construction <©,§*> GSKi. Suppose SD^ n i^Caft0) is non
cyclic for some G in ©. Let 3^ be a non cyclic Sr-subgroup of
^ n H(W).
If a Sr-subgroup of © is abelian, then
ff^g^
by
Lemma 26.13 (i) and (ii). Since @S2fti, we have Wf = mif which
is not the case. Hence, a Sr-subgroup of © is non abelian. If 9i
were non abelian, then 3fti = 2ft*1 for some Gx in ©, by Lemma 26.14
with Sft in the role of ^?. Hence, sJt is abelian. By Lemma 26.13,
H = 3*0 x 9tlf | S»o | = r, SR0 centralizes HQOtd and SR1iJ(2ft1) is a Frobenius
group. By (26.6), 9t S 2ft;, so 5ft0 < Sfti. Since 5RiJ(2ft1) < 2ftx, we can
find a Sr-subgroup 91* of 2fti which is normalized by @p. Since 2ft
and 2ftx are not conjugate, 7r(flX2ft)) n 7r(£T(2ft1)) = 0 , so sJt* does not
lie in //(2ft!), and 9t* does not centralize £T(2ft1). There are at least
p subgroups $Po of £?i(@p) with the property that ^P05R*/sJt0 is a Frobenius group, by (26.6). Each of these has a fixed point on U(2ft1)f.
It follows from Lemma 26.13 (iii) that 2ftx dominates G?p. This is
absurd, by (26.6) and Lemma 8.13. Hence, 2ftx n U(2ft*) is cyclic for
all G in ©. In particular, 2ftx n #(2ft) is cyclic. This implies that
2fti n iJ(2ft) is faithfully represented on J5T(2ft1), so §* is faithfully
represented on JEr^J. By (26.6), at least p subgroups of @p or order
p have fixed points on 2/(2)^), so 2ft: dominates @p, which violates (26.6),
by Lemma 8.13. @2£T(2ft) is a Frobenius group. Thus, in the definition of a group of Frobenius type, the primes in 7r(G?2) are taken care
of. Let @p = @pl x @p2, with | @pl | ^ | ©p21, p e ft, and where @P1- is cyclic,
i = l,2. If |@ P i|<|@ P 2 |, then fl^ffi,,) char @p. By Lemma 26.14
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(v), it follows that @P2ff(2tt) is a Frobenius group. If |® p l | = |(2 w | r
then by Lemma 26.14 (iii), there is some element P of order p in (Sp.
such that <P>Z/(2ft) is a Frobenius group. Thus, © contains a subgroup @* of the same exponent as Gc with the property that @*U(9K>
is a Frobenius group. 2tt is of Frobenius type.
If H(SSl) is not a T.I. set in ©, and 7r(jy(2Jt))g7r*, it followsreadily that H(SSl) is abelian and is generated by two elements. The
proof is complete.
LEMMA 26.20. Let Stiles?
and let ft be the subset of primes pin 7t(SSll H(SSl)) such that a Sp-subgroup of SSI is a non cyclic abelian
group and a Sp-subgroup of © is abelian. Let G? be a complement for
H(SSl) in SSI. Then a S«-subgroup S$ of @ is a normal abelian subgroup of e and *p n @' = 1 or ?p.

Proof. We can suppose ty =£ 1. Let pert and let Gcp be a Spsubgroup of ©. We first show that G?p < @. Let q e 7r(@) and let
Cc9 be a Sg-subgroup of G? permutable with @p. If Gff is non abelian,
then J V ^ Z ^ W S S K , by Lemma 26.14. If Ol(Z(^q)) centralizes.
^(Gfp), then © p g2Ji' so that @p centralizes @ff. We can suppose
that Q^ZiJSg)) does not centralize J2i(@P). Since fii(@P) centralizesef/Gf n C(JJ(2R)), and since Cf £ C(ff(3fl)), it follows that ©P^2R' so
that @p centralizes ®9.
If G?? is a non cyclic abelian group, then qeft by Lemma 26.18.
If ©p <# ep®,, then e p normalizes @, and £i(@P) centralizes.
®f/®f n C(£T(SK)). If ©, n C(JJ(SW)) = I, then #(<£,) dominates fl^Cn),
so @p centralizes @g. If ®ff n C{H(W)) * 1, then @, fl 0(0^,))
dominates @p, so that @g dominates Grp and once again @p centralizes @g.
Suppose ©, is cyclic. We can suppose that Gfp normalizes G?g.
Then Si(@P) centralizes ©,. If g e ^ U TT2, then Grp centralizes @gr
since @p £ iVCfi^®,))'. We can suppose ge7r0 and that a Sfl-subgroup
O of C(fli(e,)) is in <gf. In this case, however, C(P) £ 3f(Q) for all
Pe@ p , so 5W = M(£L) which is absurd. Hence, @p < 8, so that ^5 is
a normal abelian subgroup of @.
Suppose © contains a non abelian jSg-subgroup @f for some prime
g. Then N(Qx(Z(1£q))) £ 2tt, which implies that ^C2Ji', since JV(©,)
dominates each Sylow subgroup of ?p.
Thus, in showing that $p n 9JI' = 1 or ?pf we can suppose that
every Sylow subgroup of © is abelian. By Lemma 26.18 and the definition of ft, this implies that a S^-subgroup g of G? is a Z-group.
This in turn implies that g n SSI' is a S-subgroup of SSI. Let g 0 be
a complement for g n SW in g. Then g 0 is cyclic. If g 0 = 1, then
@ is abelian and we are done. We can suppose g 0 =£ 1.
Suppose go is not of prime order. Let 2 = [g0,5ptf(2R)]. By
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Lemma 26.3, and Lemma 26.16 Z is nilpotent. If [g0, $P] ^ 1, then
[So, ©p] =£ 1, for some Sp-subgroup @p of ty. Hence, JV([g0, ©*]) dominates every Sylow subgroup of ^p. Since [g0, H(SDl)] can be assumed
non cyclic, ty g 2JI', and we are done. If [g0, $ ] = 1, then *P n 5Kf =
1, and we are done.
We can now suppose that g 0 is of prime order r. We can now
write *P = *po x ?&, where Sft = «p n C(g0) and % = [*P, g 0 ], and we
suppose by way of contradiction that *p< =£ 1, i = 0, 1.
Choose p so that 6?p n ^Po =£ 1, where G?p is the Sp-subgroup of $p.
If *p0 n @P centralizes JBT(9Ji) n C(g0), then JV(^po) £ SW, by Lemma
26.13, since JZ(2R) n C(g0) * 1- Since % fl @P < JV(©P), ^po n @p S SDV,
contrary to construction. Hence we can assume that ($P0 D @P)§*
is a Frobenius group, where £>* = £T(9Jl) fl C(%0)> Let SJii be a maximal subgroup of © containing JV(S0). Since ^po n ©P < JV(@P), it
follows that % n e p s a J i ; , since JV(g0) dominates @p. Since ^ is
not conjugate to 2tt, it follows that ^(^(a)!!)) n ^(HiTl)) = 0 , so that
§* n i5r(2«1) = 1. Since [£*, % n ©P] ^= 1, both % n ©, and [&*, % n ®p}
are in Wlt so commute elementwise. Thus [§>*, % fl ©P] = 1, contrary
to the above argument. The lemma is proved.
LEMMA 26.21. Let 9Ji e ^
and suppose 7r(2Ji/2Jl') contains a
prime p such that a Sp-subgroup of 9Ji is non cyclic. Then %R is
of type I.

Proof.
Case 1. A Sp-subgroup of © is abelian.
Case 2. A Sp-subgroup of ® is non abelian.
In Case 1, let fc be the subset of those q in 7r(2Jl/H(2Ji)) such that
a Sg-subgroup of 2ft is an abelian non cyclic Sg-subgroup of (3. Then
pen, and if @ is a complement for J7(9Jl) in 9K, then a Sfc-subgroup ^P of
£ is an abelian direct factor of @ by Lemma 26.20. Let © = ^P x g.
[f g were not a Z-group, then some Sylow subgroup g r of g would
be non abelian, by Lemma 26.18 and the definition of ft. But then
N(j$r) S 3K, by Lemma 26.14. Since JV(gr) dominates every Sylow subgroup of $p, we would find ^P£9K', which is not the case. Hence,
5 is a Z-group.
Let go be a complement for g' in g, and let g r be the Sr3ubgroup of g0. Let $* = JJ(3Ji) n C(Oi(gr)). Since §* is a Z-group,
and since iV(i?i(gr)) dominates every Sylow subgroup of $pf ^P centralizes §*. By Lemma 26.13, $* = 1. Hence go^aft) is a Frobenius
Let g 8 be the S.-subgroup of g', and let £* = J5T(9Ji) n
[f §* is a Z-group, then §* = 1 as in the preceding paragraph. If
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§* is not a Z-group, then since iV(fi1(ga)) dominates every Sylow
subgroup of $pf we find ^?£2ft', which is not the case. Hence,
gl/(2ft) is a Frobenius group.
If g is non abelian, then m(Z(fQr)) ^ 3 for every Sr-subgroup £>r
of £T(2ft), so that ff(2ft) is a T.I. set in ©. By Lemma 26.13, 2ft is
of Frobenius type, so 2ft is of type I. If g is abelian, Gr is abelian,
so 2ft is of type I by Lemma 26.19.
In Case 2, let @ be a complement for Z/(2ft) in 2ft, let G?pbe a Sp-subgroup of G, and let g be a S^-subgroup of Gf. Let g 0 be a complement
for g n 2ft' in g. Then g 0 is a S-subgroup of 2ft, and g 0 = 1 is a possibility. We can suppose g 0 is permutable with @p, so that g 0 normalizes
@p, since by Lemma 26.18, g is a Z-group, and g 0 fl 2ft' = 1.
Let ©p = 21 x S3, where 21 centralizes #(2ft), 33JJ(2ft) is a Frobenius
group, go normalizes both 21 and 33, and Q1(?b)i5kZ(<$) for some Spsubgroup ty of ©. By hypothesis, [g0, Gfp] c @p.
Suppose go =£ 1. Let g* = g 0 n C(S3), and suppose that 1 c g* c
g0. Let go* be a fixed subgroup of g* of prime order. Then £>* =
jj(2ft) n C(g0*) = #(2ft) n C(3o) is a Z-group normalized by g0S3. Since
g0S3 is non abelian, §>* = 1. Hence g*S3fT(2ft) is a Frobenius group.
Since g 0 is prime on jy(2ft), g0Z/(2ft) is a Frobenius group. In particular, every subgroup of g 0 of prime order centralizes S3.
Let gi = g fl 2ft', and suppose that g 2 =£ 1, so that our running
assumptions are: g 0 4=- 1, 1 c g* c g0, g x =£ 1. Suppose faHiW) is not
a Frobenius group, and let g* be a subgroup of prime order such
that §* = £f(2ft) n C(g*) * 1. It follows that JV(g*)g2ft. But gr
centralizes fli(@P), so G?p is not a Sp-subgroup of JV(gf). Hence
S3g£f(2ft) is a Frobenius group, in case 1 c g* c g0. Hence, 2ft is of
Frobenius type in this case. If S3g is non abelian, then ra(Z(£>r)) ^ 3
for every Sr-subgroup £>r of flX2ft), r e 7r(jy(2ft)), so iy(2ft) is a T.I. set
in © and 2ft is of type I. If S3g is abelian, and J5T(2ft) is not a T.I
set in ©, and n(H(W))^nt,
then m(£f(2ft)) = 2 and jy(2ft) is abelian.
2ft is of type I in this case.
Suppose now that g 0 = g* =£ 1. In this case 2Ig <\ @. Since
33Z/(2ft) is a Frobenius group and 21 centralizes JET(2ft), it follows
readily that g£f(2ft) is a Frobenius group, and that 2ft is of type I.
Next suppose g* = 1, g 0 ^ 1. Since g 0 is prime on ZT(2ft), g 0 is
of prime order. Since g 0 does not centralize S3, g 0 does centralize
21. Let $* = J?(2ft) n C(g0), so that §* ^ 1. Since 21 centralizes
l/(9ft), 2t centralizes £>*. Since S3g0 is non abelian and S32/(2ft) is a
Frobenius group, it follows that JJ(2ft) is a T.I. set in © and that
§* is cyclic.
Let 2ftx be a maximal subgroup of © containing iV(g0). Then 2ftA
is not conjugate to 2ft. Let G^ be a complement to J3r(2ft1) which con-
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tains §*. If SlgflXSUy, then since C(2l)g2K, &* centralizes a non
cyclic p-group, which is not the case. Hence, 21 §£ H(Wl), and we can
suppose that 2lS@i.
Since JV(2)) g 2ft for every non empty subset 25 of (21£>*)f, it follows
that 2t§* is prime on flW. Let &0* = H(W) n SRi, so that § S &0*, and
§0* is prime on HQDld. Since iV(go)E2fti, it follows that &0* = ft*.
If SI is not a Sp-subgroup of 2»lf then fl^SB)* S Wl, for some M
in 2R. But then 01(a3)jrZT(SI»1) is a Frobenius group, as is ^(SB)^*,
so that §* centralizes J?(5Uli), which is absurd. Hence 51 is a Spsubgroup of 3D?!.
If go£fli(9Wi). then either I S o l ^ i or a S|gol-subgroup of W^ is
abelian. But in the first case, £>* dominates g0, contrary to
g 0 n 3Ji' = 1, while in the second case £>*2I normalizes some S|gor
subgroup 58 of 2)?! with g 0 ^ ® , and [$, £>*2I]£*2I is a Frobenius group.
As £>*§! is prime on J7(3Ri) and | §*2I | is not a prime, it follows that
[$*», ®] centralizes ^(30^). If 58 is a S^-subgroup of ©, then &*2l
dominates ^, so go£=2ft', which is not the case. Otherwise, a <S|g ,subgroup of © is non abelian, and J2i([®, £>*2I]) is contained in the
center of some S|go,-subgroup of ®. But JV([£*2l, S]) E 3Jii, and a
S^-subgroup of SKx is abelian. Hence, So^ZTiOIfti).
We next show that £>*2l is a complement to 2/(2)^) in QJIL
Namely, turning back to the definition of g0, we have g = So(S fl 3Ji')«
But S3 S SK'f and 31 centralizes 1T(5K). Hence, g = g 0 or g is a
Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel g fl 3K'. Now, since g 0 S
jy^aJl,), it follows that ^ fl 5K £ ft*«JHr(3»i). This implies that §*SI
has a normal complement in ©lB If ^)*Sl ^ @i, then ^ is a Frobenius
group with Frobenius kernel ©I and ^ = Gf(£>*21. This is absurd
since §*2l is prime on #(3Jii), and | £>*2l | is not a prime. Thus £>*2l
is a complement to HiWli) in 50^. Now, however, Hi^) is nilpotent.
Since g 0 has no fixed points on (ffi fl 5K')*» it follows that 2Ji n 9Wi =
Since $*2I centralizes gOf it follows that g o £ # ( W . We next
show that HQDIJ is a T.I. set in ©. Namely, | g01 divides p - 1,
since [S3, g0] = S3. Hence p > \ g01; since | g01 is a prime, | g01 £ ^o — n*t
so J7(9R!) is a T.I. set in ©.
We now turn to iV(@P). Let 2J£2 be a maximal subgroup of ©
which contains JV(£?i(SB)). Then 2ft2 is not conjugate to either 3Ji or
3Jllf since the Sp-subgroups of these three maximal subgroups are
pairwise non isomorphic. Let $ be a Sp-subgroup of ^ containing
?p and normalized by g0- If P^^2, then g 0 does not map onto
since g 0 centralizes 21. But then JV(g0) covers
This is not the case since JV(go)£2fti, and 2tg5KI.
Hence, p$7c2, so p€7r0, and $ £
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Since C(g 0 ) fl flifSDW £ SRi, and since

it follows that C(g0) 0 fl^) = St. Hence, JV(g0) n 2R2 normalizes
« . But JV(go) n iV(2t) = So2t^*. (This turns the tide.) Suppose
N(%o) n 3Ji2 => SISo. Then 2fl2 contains a non identity subgroup £**
of ft*. But jET(3Ji2) contains 33, and we find that [&**, 53] = &** S
which is not the case. Hence JV(gf0) n 2ft2 = Stg0.
By Lemma 26.17, 2K2 has p-length one. Let 5S2 = OP,(2Ji2), so that
?2 = $ < 2R2 = 2Ji2/®2. Then 3Ji2/^S2 is a Frobenius group whose
Frobenius kernel is of index |g o |, or else 3K2 = 5pft,g0. I n any c a s e »
by Lemma 8.16, 2KJ centralizes tp/fp'. But now 2tg2R2f, which is a
contradiction to ff(3Ji2) E W2.
We have now exhausted all possibilities under the assumption
that g 0 ± 1.
Suppose %0 = 1. In this case, g £ 3K', g is cyclic and g is normalized by @p. Since aBJ5T(97i) is a Frobenius group, J?i(93) centralizes
g, so fii(@P) centralizes g. This implies that g£T(3Jt) is a Frobenius
group, or U = 1. In both cases, SDl is of Frobenius type. If f$ =£ 1,
then 33g is non abelian, so ra(Z(§r)) ^ 3 for every Sr-subgroup £ r of
JZ(5m)frew(F(SK))f and H(a») is a T.I. set i n ® . If % = 1, then
© = @p is abelian, and the lemma follows from Lemma 26.19.
LEMMA-26.22. Let %T be the set of Z-subgroups 3 of © with
the following properties:
( i ) If p, q are primes, every subgroup of $ of order pq is
cyclic.

(ii) 3 = 3i x 3,, | & I = s* =£ M = 1, 2 and /or aws/ non empty
o o/ 3 - 3i - 3 2 , JV(3o) S 3T is empty
subgroups.

or consists of a unique conjugate class of

Proof. If 3 e ^ , and 3 = Si x 3 2 satisfies (i) and (ii), then
3 = 3 — 3i — 3a contains (zx — l)(z2 — 1) elements. Since 3 is a
Z-group, (zu z2) = 1. 3 is clearly a normal subset of 3 , so N(S) =
3 . Suppose Ge® and ZeSnS0Then there is a power of Z, say
Zx = Zk such that Zx e 3 fl 3° and such that Zx has order PiP2 where
Pi is a prime divisor of | 3* I = z». Then <3i> < <3, 3 ^ and so 3 =
3e» G e 3- Thus, the number of elements of © which are conjugate
to an element of 3 is

(26.7)

i|L(2l
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Suppose 3* is another subgroup of % and 8* = 3? x &Z satisfies
<i) and (ii). Set 3 * = 3* - 3 * - 3*. We can assume that 3* n 3 ^
0 , by (26.7), and it follows that 3 * = 3 . The proof is complete.
LEMMA

26.23. Let 2ft e ^ , and suppose W is a S-subgroup of

2ft, 12ft: 2ft' | is not a prime,

and 2ft/2ft' is c^/c^c.

TTwm 501 is of

type I or V, or 3ft has the following properties:
( i ) /7(2ft) is a nilpotent T.I. set in @.
(ii) If ^ is a complement for H(SDl) in 2ft then
(a) Gf is a non abelian Z-group and every subgroup of Gf
of order pq is cyclic, pf q primes.
(b) @ is prime on #(2ft), and ©x = JJ(2ft) n C(@) is a non
identity cyclic group.
(iii) (£©! = 3 satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 26.22.
Proof. If 2ft' = £T(2ft), the lemma follows from Lemma 26.19.
We can therefore suppose that Z/(2ft) c 2ft'. Let Gf be a complement
for H(%Jl) in 2ft, let % be a complement to @0 = ® PI 2ft' in @. Then
g is a cyclic S-subgroup of 3K, and | g | is not a prime.
If 2Ji is a Frobenius group, then m(Z(£>r)) ^ 3 for every non
identity Sr-subgroup § r of H^m), so jy(3K) is a T.I. set in ©, and
we are done. We can suppose that 9JI is not a Frobenius group.
Suppose gZ/(2Ji) is a Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel Hi^Dl).
With this hypothesis, we will show that 3Ji is of type I.
Let e p be a cyclic Sp-subgroup of @0. Suppose §* = #(21*) n C(#i(®p))
=£1. Then @pg0 normalizes ©*. Consider J V ( W P ) ) S < £ * , @P, §>.
Since | f$ | is not a prime and g£>* is a Frobenius group, it follows
that JV(Oi(eo))Ssi». Hence, ©p is a Sp-subgroup of @. Since ©p
does not centralize JJ(2Ji), it follows that every subgroup of g of
prime order centralizes S p . Since Gcp £ 2)?', | g | is not square free,
.and g contains a S,-subgroup gfl such that [Grp, g g ] ^= 1. Consider
NiQAft,)). U qe7r0, then [§ ? , ©p] = 1. If g e n x or g e n 2 and a Sg.subgroup of © is non abelian, then g« = ^V(^i(S«))'» s° once again
,lS«i ®p] = 1- If ^ G TT2 and a Sff-subgroup of © is abelian, then
iV^^©,,)) contains a S^subgroup of ©, contrary to NiQ^p)) £ 2R.
Hence &* = 1 and ©p£r(2Jl) is a Frobenius group.
Since 2Ji is not a Frobenius group, 1£0 contains a non cyclic Sp.subgroup ^ p for some prime p. If @p is abelian, and a Sp-subgroup
•of © is non abelian, then G? = @P-@P', and G?p, is a Z-group. In this
case, @p/jy(2Jl) is a Frobenius group, and so 2Ji is of type I. If G?p
is abelian, and a Sp-subgroup of © is abelian, then Gcp is a Sp-subgroup
of ©. In this case, every subgroup of g of prime order centralizes
<£„/(£„ n C(2/(2Ji)), so centralizes @J for some non identity subgroup
of G?p. Since pen2 and a Sp-subgroup of © is abelian, it follows
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that if g g is a S9-subgroup of g which does not centralize ©J, then
q e 7r2, a S,-subgroup of © is abelian, and ©p is normalized by a S,subgroup Q of © with g , c jQ. Since 0(0^,))c2ft,
C(©p) O D S g , .
Since & is of type (qa, qb), ab > 0, there is a direct factor of Q which
normalizes every subgroup of ©p. Hence, g, is this direct factor.
Hence, q divides p — 1, so we have ©p = ©pl x ©p2, where ©pi is
normalized by Q. It follows that ©p,jy(2ft) is a Frobenius group for
i = 1, 2.
Suppose every Sylow subgroup of © is abelian. Let ft be the
subset of p in 7r(@) such that a Sp-subgroup of © is non cyclic, and
let $ be a Sfc-subgroup of ©. By Lemma 26.18 and the preceding
paragraph, $ is a normal abelian subgroup of @. Hence, 2ft is of
Frobenius type. Since © is non abelian, £T(2ft) is a T.I. set in ©, so
2ft is of type I.
Thus, if g£T(2ft) is a Frobenius group and every Sylow subgroup
of © is abelian, then 2ft is of type I.
Suppose g2/(2ft) is a Frobenius group, and @p is a non abelian
Sp-subgroup of ®. Then @p is a Sp-subgroup of © and pen3.
Since
every subgroup of g of prime order centralizes @P/©P fl C(iJ(3Ji))r
and since Gfp §£ C(£T(9Ji)), Lemma 26.9 implies that g centralizes
©P/©P fl C(£T(5ni)). This violates the containment @P S 5K'. Hence, if
g£T(2Ji) is a Frobenius group, 3JI is of type I.
Suppose now that gll^aJi) is not a Frobenius group. Let G^ =
C(g) n Jy(2ft). By Lemma 26.15, <£t is a Z-group. By Lemma 26.3,
£T(3Ji) is nilpotent so G^ is cyclic. Since every subgroup of g of
prime order centralizes G?'/®' H C(H(<i0l))9 it follows that @ normalizes
G?!, so centralizes ©x since Aut ©j is abelian. Hence, G?! ii 27(2)?)'.
Since every subgroup of g of prime order centralizes
©7©' n CiHiW)), it follows that @' is abelian. Suppose @' were non
cyclic. Let G?p be a non cyclic Sp-subgroup of @'. By Lemma 26.12,
together with G^ =£ 1, Gcp is a Sp-subgroup of ©.
Let g, be a S,-subgroup of g which does not centralize
©p/@p n C(H(m)), and let ©J = ©p n CC^Cg,)) ^ 1. Then 5ft =
JV^Cg,)) 3 <g, ffi*f ©!>. It follows now from ffx £ HQBl)' S ^(2ft) U {1}
that either g, is not a Sg-subgroup of © or g 9 £ 2ft', both of which
are false. Hence, @' is cyclic. This yields that every subgroup of
G? of order pq is cyclic, p, q being primes.
We next show that © is prime on #(2ft). Since
C(E)^
C(g) n ff(2ft) = 6 lf for all # e @ , it suffices to show that @x =
C(£^)ni3r(2ft) for all EedK
Suppose false and ©p is a SP-subgroup
of © such that C{Q^P)) fl i?(2ft) = ©a 3 ©x. Since g©2/@x is a Frobenius group, it follows that ©p is a SP-subgroup of © and JV(©P)S
2ft. In this case, let g g be a Sg-subgroup of g which does not
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centralize @p and consider JV(fii(gg)) 2 <©P, g>. If q e TT0, Lemma 26.9
is violated; if qerclt then 8, E JVOWS,))' so [&, (£„] = 1; if ge;r lf 8 .
is not a Sg-subgroup of JV(@P), contrary to JV(@P)£3K. Hence, @ is
prime on H(Wl), and so @x = C(-E) n HQDt) for all # e ©f. Since (£ is
non abelian, J7(3R) is a T.I. set in @.
Let 3 = @@i, and let 3 = (W^ - flf - ©x. By construction, © =*= 1,
d * 1, and AX3) 0 aJl = 3- Since ©, £ £T(2K)' S £(2») U {1}, N(&) £
3K for every non empty subset 3 0 of ©f. Since (| © |, | (^ |) = 1, this
implies that JV(3) = 3 and JV(3o) £ 3 for every non empty subset 3o
of 3- Thus, 3 satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 26.22. The proof
is complete.
26.24. Suppose Wle^f
is tamely imbedded in ©.
LEMMA

and 2W is of type V. Then W

Proof. We can suppose that W is not a T.I. set in ©. Let
©x = W n C(@), where @ is a complement to W in 2W. Then ©x =£ 1,
and ©! E 2W". Hence, 2ft' is non abelian. Let W = % x @Of where
$P is a non abelian Sp-subgroup of W, and @0 is the Sp,-subgroup of
9Ji' for some prime p (there may be several).
We show that @0 is a T.I. set in @. If @0 = 1, this is the case.
Suppose @0 =*= 1, and S e @0 0 ©?f S ^ 1. Then C(S) 2 <^P, ^P^. Let
aJii be a maximal subgroup of © containing C(S). By Lemma 26.14,
^ ( ^ ( Z ^ ^ S S R i . Hence aTOSSTOi, so 501 = 3 0 ^ 2 ^ and so ^P = sp*
and Ge9Ji.
Since W is not a T.I. set in ©, it follows that @0 is cyclic.
Suppose MeW, M =£ 1, and C(Af)g£2Ji. Since every subgroup
of @0 is normal in 2Ji, it follows that ilfe^p. Furthermore,
<M> n T(^P) = <1>, so M is of order p, and C^Af) = <Af> x 95 x @0,
where 95 is a non identity cyclic subgroup of 2p, and 35 3 QX(Z($))+
(Notice that since JtfgSW", CK(AT)E2R'.)
Let 9Kx be a maximal subgroup of © containing C(Af). Then a
Sp-subgroup of Sfftx is abelian, by Lemma 26.14, so <M> x 35 is a
SP-subgroup of SWi, by Lemma 26.6. By Lemma 26.12 35^(33^) is a
Frobenius group.
Let % be a complement to HiSD^) in SD^ which contains C^(M).
Since 35^(3)^0 is a Frobenius group, it follows that <M> x ^(35) < 8.
This implies that 8 E STO, so that 8 = 8W n SWi.
We next show that (|SW|f IHQOldl) = 1. This is equivalent ta
showing that (|(S|y |J7(9DIL)|) = 1. Suppose false and q is a prime
divisor of (|® |, |H(SHll)|).
Since pen*,q
divides p + 1 or p — 1.
Since p divides 1 ^ : HQSIJI, and 35^(3)^) is a Frobenius group,
g€7r0 — 7r*. Thus, if Q is any element of © of order q, then C(Q)
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is contained in a unique maximal subgroup of @. Let Q be an
element of E of order q, and let 2fta = M{C(Q)). Then &&, £ m2. Since
qen0 — n*, alia is conjugate to SD^ in @. Since @@0 is a Frobenius
group or @0 = 1, ©i is a p-group. We can thus find G in © such
that 9K? = aKj, and we can suppose that <©?, M, 35> is a p-group.
This implies that ©f £ 9M, so that G e 3W. Since <Af, S> is a Spsubgroup of aJix, we have C? £ < Af, 33>. Since ^ £ 50i" and G e 501,
@?^50!" n <M, 93>, and so fl^tt?) = ^(89). But now [fl^Bf), C ] = 1,
contrary to Q°e HiWlJ and i21(a3)fir(9J^1) a Frobenius group. Hence,
By construction, C(M) £ 2Wi. We next show that JVgg({ilf» is a
complement to ^(aTlO in SD^. Since 8 = 3Ji n SSRlf it follows that
<M>< 8, since <M, S > < 8 and <M>£COOTO). Thus, 8 = i V ^ M ) ) .
We next show that two elements of W are conjugate in © if
and only if they are conjugate in 9Ji. Let M, Mx e 3Ji'#, and ilf = M?,
G G ®. Since @0 is a T.I. set in ©, we can suppose M, Mx e ^p. If
MeHCaJi), then C(Af)E2Ji, so ^ n SW is non cyclic, and so Ge2K.
We can suppose M$H(W).
In this case C^(M) is a Sp-subgroup of
C(M). NowO(tf)3<fli(Zffl),fli(Z(f))), so we can find C G C ( M )
so that 0i(ZOP*))<7£C$CM'). As observed earlier, this implies that
^(ZC^)) 0 = fl!(Z(?P)). Since Q1(Z(^°))° = Q1(Z(Wia,
and 2R =
i V ^ Z ^ ) ) ) , we have GC e2Ji. Then M?0 = M°, so AT and Mx are
conjugate in 2Ji, namely, by GC, since C e C(M).
Let Aflf • • •, Mm be a set of representatives for the conjugate
classes (Elf • • •, Em of elements in 2JI which are in SD^'* and satisfy
C(Mi) g 5Ui, 1 ^ i ^ m. As we saw in the preceding paragraph, C(Mi)
is contained in a unique maximal subgroup of ©, for each i, in fact,
iV«M i » is the unique maximal subgroup of © which contains
C«-M«>). Let Sfli = iy«Mi», 1 ^ i ^ m, and suppose notation is
chosen so that Six, • • • f Slw are non conjugate in ©, while 3lj is conjugate to some % with l£i^nfiin
+ l^j^m.
Set & = £T(Sl<),
1 ^ i ^ n, so that (| ©, |, | fty |) = 1 if 1 ^ tf j ^ nf % * j .
Let

%= U
Since M^S%9
it follows that JV(3l*) = 31*. Also, 3lt = &(% n 501)
a n d $ 4 n 2 R = l. If 3l4 n 2JI £ 2Jl'f then % n 9JI is abelian, and in
fact 9l< n 501 = <Mi> x SBi x @0, where 95^ is a cyclic subgroup of $p.
Since (33^ x @0)^* is a Frobenius group,
(26.8)
so is a T.I. set in ©.

%=

U
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Suppose Wi n 2Jig2Ji\ Then 91, n 3JI' < 91* n 9R, and ^ n a K =
<% n 3K')-3> where g n 2Ji' = 1, and g<Aft> is a Frobenius group so
that | g | divides p - 1. Now g normalizes 33< x @0. (33£ can be so
chosen.) If gSB^o is abelian, then g S A & i i s a Frobenius group by
Lemma 26.21, (together with g<Af{> a Frobenius group), and % is a
T.I. set in ©. If f$23»@o is non abelian, then since g is prime on
W, and g is prime on £>t, g is prime on 3B4@O&. If IgI is not a
prime, then [g, SS^o] centralizes £>>. Since @0 is cyclic and every
subgroup of @0 is normal in 9K, we have @0 = 1. But JV(33<)£2Ji
since i21(95i)£Z(9M')- Thus, we can suppose | g | is a prime. If g
centralizes 33<, Lemma 26.21 implies that % is of type I. Thus, we
can suppose that gSB* is a Frobenius group. Hence S934@O is a
Frobenius group, as is g<Mi>35i@0. Since 33*^ is a Frobenius group
and 333^ is also a Frobenius group, & is a nilpotent T.I. set in ©.
Hence g* = C^^g) is a non identity cyclic subgroup and g g * satisfies
the hypotheses of Lemma 26.22 with the obvious factorization g g * =
g x g*. But @@! also satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 26.22, so
g g * and @@! are isomorphic. In particular, p divides | g g * | , so
divides | g * | . This is absurd, since p divides |SB4| and 3 3 ^ is a
Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel ^ 2 g * . Hence, this case
cannot arise. Hence, ^ is a T.I. set in ©, and in fact (26.8) holds.
Since & is a S-subgroup of 3lif we have 9^ = JV(^).
Since 3l{ and 3lj are not conjugate in ©, 1 ^ i, j ^ n, i ^ j , by
construction, we have (| & |, | $y |) = 1 if i =£ j . The factorization of
C(Mk) is now immediate, 1 ^ k ^ m. We have already shown that
(| STO |f | & |) = 1. Thus, W is tamely imbedded in ©.
Hypothesis 26.1.
( i ) @ e ^ ^ and @' is a S-subgroup of @.
(ii) | © : ®'| = 9 ^s a prime and £}* is a complement to ©'
in @.
(iii) ©' is no* nilpotent.
(iv) §* = C@,(O*).
LEMMA 26.25.
Under Hypothesis 26.1, £>* is cyciic and D*§*
satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 26.22 wi£/& £/&e factorization
O*§* = £1* x §*; JV(D*) is contained in a unique maximal subgroup

J o / © ; @ n 2 = Q*&*; D* g 2'; everi/ element of ^/S is of type I or
is conjugate to © or £.
Proof. Since ©' is not nilpotent, §* =^ 1. Let 2 be any maximal
subgroup of © containing JV(D*).
Let n consist of those p in n(&) such that either pen* or
(^)*) or p $ 7r(J5T(@)), and let 11 be a £l*-invariant Sfc-subgroup of
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@, and let § be a Sfr-subgroup of @\ We will show that U is
nilpotent and that £> < @.
Choose p e n and let ^3 be a D*-invariant Sp-subgroup of @. If
PGTT* or p<£n(H(&)), then @ has p-length one, by Lemma 26.17.
Hence, &' centralizes Op>iP(©)/OP/(©), so ©' has a normal p-complement.
If p«7r(©*), then by 3.16 (i) or Lemma 13.4, ©' centralizesOp',p(@)/OP/(@), so in this case, too, @' has a normal p-complement.
Hence, U is nilpotent and £> 0 @. Since @' is not nilpotent, $ =£ 1.
Furthermore, § * f l U g 11'. By construction, 7r(§)aTC0 - n*, so
iV(|>)S@ for every non empty subset h of £>*. Thus, $ is a T.I.
set in ©. Since & * n U g U ' , Lemma 26.14 implies that JV(©)S©
for every non empty subset i> of £>*f. Thus £>*£}* = §* x Q* satisfies Hypothesis (ii) in Lemma 26.22.
Let £>** = ©' n &i3£>*. S is not conjugate to @f either because
D* is not a 5,-subgroup of © or because Q* a X'. Thus, §** n H(X) =
1. If §* c §**, then D* g S ' since [Q*, §**] ^ 1. But in that case,
some Sff-subgroup of X normalizes §>**, so Q* is a Sg-subgroup of ©..
But in that case, D* S N(ZX*)' S X'. Hence, £* = ©' n S f so §*Q* =
@ n ^ . Since JV(|))a@ for every non empty subset h of §**, it
follows that &* has a normal complement in X, say 2^, and 3^ is a
S-subgroup of X. Suppose D* g X'. Then 2^ n S' is disjoint from
O*f §*(^i n 2') is a Frobenius group, and Xx = (^ n 2')O*. Furthermore, a §*-invariant Sg-subgroup O of ^ has a normal complement
in Xl9 and O is abelian, by Lemmas 26.10 and 26.11. Thus Q* is a
direct factor of JD, and JQ* c£>, since O* gX' and JV(D*)El, If a S?subgroup of © is abelian, then N(fe*) dominates D, so JQ* £ @f,
which is not the case. If a S9-subgroup of © is non abelian, then since
Xt fl %>' is nilpotent, D* is contained in the center of some S<,-subgroup
of ©. This is absurd, since JV(Q*) £ X and D is an abelian Sq-subgroup
of X. Hence, Q * g S ' .
Again, let O be a S,-subgroup of S normalized by £>*, and let
S3 be a Sy-subgroup of Zx normalized by £>*. Then either 53 = 1 or
£>*33 is a Frobenius group. In both these case, we conclude that
O < S. If S3 does not centralize Q, then by Lemma 26.16, q e K0 —
7T*, so 2 is the unique maximal subgroup of © containing JV(Q*). If
S3 centralizes D, then D* a Of f so if g e 7r0, S is the unique maximal
subgroup of © containing D*. But if q£n0, then jQ* < Xf so of
course X is the unique maximal subgroup of © containing JV(£}*).
Thus, in all cases, X is the unique maximal subgroup of © containing
Q*.

We next see that if plf p2 are primes then every subgroup of
£>* of order pxp2 is cyclic. We next show that $ * n t t g Z ( § * ) ,
Suppose false and £>? = &* n Ur §g Z(§*) where Ur is the S,-subgroup
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of U. If r e ^ U ^ a , then since U r S@', it follows that rG7r2 and Ur
is the non abelian group of order r3 and exponent r, so that | ft* | =
r. Since ft* fl U has a normal complement in ft* and every subgroup
of ft* of order p&2 is cyclic, ft* fi Z(ft*). Thus, we can suppose that
rG7r0. By definition of ft, we also have ren*.
Apply Lemma 8.17
and conclude that q divides r — 1. Since ft* is a Z-group, Lemma
13.4 applied to C*Ur acting on the Sr,-subgroup of @' implies that
XtJ. centralizes the Sr/-subgroup of @'; since ft* £ U'r, it follows once again

that ft* S Z(ft*). Hence, ft* = (ft* n U) x (ft* n ft) with cyclic ft* n U.
If ft* nft^F(@), then ft* is cyclic. Suppose ft* is non cyclic.
Since U is nilpotent and since &'/F(®) is nilpotent by Lemma 26.4,
it follows that 7r(ft* n ft) contains a prime s such that a Sg-subgroup
of &'IF(&) n ft is non abelian. Hence, C@(U) contains a non abelian
58-subgroup. By construction, s e n0 — 7r*, SO C@(U) e £fx. This implies
that @' is a T.I. set in ©.
Since ft* is assumed non cyclic, hence non abelian, and since
every subgroup of ft* of order pxp2 is cyclic, it follows that | ft* : ft*' |
is not a prime. By Lemma 26.23 (i), 2^ is a nilpotent T.I. set in ®.
Set g = \®\, \&'\=ml9
| S x | = raa, |ft* | = h, |O* | = q. If Glf G2,
G3 G ©, the sets GT1(&'*GU G^W^, G^&O,* - ft* - D*)G3 have pairwise empty intersections. Hence,
9 ^ -2- (wi - 1) + - M m 2 - 1) + JL(fc - l)(g - l) ,
so that

Since mx ^ 3fe, m2 ^ 3g, the last inequality is not possible. Hence,
ft* is cyclic.
Let 8 be a maximal subgroup of © which is not conjugate to
either @ or £. If 8' is not a S-subgroup of 8, then Lemmas 26.10,
26.11 and 26.21 imply that 8 is of type I. If 8' is a S-subgroup of
8 but 8/8' is non cyclic, Lemma 26.21 implies that 8 is of type I.
If 8' is a S-subgroup of 8, 8/8' is cyclic, and 18:8' | is not a prime,
then by Lemma 26.23, 8 is of type I or 8 contains a subgroup 3 =
& x 32 which satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 26.22. But D*ft*
also satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 26.22, so 3 is conjugate to
£l*ft*. Since ,81^^(8) can be assumed, either fl&l, |JD* |) ^ 1, or
(13i I I ft* I) =£ 1. The first case yields 8 = £*, G e ©, the second case
yields 8 = &Gl, G±e® and we are done in this case. Lemmas 26.22
and 26.23 complete the proof.
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26.26. Under Hypothesis 26.1 X is either of type V, or
(i) | £>* | = p is a prime.
(ii) X satisfies
(a) | X : V | = p, and X' is a S-subgroup of I .
(b) X' is not nilpotent.
LEMMA

Proof. By Lemma 26.25, £1* £ 2' and §* is cyclic. As
§ * D U £ U ' and 7r(§)£7r0 - n*, it follows that JV(§)£@ for every
non empty subset £ of £>*f. Since @ n S = £>*£>*, this implies that
£>* has 2/ as a complement. If | £>* | is not a prime, X' is nilpotent,
by Lemma 26.3. This implies directly that X is of type V, condition
(ii) in the definition of type V following easily, since X' is non abelian.
We can suppose that 2: is not of type V. Hence, (i) is satisfied.
Since 2/ is not nilpotent, (ii) (a) and (ii) (b) also hold.
Lemma 26.26 is important, since if % is not of type V, then %
satisfies Hypothesis 26.1, as does @.
LEMMA 26.27.
Under Hypothesis 26.1, one of the following holds:
(i) JV(U)§£@; (ii) ©' is a tamely imbedded subset of @, and U is a
S-subgroup of ©.

Proof. Suppose NQX) £ @. If & is a T.I. set in © we are done.
Hence, we can suppose that @' is not a T.I. set in ©.
Since S' is not a T.I. set in © and since § is a T.I. set in
© (7r(&)£7r0 - 7T*, so Lemma 26.5 (ii) applies), U =£ 1. We first treat
the case in which U is non abelian. Let U = 9t x 9t0, where 91 is a
non abelian Sr-subgroup of 9t, and 9t0 is the Sr,-subgroup of 11. We
show that © is the unique maximal subgroup of © containing 9t.
Suppose 9 t S S , 8 e ^ .
By Lemma 26.1,
N(Ol(Z(fH)))S2n&.
In particular, iV(SR) £ 8 n @, so 5R is a Sr-subgroup of ®. If S - ©*,
G e ©, then by Sylow's theorem, 3t is conjugate to G9W?'1 in @f 91 =
S-'GSRG^S, so that S^G G N(W) fi @, and G G S . Hence, we can
suppose 2 is not conjugate to @. Clearly, S is not conjugate to X9
since g 11X : Z' |. Hence, 8 is of type I. But then 9t £ £T(8), so that
8 = iV(SR) £ @, contrary to assumption. Hence, 91 is contained in @
and no other maximal subgroup of ©. This implies that U is a Ssubgroup of ©.
Choose Se @'f n @w, G e © - @. There are such elements S and
G since ©' is not a T.I. set in ©. If S is not a ^-element, then
Sx = S B G £>* n &f<? for some integer n, contrary to the fact that £ is
a T.I. set in ©. Hence S is a ff-element and we can suppose that
S e U. If S e 3tf then S2 = Sm e 9tJ n S'1* for some m, and C(S2) contains a Sr-subgroup of both @ and @*, which is not the case. Hence,
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S e 91. Since 9t was any non abelian Sylow subgroup of U, it follows
that % is abelian.
Let 2e^f,
C ( S ) S 8 . A Sr-subgroup of 8 is non cyclic. Let
SR be a Sr-subgroup of 8 containing CJR(S). If rG7r0, then by Lemma
26.7, N(Cm(S)) g @, so SR = Cm(S). If rG7T2, the same equality holds
by Lemma 26.14 and the containment JV(C^(S)) g JV(0i(Z(SR))). Thus,
8 is not conjugate to @. Since SR is non cyclic, 8 is not conjugate
to X. Hence, 8 is of type I, and this implies directly that 8 =
J7(S)(£ n @)f @ n £T(8) = 1. Since a Sr-subgroup of © is non abelian,
Lemmas 26.12 and 26.18 imply that
C2(H)\ - H(2)> = J5T(S)<S>* ,
and it is obvious that //(8)<S>* is a T.I. set in © with 8 as its
normalizer. We have verified all the properties in the definition of
a tamely imbedded subset except the conjugacy condition for @' and
the coprime conditions. By definition of H(2), together with the
fact that & is a S-subgroup of ©, it follows that (| 11(8) |, | @' |) = 1.
If (113(8) |f | Q* |) =£ 1, then 8 is conjugate to Z. This is not the case, as
5R is non cyclic. Thus, if Slf • • •, 8TO is a set of representatives for the
conjugate classes of maximal subgroups of © which contain C(S) for
some Sin @' and are different from @, it follows that (| H(2i) |, | H(2j) |) = 1
for i =£ j . It remains only to verify the conjugacy condition for
elements of @". Let S, Sx be elements of @'; which are conjugate
in ©. We can suppose that S and Sx have order r and are in 9t;
otherwise it is immediate that S and Sx are conjugate in @. Let
S = G~1S1G, then C(S) a <0i(Z(3i))f C1(Z(5R<?))>. Since JV^ZOR))) S
@, it follows that S and Sx are conjugate in @. (It is at this point
that we once again have made use of the fact that the subgroups in
^~(SR) have two conjugate classes of subgroups of order r.) Thus, @'
is a tamely imbedded subset of © in this case.
We now assume that U is abelian. We first show that 11 is a
S-subgroup of ©. Otherwise, U is not a S-subgroup of iV(Ur) for
some non identity Sr-subgroup Ur of U. Let JV(Ur) iS 8 e ^ .
Then
8 is not conjugate to @, since 18 |;r =£ | © |«. Suppose 8 is conjugate
to 2 . Since UQ* is a Frobenius group, we have U ^ 8 ' . Thus 8' is
not nilpotent, since by hypothesis JV(U)^@. Hence, X is not of
type V. By Lemma 26.26, | &* | = p is a prime. Since | D* | = q is
also a prime, it follows that if S3 is a S,'-subgroup of V normalized
by £>*, then §*33 is a Frobenius group, (53 =£ 1, since V is not
nilpotent). If ^(U)^TT(55), then since iV(U)S@, it follows that U is
conjugate to 53. But p divides | JV(53): C(S3) |, and so p = q, which
is not the case. Hence TT(U) g 7r(93). But n(VL) S *r(@) fl ^ ' ) S
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TT(93) U {q}, so q e 7r(ll), which is absurd since ©' is a g'-group. Hence,
8 is not conjugate to either @ or X, so 8 is of type I. Since Q* is
of prime order and O*U is a Frobenius group, U S f f ( 8 ) . Since
JV(U) S @, we have U = JI(8). Hence 8 G JV(U) £ @, which is absurd.
Hence, U is a S-subgroup of ©. This implies directly that JV(Ur) £ @
for all non identity Sylow subgroups Ur of @.
Since U is an abelian S-subgroup of ©, and § is a T.I. set in ©,
the condition iV(U) £ @ implies that two elements of ©' are conjugate
in © if and only if they are conjugate in @.
Suppose S e ©'•, and C(S) g @. Then S is a 7r-element, and we
can suppose S e l l . Let 2e^f,
C ( S ) S £ . Since U is an abelian Ssubgroup of © and since U g C ( S ) S 8 , it follows that 8 is not conjugate to @ or X. It is now straightforward to verify that @' is
tamely imbedded in ©.

LEMMA

26.28.

Under Hypothesis 26.1, eitfeer & or % is of type

II. / / @ is o/ type II,

U y
is a T.I. se^ in ©.

Both @ and 2 are o/ type II, III, IV or V.

Proof. First, suppose 2 is of type V, but that @ is not of type
II. Suppose JV(U)S@. By Lemma 26.27, ©' is a tamely imbedded
subset of ®. As U is a S-subgroup of © in this case, we have
(|@'|, |S'|) = 1. By Lemma 26.24, V is a tamely imbedded subset
of ©. We now use the notation of section 9. Suppose Se@' f , TeV*
and some element of 2t5 is conjugate to some element of 2lr. This
implies the existence of 8 e ^ such that 18 : £T(8) | divides (| @' |, | V |)
= 1, which is not the case. Setting 2B = §*Q* - $ * - £ > * , it
follows that no element of 2B is conjugate to an element of %s or
%T. We find, with h = \ §* |, 8 = \®'\, t = \V\, that by Lemma 9.5,
(26.9)

g^

<*

which is not the case. Hence iV(U)g@. If Ur were a non abelian
£r-subgroup of ©, then JV(i?i(Z(Ur))) E @, by Lemma 26.14. Since
iV(U) G iV(fi!(Z(Ur))), this is impossible. Hence U is abelian, and
ra(U) ^ 2. Thus, @ is of type II in this case, since the above information implies directly that § is nilpotent.
Suppose now that X is not of type V. Then from Lemma 26.26
we have X = §*93£l, where Q is a normal Sg-subgroup of X, £>*33 is
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a Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel 93, and 93 is a non identity
g'-group. Since £>* is of prime order q, it follows from 3.16 that
£} contains a subgroup QQ such that QQ < £, JQ/QQ is elementary of
order qp (p = | £>* |), and 93 centralizes Qo.
We next show that 93' centralizes £}. This is an immediate
application of 3.16. If JV(93)g£, then X is of type III or IV according as 93 is abelian or non abelian. If neither @ nor I is of type
II, then both ©' and 27 are tamely imbedded subsets of ©, by Lemma
26.27, since both @ and £ satisfy Hypothesis 26.1. Once again,
(26.9) yields a contradiction.
If @ is of type II, then § is a T.I. set in ®. Suppose
X, Ye U C@,(if)
and X = G"1 TG. Choose H, e C%{X)*, H2 e Ct( Y)\
Then C{X) 3
x
<J3if G- H2Gy. If C(JST) S @, then G e @, since ^> is a T.I. set in ©. We
can suppose C(-X")g@, and without loss of generality, we assume
that X has prime order r,XeU.
If a Sr-subgroup of U is non
cyclic, then by Lemmas 26.12 and 26.13, C(X)£@. We can suppose
that the Sr-subgroup Xlr of U is cyclic, so that <JST> = QS)lr). Since
, it follows that JV(<X»g@.
Choose 2 e ^
with
S. If C(X) n ft* =£ 1, it follows readily that C(X)g@, so
we can suppose C(X) fl §* = 1. In this case, (^(.X^Q* is a Frobenius
group, and this implies that C^(X) £ JJ(8), which is not the case.
The proof is complete.
LEMMA

26.29.

/ / 8 e ^ T and 8 is of type I,

U
is a tamely imbedded subset of ©.
Proof. We first show that H(2) is tamely imbedded in ©.
If H(2) is a T.I. set in © we are done. If JET(8) is abelian,
the conjugacy property for elements of J7(8) holds. Suppose £T(8) is
abelian, LeH(2), and C(L)g8. Let Vle^f
with C(L)£$TC.
Suppose 9£ is of type I. Then 31 n 8 is disjoint from JET(5Ti), since
H(2) S 5ft n 8. Let @ be a complement for #($ft) in 51 which contains
3^ 0 8. Lemmas 26.12 and 26.13 imply that © = 5ft n 8.
If Si, • • •, 8 n is a set of representatives for the conjugate classes
of maximal subgroups of © constructed in this fashion, then (| 11(8*) |,
| JJ(8y) |) = 1 for i* j . Also, (| 11(8,) |, | H(2) |) = 1. Suppose (| U(8t.) |,
| C2(L) |) ^ 1 for some L e ^(8)*, and some i. We can suppose that
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L has prime order r. Let s be a prime divisor of (| 2/(S<) |, | C%(L) \)f
so that s e 7r(S) — 7r(2/(8)), Since 8 is of type I, this implies that a
Sr-subgroup @ of 8 is non cyclic so that sen*.
Since @ does not
centralize a Sr-subgroup of 8, s < r. But now Lemma 8.16 implies
that the Sr-subgroup of 8 centralizes a S,-subgroup of 2/(8*), which
is not the case. Hence, (| H(2i) |, | C&(L) |) = 1 for every L e H(2)*.
By construction

8,=

U C

contains a non identity element. From Lemma 26.13 we have JV(8<) =
8, and 2{ is a T.I. set in ©. Thus, if H(2) is abelian and every 31
with the property that 3le^f
and C(L) g Sft for some L e J7(8)f is
of type I, then 2/(8) is tamely imbedded in ©.
Suppose 9i is not of type I. Since 2/(8) S$ft, it is obvious that
31 is not of type V. It is equally obvious that 31 is not of type III
or IV. Hence, 31 is of type II. Since 27(8) is a S-subgroup of ©, it
is a S-subgroup of 31, and it follows that 31 n 8 is a complement to
H(3l). Since | H(3l) | is relatively prime to | H(2) | and to each | J3r(8<) |,
we only need to show that | H(3l) \ is relatively prime to | C${L) |,
L e 2/(8). Let q = 131: 31' |, so that g is a prime and 9i n 8 contains
a S,-subgroup Q* of 5JI. Since 7r(iI(5Jl)) £ 7r0 - 7T*, it follows that if S
is a Stf-subgroup of 8, vr = n(H(3l)) n TT(8), either S = 1, or &H(%) is
a Frobenius group. Thus (| H(3l) |, | Cfi(8) |) = 1 for L e £T(8)f, and J/(S)
is a tamely imbedded subset of ®. Since C(L) S 8 for every element
of

U
2

by Lemmas 26.12 and 26.13, the lemma is proved if 2/(8) is abelian.
We can now suppose that 2/(8) is non abelian, and is not a T.I.
set in ©. Let 91 be a non abelian ©-subgroup of 2/(8), and let
H(2) = 91 x %. Since 2T(8) is not a T.I. set in ® Lemmas 26.14 and
26.13 imply that % is a cyclic T.I. set in ©. It follows directly
from Lemma 26.12 that 2/(8) is a tamely imbedded subset of ©.
It remains to show that 8 is a tamely imbedded subset of ©.
This is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 26.12 and 26.13.
LEMMA 26.30. If ^ is a nilpotent Ssubgroup of ©, then two
elements of § are conjugate in © if and only if they are conjugate
in

Proof.

Let S e ^ T , JV(£>)£8.

If §£2T(8) and 8 is of type I,
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we are done. If &SzH(2) and 8 is not of type I, we are done. If
fcg£T(8), then & n #(S) = 1. If 8 is of type I, § is abelian, and
we are done. If 8 is not of type I, then 8 is of type III or IV, and
we are done.
We now summarize to show that the proofs of Theorems 14.1
and 14.2 are complete. By Lemma 26.30, the conjugacy property for
nilpotent S-subgroups holds. If every element of ^ is of type I, we
are done by Lemma 26.29. We can therefore suppose that ^0 contains an element not of type I. Choose 8 G ^ ^ , 8 not of type I.
By Lemma 26.21, if p e TT(8/8'), a Sp-subgroup of 8 is cyclic. This
implies that 8' is a S-subgroup of 8. First, suppose 18:8' | is not a
prime. Then by Lemma 26.23, 8 is of type V or satisfies the conditions listed in Lemma 26.23. Suppose that 8 is not of type V, and
@ is a complement to H(2) in 8. Let p be the smallest prime such
that a Sp-subgroup Gf„ of @ is not contained in Z(@) and choose
8 x e ^ , NiQ^p))^8X.
By Lemmas 26.12 and 26.13, 8X is not of
type I. Lemma 26.21 implies that 2[ is a S-subgroup of 8X and 8^81
is cyclic. By construction, 81 is not nilpotent, and also by construction 8i is not conjugate to 8. We will now show that 18j: 8[ | is a
prime. Otherwise, since 8X is not of type I or V, 8X satisfies the
conditions of Lemma 26.23. In this case, both H(%) and H(2j) are
nilpotent T.I. sets in © and 8 n 8X satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma
26.22. L e t / = |8| f /J = |«i| f | 8 : J J ( 8 ) | = e f 18,: #(8,) | = elf g = \&\f
so that
(26.10)

g > (« ~ W* ~ 1) g + ^Z±g

+ ^Lllg

,

which is not the case. Hence 18X: 8j | is a prime, so that 8X satisfies
Hypothesis 26.1. But then Lemma 26.25 implies that 8 is of type
V. Thus, whenever 8 e ^ satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 26.23,
8 is of type I or V.
Suppose every element of ^
is of type I or V, and there is
an element 8 of type V. Let p e TT(S/8'), and let ©p be a Sp-subgroup
of 8. Choose 2, so that N(<£P)S2ie ^t.
Then Sx is not of type I.
Suppose 8i is of type V. By Lemma 26.20, 8' and 8J are tamely
imbedded subsets of ©. Since (|8'|, |SI|) = 1, it follows that 2lz and
2IXl do not contain elements in the same conjugate class of ® , L e 8 ' ,
L±e2[. Setting g = |©|, |S'| =/; \2[\ = /lt | 8 : 8 ' | = e, [ S x : SI | = elf
then (26.10) holds, by Lemma 9.5, which is not the case.
We can now suppose that ^ contains an element 8 not of type
I or V. Lemmas 26.21, 26.23 and the previous reduction imply that
8' is a S-subgroup of 8, 8' is not nilpotent, and 18:8' | is a prime.
Lemmas 26.25 and 26.28 complete the proof of Theorem 14.1.
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As for Theorem 14.2, Lemmas 26.28 and 26.29, together with
Theorem 14.1, imply all parts of the theorem, since if 2 is of type
II, III, IV, or V, 2 is any tamely imbedded subset of & which
satisfies JV(2) = 2, and 2B = 3&JB2 is a cyclic subgroup of 2 which satisfies
the hypothesis of Lemma 26.22, then adjoining all L'1^ - 2^ - 2B2) L,
L e 8, to S does not alter the set of supporting subgroups for S, as
C( W) g 2 for all We 2B - 25^ - 2B2. The proofs are complete.

